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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


The Hollandse Kust (noord) Wind Farm Zone is located in the Dutch Sector of the North Sea, 


approximately 18.5 km from the coastline. As part of the tender preparations, the Netherlands 


Enterprise Agency (Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland, RVO.nl) requested a morphology and 


scour mitigation investigation of wind farm site Hollandse Kust (noord) Wind Farm Zone (WFN). DNV GL 


was assigned to validate this bathymetric study.  


2 CERTIFICATION SCHEME 


The following codes and standards are applied: 


Document No. Title 


DNVGL-SE-0190:2015-12 Project certification of wind power plants 


The morphology and scour mitigation study will be evaluated based on section 2.3.2 Site Assessment of 


DNVGL-SE-0190. 


3 LIST OF REPORTS 


The appendices to this report comprise the detailed DNV GL certification reports which normally include 


reference standards/documents, list of design documentation as well as summary and conclusion of the 


DNV GL evaluation.  


APPENDIX Revision Subject 


A 0 Morphological and Scour Mitigation Investigations 


4 CONDITIONS 


The conditions identified during the technical evaluation are listed in the following. The conditions are 


assigned to the certification phases in which they need to be considered and evaluated. 


For the design phase the following condition shall be addressed: 


• The final scour mitigation strategy will have to be defined by the designer, for the actual 


foundation and cable design to be used. 


For the operation and maintenance phases the following condition shall be addressed: 


• The seabed levels within the wind farm area shall be monitored and remedial actions taken 


before the seabed levels are compromised. 


5 OUTSTANDING ISSUES 


No outstanding issues have been identified. 


6 CONCLUSION 


DNV GL has found that the morphology study is complete, carried out according to industry best 


practice, is plausible, and that 


• Best Estimate Bathymetry (BEB)  


• Lowest Sea Bed Level (LSBL) for the period 2018-2058  


• Highest Sea Bed Level (HSBL) for the period 2018-2058 
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as defined in the documents listed in section A4 are derived in line with the requirements following 


section 2.3.2 of the DNVGL-SE-0190 and can be used as basis for determining design seabed levels for 


Hollandse Kust (noord) Wind Farm Zone. The condition in Section 4 needs to be observed.  


Although the actual scour prediction and mitigation strategies must be defined by the designer for the 


actual foundation and cable concepts, DNV GL has found the presented methods to be in line with 


industry practice.  
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APPENDIX A 


Morphological and scour mitigation investigations 


Evaluation of morphological and scour mitigation investigations 


for Hollandse Kust (noord) Wind Farm Zone 


A1 Description of verified component, system or item  


Within the wind farm area a morphology and scour mitigation study has been performed. The results and 


the found morphodynamic site conditions are documented by the customer and build the basis for the 


verification described in the current report. 


A2 Interface to other systems/components 


Currently, no interfaces to other systems/components are present. 


A3 Basis for the evaluation 


Applied codes and standards: 


Document No. Revision Title 


DNVGL-ST-0437  2016-11 Loads and site conditions for wind turbines 


IEC 61400-3  2009-02 Wind Turbines – Part 3: Design requirements for offshore wind turbines 


A4 Documentation from customer 


List of reports: 


Ref. Document No. Revision Title 


/1/ 11202796-000-
HYE-0002 


Final-v2 


Issued 2019-03-15 


Morphodynamics and scour mitigation of Hollandse Kust (noord) 
Wind Farm Zone  


A5 Evaluation work  


/1/ presents the bathymetrical/morphodynamic assessment for the planned Hollandse Kust (noord) Wind 


Farm Zone. /1/ contains information regarding:  


• Description of morphodynamic features in the wind farm zone   


• An analysis of the morphodynamics 


• Extrapolation of historical morphodynamic activities for the estimation of future seabed levels  


The seabed bedforms at Hollandse Kust (noord) Wind Farm Zone consist of a combination of Megaripples 


and Sand Waves.  


/1/ concludes that from the geological and geophysical data available non-erodible layers exist, but that 


they are located too deep to influence migration of the sand waves and the megaripples. 


The Megaripples have migration speeds that are so large that many megaripples will pass each Turbine 


during the lifetime of the wind farms. Therefore, only their dimensions were determined, and their 


representative statistical values were included as an uncertainty band for predicted bed levels.  
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The Sand waves have been analysed in 3 steps based on the historical and recent seabed bathymetries  


a. Determination of the sand wave migration direction 


b. Determination of the sand wave migration speed 


c. Characterization of the sand wave shape 


Future migration 


The 2017 Hollandse Kust (noord) Wind Farm Zone bathymetry was determined from multibeam survey 


carried out by Fugro on behalf of RVO.nl: These bathymetrical data together with 1996, 2002, 2009 and 


2012 surveys were used to determine the seabed dynamics:  a) sand wave migration directions, b) sand 


wave speeds and c) the sand wave characteristics such as wavelength and wave height. 


The future bathymetries and corresponding bed level changes have been estimated by artificial shifting 


the mobile seabed components of the most recent 2017 bathymetry. In order to account for the 


variability of the migration speed and migration direction, 9 different combinations of 3 migration 


directions and 3 migration speeds have been considered. Hereby upper and lower bound future seabed 


level estimates have been obtained. DNV GL has reviewed this method and has found that the method 


can be used to determine the long-term bathymetrical changes, when contingency accounting for the 


uncertainties are applied:  


In order to account for a) survey, b) megaripples and c) spatial resolution uncertainty, 0.20m upward 


and 0.15 m downward bands + spatial varying sand shape uncertainty have been added to the 


uncertainty. DNV GL has reviewed these uncertainty bands and found them to be on the safe side.   


DNV GL has a) reviewed the study, b) has found that the study is carried out according to industry best 


practice and c) agrees on the following main data provided along with /1/:  


• Lowest Seabed Level (LSBL) for time spans of 3 year  


• Highest Seabed Level (HSBL) for time spans of 3 year  


• Best Estimate Bathymetry (BEB) for time spans of 3 year  


Unexploded Ordnances (UXO’s) 


In addition to the future predictions /1/ also present a hindcast of the seabed levels for the period 1921 


to 1945 to detect bandwidths as a vertical demarcation for the location of Unexploded Ordnances 


(UXO’s). DNV GL has reviewed and found the Best (BEOL), Lowest (LOL) and Highest (HOL) object levels 


are correctly modelled.  


Mining Pit Area 


A sand mining Pit is present in the area. Four bathymetrical surveys from 2012, 2013, 2016 and 2017 


have been carried out in the area. Based on those measurements and by using hydrodynamic input 


(current and water level) the SEDTUBE sediment model has been setup in /1/ to simulate the long-term 


bathymetrical development. /1/ concludes that after 41 years (from 2017-2058) a significant north-


northeastward migration of the sand mining Pit will take place more than 2 km downstream the present 


Pit location. 


DNV GL has a) reviewed the study, b) found the that the bathymetrical changes are correctly modelled 


and c) agreed with the conclusion of the study.   
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Scour Mitigation Strategies  


In /1/ different Scour Mitigation Strategies are presented. DNV GL has found that the methods are in line 


with industry practice.  


A6 Conditions to be considered in other certification phases  


The conditions identified during the technical evaluation are listed in the following.  


For the design phase the following condition shall be addressed: 


• The final scour mitigation strategy will have to be defined by the designer, for the actual 


foundation and cable design to be used. 


For the operation and maintenance phases the following condition shall be addressed: 


• The seabed levels within the wind farm area shall be monitored and remedial actions taken 


before the seabed levels are compromised. 


A7 Outstanding issues 


There are no outstanding issues. 


A8 Conclusion 


DNV GL has found that the morphology study is complete, carried out according to industry best 


practice, is plausible, and that 


• Best Estimate Bathymetry (BEB)  


• Lowest Sea Bed Level (LSBL) for the period 2018-2058  


• Highest Sea Bed Level (HSBL) for the period 2018-2058 


as defined in the documents listed in section A4 are derived in line with the requirements following 


section 2.3.2 of the DNVGL-SE-0190 and can be used as basis for determining design seabed levels for 


Hollandse Kust (noord) Wind Farm Zone. The condition in Section 4 needs to be observed. 


Although the actual scour prediction and mitigation strategies must be defined by the designer for the 


actual foundation and cable concepts, DNV GL has found the presented methods to be in line with 


industry practice.  
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Summary 


This report is the result of the morphodynamics analysis and scour mitigation study of the 


Hollandse Kust (noord) Wind Farm Zone (HKNWFZ), located off the Dutch coast. The morphology 


in the area is classified as complex and dynamic with significant sand wave migration in the top 


soil layer, presence of sand banks and megaripples and locations used for sand extraction. The 


sand waves are in general oriented perpendicular to the shore and are migrating towards the 


north-northeast. The underlying bathymetry and the sand banks are considered static at least 


within the lifetime of the wind farm. Scour predictions and scour protection calculations provide a 


map based overview of conditions for HKN.  


 


A review of available geological and geophysical data indicate that non-erodible layers exist, but 


that they are located too deep to influence the sand wave migration. A numerical analysis of the 


hydrodynamics and sediment transport in the area indicates that the net sediment transport is 


aligned with the residual tidal flow and towards the north-northeast.  


 


A detailed analysis of the sand wave fields is presented for the entire HKNWFZ. In total 39391 


transects distributed over the wind farm area are analysed. The sand wave migration speeds are 


determined by a 1D cross-correlation technique and average migration speeds of 1.9 m/yr to 5.4 


m/yr are observed. In general sand waves in shallower water depths, e.g. on top of the sand 


banks, migrate faster than in the deeper parts and locally migration speeds as high as 9.0 m/yr are 


observed. 


  


A Fourier analysis is applied for determining the spatial characteristics of the sand waves and here 


wavelengths between 190 and 500 m and wave heights between 0.8 and 2.8 m are observed. 


Sand waves are in general higher in the deeper parts of HKN between the sand banks. 


 


The sand mining pit present in the HKNWFZ is subject to an infill process with a relatively 


slow time scale of filling.  A data analysis on the sand mining pit in the HKNWFZ and on a 


nearby sand mining pit  indicated no significant infill or migration, it must however be stressed 


that the timespan between different available surveys is rather short. Based on simulations 


using the SEDTUBE model for a hydrodynamic time series and varying soil conditions a 


significant northward migration of the sand mining pit is observed extending over 2 km 


downstream from the present location of the pit. 


 


Based on the morphodynamic analysis a Best Estimate Bathymetry (BEB), a Lowest Seabed 


Level (LSBL) and a highest seabed level (HSBL) are determined. The LSBL and HSBL indicate 


the lowest and highest seabed levels that are expected during the lifetime of the wind farm (2018-


2058). Expected seabed level changes range between -2.6 and +3.2 m being the 99% non-


exceedance values for respectively seabed lowering and seabed rise.  
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Next to the future predictions a hindcast of seabed levels is made for the period 2021-1945 in 


order to detect bandwidths as a vertical demarcation for the location of Unexploded Ordnances 


(UXO’s). For this period a Best Estimate Object Level (BEOL), a Lowest Object Level (LOL) and a 


Highest Object Level (HOL) have been assessed.  


 


Furthermore, the LSBL and LOL are compared to the base of the Holocene formation. The 


comparison did not indicate unrealistic values for the LSBL and LOL. The predicted seabed level 


changes presented in this study follow from the applied morphological analysis techniques, 


describing the (uncertainty of the) physics and the natural variability of the analysed morphological 


system. No additional safety margins for design purposes have been applied. 


 


Scour mitigation strategies are illustrated for stable seabeds, which are valid for areas with small 


morphodynamic activity, and for areas subject to morphodynamic activity. To decide which 


strategy can best be adopted for a certain foundation type and specific location, more accurate 


input is required a) for the expected scour depth (to be able to compute the necessary 


modifications to the structure to be able to deal with scour e.g. extending the length of the 


monopile) and b) for the minimum required scour protection to prevent scour from occurring.  


 


It can be concluded that for monopiles an easy-applicable, well-proven solution is to place the 


monopiles in areas with limited seabed dynamics or just north-east of the sand wave crests or 


even on top of the sand wave crests and to apply a scour protection to maintain a more or less 


fixed seabed level around the foundation. Locations with limited seabed dynamics are typically 


somewhat deeper compared to the sand wave crests and will therefore require a slightly longer 


pile, whereas at shallower locations on top of the sand wave crests a shorter pile can be chosen, 


but a longer extent of the scour protection is recommended to cater for the lowering seabed.  


 


Gravity-Based-Structures will typically need a scour protection due to too severe scour 


development in the mobile seabeds in HKN and the low tolerance for scour due to undermining 


risks; locations with a significantly lowering seabed are best to be avoided for GBS. Jacket 


structures are expected to experience significant scour development as well, but as long as they 


are not located in areas with lowering seabeds and cable free spanning risks are mitigated by 


proper cable protection measures (such as  cable stiffeners) they can be designed without the 


need for scour protection. This does not hold for Suction Bucket Jackets: due to the limited 


penetration depth of the suction cans, scour protection is in most cases recommended in HKN. 


Self-installable systems look promising here. 


 


With the provided maps for water depth, maximum seabed lowering, predicted scour depth, stable 


rock gradings and required scour protection volumes for each location it can be computed which 


pile length is required, both for the situation that the pile will be protected or will be left unprotected 


or which scour protection is required. In the end, this boils down to comparing costs of primary 


steel versus costs of scour protection. With the provided information the wind farm designer can 


determine the optimum locations for the wind turbine foundations and select a cost-efficient and 


safe scour mitigation strategy for each foundation.   
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Next to foundations, this report also discusses general considerations for cable routing in a 
morphodynamic area such as HKN. It is expected that cables can be buried sufficiently deep to 
avoid cable exposure, when smart cable routing techniques are adopted, which avoid the areas 
with largest morphodynamic seabed lowering or other “high risk” areas. 
 
The predicted seabed level changes, scour predictions and assessment of scour mitigation 
measures presented in this study follow from the applied morphological analysis techniques, 
describing the (uncertainty of the) physics and the natural variability of the analysed morphological 
system. No additional safety margins for design purposes have been applied. 
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 Samenvatting (in Dutch)  


Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland (RVO.nl) heeft Deltares opdracht gegeven om een 


morfodynamische analyse van de zeebodem uit te voeren voor het nieuwe 


windenergiegebied Hollandse Kust (noord) (HKNWFZ = Hollandse Kust (noord) Wind Farm 


Zone) voor de kust van de provincie Noord-Holland. Daarnaast is Deltares gevraagd om 


potentiële mitigatie-strategieën om met ontgronding rondom de funderingen om te gaan te 


presenteren. Het gehele studiegebied bestaat uit 1 kavel en behelst een totale capaciteit van 


700 MW.  


 


Het doel van de morfodynamische analyse is om de verschillende bodemvormen in kaart te 


brengen en de mogelijke bodemveranderingen in de periode 2018 – 2058 te kwantificeren, 


zowel in opwaartse als neerwaartse richting. Daarnaast worden de te verwachten 


ontgrondingsdieptes in HKN en mogelijke mitigatiemethodes in kaart gebracht. Met deze 


resultaten kunnen de windparkontwikkelaars vervolgens de ondersteuningsconstructies en 


kabeltracés ontwerpen alsmede de optimale locaties hiervan bepalen. 


 


De morfologie van HKNWFZ kan worden gekarakteriseerd als complex en dynamisch met 


verschillend type bodemvormen, variërend van zandbanken, zandgolven en megaripples (zie 


Figure 2.4 voor een overzicht van typische afmetingen en migratiesnelheden). De zandgolven 


zorgen door hun combinatie van significante hoogte en migratiesnelheid voor de grootste 


verticale bodemveranderingen tijdens de levensduur van het windpark. Naast deze natuurlijke 


morfodynamische processen zijn er ook door de mens aangebrachte zandwinputten 


aanwezig, die weliswaar niet meer gebruikt worden, maar nog wel morfologische 


veranderingen zullen ondergaan. 


 


De toppen en dalen van de zandgolven staan over het algemeen loodrecht op de kust en 


migreren in noord-noordoostelijke richting. De onderliggende bathymetrie en zandbanken 


worden beschouwd als statisch (tenminste voor de levensduur van het windpark).  


 


Een analyse van de beschikbare geologische en geofysische data wijst op de aanwezigheid 


van een niet-erodeerbare laag, welke echter te diep ligt om de zandgolf-migratie te 


beïnvloeden. Een numerieke analyse van de hydrodynamica en sediment transport in het 


gebied geeft aan dat het gebied gekenmerkt wordt door zowel een residuele getijdestroming 


als een netto sediment transport naar het noord-noordoosten. Deze numerieke analyse 


bevestigde de berekende zandgolfmigratie-karakteristieken, zowel in snelheid en richting als 


in ruimtelijke variatie door het windparkgebied. 


 


Een gedetailleerde analyse van het zandgolfveld is gepresenteerd voor HKNWFZ. In totaal 


zijn er 39391 doorsneden verdeeld over het windenergiegebied geanalyseerd. De zandgolf-


migratiesnelheden zijn bepaald aan de hand van een 1D kruiscorrelatie techniek; gemiddelde 


migratiesnelheden bedragen 1.9 tot 5.4 m/jaar. Over het algemeen migreren de zandgolven 


in ondiepere gedeeltes, bijvoorbeeld bovenop een zandbank, sneller dan zandgolven in de 


diepere gedeeltes en lokaal zijn migratiesnelheden van 9.0 m/jaar geobserveerd. 


 


Vervolgens is een Fourier analyse toegepast om de ruimtelijke karakteristieken van de 


zandgolven te bepalen. In HKZWFZ variëren de golflengtes tussen 190 en 500 m en 


golfhoogtes tussen 0.8 en 2.9 m. Zandgolven zijn over het algemeen hoger in de diepere 


gedeeltes van het windenergiegebied tussen de zandbanken. 
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De zandwinput aanwezig in HKNWFZ is onderhevig aan een aanzandingsproces met een 


relatief lange tijdschaal. Een data-analyse gefocust op de zandwinput in HKN en een 


nabijgelegen put laten nauwelijks significante aanzanding of migratie zien. Het moet echter 


wel worden benadrukt dat de tijdspannes tussen de verschillende databronnen relatief kort 


zijn. Daarom zijn er ook numerieke simulaties uitgevoerd met het SEDTUBE model met als 


input een hydrodynamische tijdserie (DHI, 2017) en variërende sediment diameters zoals 


waargenomen in het gebied. Door de langzame opvulling van de zandwinput is migratie van 


de put in noord-noordoostelijke richting het dominante proces. Tevens treedt vooral aan de 


noordkant van de zandwinput een afvlakking van de bodemhelling plaats. De invloedssfeer 


van de zandwinput strekt zich uit over een gebied van 2 km benedenstrooms (in noord-


noordoostelijke richting). 


 


Op basis van de morfodynamische analyse zijn een meest waarschijnlijke ligging van de 


zeebodem (BEB = Best Estimate Bathymetry), een laagste bodemligging (LSBL = Lowest 


SeaBed Level) en een hoogste bodemligging (HSBL = Highest SeaBed Level) bepaald. Deze 


hoogste en laagste bodemniveaus gelden voor de levensduur van het windenergiegebied 


(2018-2058); de meest waarschijnlijke bodemniveaus zijn bepaald voor elke periode van 5 


jaar. Verwachte verticale veranderingen van de bodemniveaus variëren tussen -2.6 en +3.2 


m zijnde de 99%-overschrijdingswaarden voor respectievelijk bodemdaling en –stijging.  


 


Naast de voorspellingen voor toekomstige zeebodems zijn de zeebodems voor de periode 


2021-1945 teruggerekend om een verticale afbakening te creëren voor de locaties van niet 


ontplofte objecten (UXO’s), die tijdens de Tweede Wereldoorlog in dit deel van de Noordzee 


zijn gedumpt. Voor deze periode zijn een Best Estimate Object Level (BEOL), een Lowest 


Object Level (LOL) en een Highest Object Level (HOL) bepaald. De diepte-ligging van deze 


potentieel gevaarlijke objecten is belangrijk voor het inschatten van risico’s voor kabels en 


funderingen. 


 


Als extra kwaliteitscontrole zijn de LSBL en de LOL vergeleken met de basis van de 


Holocene formatie, die vaak als ondergrens van de mobiele zeebodem wordt beschouwd. 


Beide vergelijkingen leerden dat er geen onrealistische waarden voor de bodemdaling zijn 


voorspeld in deze studie. Enkel voor de gebieden ten noorden van de zandwinput is een 


onderschrijding van de Holocene laag zichtbaar, die wordt veroorzaakt door de dynamiek van 


de zandwinput.  


 


Als funderingen voor wind turbines in een zandige zeebodem zoals in HKNWFZ worden 


geplaatst zullen doorgaans lokale ontgrondingskuilen rondom de fundering ontstaan. Op 


basis van de hydrodynamische tijdseries is voor het te verwachten bereik aan paaldiameters 


(tussen 6 en 10 m) een ontgrondingskaart voor het hele gebied gemaakt. In de berekeningen 


is alleen uitgegaan van zogenaamde monopaal-funderingen, omdat deze het meest 


gangbaar zijn in vergelijkbare windparkcondities. De berekende ontgrondingsdieptes dienen 


mee te worden genomen in het funderingsontwerp, wat doorgaans zal leiden tot extra 


staalconsumptie in de fundering. Echter, voor monopaal-funderingen wordt meestal gekozen 


om de zeebodem rondom de fundering te beschermen en daarmee ontgronding te 


voorkomen.  


 


Een brede selectie aan mitigatie strategieën voor ontgronding rondom funderingen is 


gepresenteerd. Eerst voor stabiele zeebodems, welke toepasbaar zijn in gebieden met 


geringe morfodynamische activiteit, en daarna voor gebieden onderhevig aan (significante) 


morfodynamische activiteit. De meest bekende en wijd geaccepteerde 


bodembeschermingsmethoden gaan uit van de toepassing van een of meerdere 
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steengraderingen. Daarnaast zijn ook andere concepten zoals blokmatrassen, grindzakken, 


schanskorven of kunstmatige vegetatie gepresenteerd. 


 


Alle bodembeschermingsmethoden dienen aan drie belangrijke criteria te voldoen: 1) externe 


stabiliteit wat betekent dat de toplaag bestand moet zijn tegen de hydrodynamische 


belastingen tijdens stormen; 2) interne stabiliteit wat betekent dat de sedimentdeeltjes niet 


door de bodembescherming mogen ontsnappen en 3) flexibiliteit wat betekent dat de 


bodembescherming zich aan de randen moeten kunnen aanpassen als de omliggende 


zeebodem daalt.  


 


Ter illustratie is een zogeheten dynamisch stabiele bodembescherming bestaande uit 


steenlagen ontworpen. Bij een dynamisch stabiele bodembeweging wordt enige mate van 


vervorming in de steenlaag toegestaan, zolang de bodembescherming maar blijft 


functioneren en aan de drie hierboven genoemde criteria blijft voldoen. De indicatieve 


berekeningen lieten zien dat afhankelijk van de locatie in het gebied een gradering variërend 


van 3-9” tot 40-200 kg voldoende stabiel is (minder dan 50 cm vervorming in verticale richting 


tijdens de ontwerpstorm met een herhalingsperiode van 50 jaar). Daarnaast is indicatief 


bepaald welk steenvolume benodigd is, afhankelijk van de locatie in het gebied. Dit 


steenvolume wordt in belangrijke mate bepaald door de lokaal te verwachten bodemdaling: er 


dient voldoende steenmateriaal aanwezig te zijn om de ontstane bodemhelling effectief af te 


dekken. 


 


Wanneer zowel de te verwachten ontgrondingsdiepte en de effecten op de fundering als 


benodigde bodembescherming bekend zijn, kan de afweging worden gemaakt welke 


ontgrondings-mitigatie-strategie de meest geschikte is voor een bepaald fundatietype in een 


specifieke locatie.  


 


Voor monopaal-funderingen kan worden geconcludeerd dat het plaatsen van deze in 


gebieden met weinig morfodynamische activiteit, ten noorden van de zandgolfkam of 


bovenop de zandgolfkam een goed toepasbare en beproefde oplossing is. Het bodemniveau 


rondom de turbine wordt gehandhaafd door middel van de aanleg van een 


bodembescherming. Locaties met geringe morfodynamiek liggen over het algemeen dieper in 


de waterkolom dan locaties bovenop de zandgolven en vereisen daarom extra paallengte. 


Echter is voor de locatie bovenop de zandgolven een bodembescherming met een grotere 


straal benodigd om de dalende zeebodem op te kunnen vangen. 


 


Gravity-Based-Structures (GBS) hebben meestal een bodembescherming nodig vanwege de 


te sterke ontwikkeling van ontgronding in de dynamische zeebodem van HKNWFZ en de 


geringe tolerantie ten opzichte van ontgronding met als gevolg ondermijning van de 


constructie; locaties met een significante verlaging van de zeebodem kunnen daarom het 


best worden vermeden door de GBS.  


 


Rondom jacket funderingen kan ook significante ontgronding plaatsvinden, maar dit type 


constructies kan daar beter op ontworpen worden. Er bestaat wel een risico op vrijhangende 


elektriciteitskabels; vanwege dit risico wordt voor jacket constructies met veel 


kabelaansluitingen (zoals transformer stations) vaak wel voor een bodembescherming 


gekozen. Dit geld echter niet voor Suction Bucket Jackets: vanwege de gelimiteerde 


penetratiediepte is in de meeste gevallen een bodembescherming in HKNWFZ aanbevolen. 


Zichzelf installerende bodembeschermingen zien er hier veelbelovend uit. 
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Met de gegeven informatie kan de ontwikkelaar van het windpark de optimale locaties van de 


funderingen bepalen en een veilige en kostenefficiënte bodembeschermings strategie kiezen 


voor elke fundering.  


 


Naast funderingen, worden in dit rapport ook algemene overwegingen gepresenteerd voor de 


optimale locaties van elektriciteitskabels in een morfologisch actief gebied als HKNWFZ. Door 


het aanleggen van kabels langs slimmere routes, zodat gebieden met significante verlaging 


van de zeebodem en andere risicovolle gebieden worden vermeden, kan het risico op 


kabelbreuken (door bijvoorbeeld ankers of visnetten) belangrijk verlaagd worden.  


 


De voorspelde veranderingen in de bodemniveaus, ontgrondingsvoorspellingen en analyse 


van bodembeschermingsmaatregelen volgen uit de toegepaste, state-of-the-art 


analysemethoden en zijn gebaseerd op de beschikbare bodemmetingen. Onzekerheden in 


de (nauwkeurigheid van de) bodemdata, de fysieke processen verantwoordelijk voor de 


bodemdynamiek en de natuurlijke variatie zijn zo goed mogelijk meegenomen in de 


onzekerheidsbanden. Er zijn geen additionele veiligheidsfactoren voor ontwerptoepassingen 


op de resultaten toegepast. De resultaten van de studie dienen met deze opmerkingen in het 


achterhoofd gebruikt te worden.  
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1 Introduction 


In 2013 more than 40 organisations and the Dutch Government entered into the Energy 


Agreement for Sustainable Growth (Energieakkoord voor Duurzame Groei). An important part 


of this agreement includes scaling up of offshore wind power development. The Ministry of 


Economic Affairs presented a road map outlining how the Government plans to achieve its 


offshore wind goals in accordance with the timeline agreed upon in the Energy Agreement.  


 


The road map sets out a schedule of tenders offering 700 MW of development each year in 


the period 2015 – 2019. The Dutch Government has developed a systematic framework 


under which offshore wind farm zones are designated. Any locations outside these wind farm 


zones are not eligible to receive a permit. Within the designated wind farm zones the 


government decides the specific sites where wind farms can be constructed using a so-called 


Wind Farm Site Decision (‘Kavelbesluit’). This contains conditions for building and operating a 


wind farm on a specific site. The Dutch transmission system operator TenneT will be 


responsible for grid connection.  


 


Winners of the site development tenders will be granted a permit to build a wind farm 


according to the Offshore Wind Energy Act (Wet Windenergie op zee), a SDE+ grant and are 


offered a grid connection to the main land. The Ministry provides all relevant site data, which 


can be used for the preparation of bids for these tenders. This morphodynamic study is part 


of the site data for Hollandse Kust (noord) Wind Farm Zone (HKNWFZ).  


 


The designated wind farm zone is indicated in Figure 1.1 with a blue polygon. The Wind Farm 


Site is depicted by the red polygon. 


Figure 1.1 Location of the HKNWFZ off the Dutch coast 


Amsterdam 
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1.1 Previous studies for the Hollandse Kust (noord) wind farm zone 


A first quick scan of the HKNWFZ was performed by Deltares (2015b). Herein, a general 


overview of the area is presented including geology, morphology and hydrodynamics. This 


study was further extended by Deltares (2017), where geology and morphology were 


investigated using data sources that were available at that time. Included in this extended 


study were also recommendations to RVO.nl (Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland) for 


the measuring campaign executed by Fugro (2018a).  


 


Based on the measuring campaign by Fugro (2018a), this study presents a detailed 


investigation of the morphodynamics in the HKNWFZ. The analysis is based on both the 


geological and geophysical investigations by Fugro (2018a) as well as historical geophysical 


information.  


 


Please note that more information about site studies for the HKNWFZ is available on: 


https://offshorewind.rvo.nl/ 


1.2 Objectives and deliverables 


The objective of this study is to provide RVO.nl and companies tendering for the HKNWFZ 


with detailed information on the morphodynamics in the wind farm zone. The report contains 


the following information: 


 A detailed description of morphodynamic features in the wind farm zone; 


 A description of the shallow geological and sedimentological site conditions to a depth of 


20m below the measured seabed level to understand the existing morphology and to 


predict future behaviour; 


 An analysis of the morphodynamics; 


 Extrapolation of historical morphodynamic activities for the estimation of future 


seabed levels (2018-2058) and hindcast of historic seabed levels (2021-1945); 


 To describe the scour conditions to be expected at HKN for typical wind farm-related 


structures;  


 To provide a state-of-the-art overview of scour mitigation measures and their 


applicability at HKN at these wind farm-related structures;  


 To provide guidance on how the morphodynamics should be taken into account for 


the selection of the structure’s location and scour mitigation strategy.  


 


To support the morphodynamic and scour analysis, the geological, geophysical and 


hydrodynamic conditions in the wind farm zone are analysed as part of this report to ensure 


that all relevant physical processes are taken into account.    


 


The outcomes of this analysis are presented in: 


 A descriptive report presenting the analysis and main results (this document); 


 A webinar; 


 A GIS archive and XYZ data with hindcasted and future seabed levels and scour 


maps. 


1.3 Structure of this report 


The remainder of this report is organized as follows. First in Chapter 2, background 


information about this study, applied data sources and seabed morphodynamics in general is 


given. In Chapter 3, a morphodynamic characterization of the HKNWFZ is presented 


including a description of the geology in Section 3.4 and the sediment transport conditions in 


Section 3.5. 



https://offshorewind.rvo.nl/
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After the characterisation of the area the morphodynamic analysis is carried out and the 


results are presented in Chapter 4. The analysis focusses on rhythmic bedforms where sand 


waves are discussed in Section 4.2, sand banks in Section 4.3 and megaripples in Section 


4.4. Based on the morphodynamic analysis, future seabed levels are predicted for the life 


time of the wind farm and historic seabed levels are hindcasted up to World War II period in 


Chapter 5.  


 


The scour implications for HKN start with the scour mitigation strategies described in Chapter 


6. Dependent on the selected scour mitigation strategy, the focus should either be directed 


towards accurate scour prediction (Chapter 7) or towards available scour protection methods 


(Chapter 8). Some strategies rely on a combination of scour development and scour 


protection; then both Chapters 7 and 8 are relevant. 


 


Besides support structures electricity cables need to be installed in HKNWFZ. Since it is 


impossible to completely avoid morphodynamically active areas, it is advised to include 


morphodynamics in cable routing optimization, while minimizing risks and costs (Chapter 9). 


Conclusions and considerations are presented in Chapter 10. 
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2  Background information 


2.1 Introduction 


In this section background information applied in this study is summarized. First in Section 


2.2, the geodetic information is presented. In Section 2.3 the applied seabed surveys (Section 


2.3.1), geological information (Section 2.3.2) and hydrodynamic data (Section 2.3.3) is 


introduced. A general introduction to morphodynamics with a focus on sand wave migration is 


given in Section 2.4.  


2.2 Geodetic parameters 


As per requirement by RVO.nl and similar to previous studies by Deltares (2015a, 2016a, 


2016b) and to the survey report by Fugro (2018a), all geographical coordinates are based on 


the ETRS1989 horizontal datum, which is based on the GRS80 ellipsoid, and the UTM-31N 


projection (EPSG 25831). Vertical levels are relative to Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT); see 


Table 2.1 for the parameters. 


 


Parameter Value 
Horizontal datum ETRS89 (EUREF89) 
Spheroid GRS 1980 
Spatial Reference System Identifier EPSG 4258 
  


Semi-major axis (a) 6378137.00 m 
Semi-minor axis (b) 6356752.314 m 
Inverse flattening (1/f) 298.257222101000 
Flattening (f) 0.003352810681182 
First eccentricity 0.081819191042816 
First eccentricity squared (e2)  0.006694380022901 
Second eccentricity (e’) 0.082094438151917 


  


Projection UTM zone 31 North 


EPSG code 25831 


Latitude of grid origin 0° 00’ 00.000” 


Longitude of grid origin 3° 00’ 00.000” 


Grid Easting at grid origin 500000 


Grid Northing at grid origin 0.00 


Scale factor at longitude of origin 0.9996 


  


Vertical datum LAT GEONZ97 (Noordzee) 


MSL-LAT Difference (Dienst Hydrografie, 2007) -1.07 to -0.78 


Table 2.1 Geodetic parameters used in this study 


2.3 Applied data 


2.3.1 Seabed surveys 


Existing ‘historical’ bathymetric data for the project site are available from the Netherlands 


Hydrographic Office (NLHO), Royal Netherlands Navy. An overview of the number of surveys 


available for the HKNWFZ is presented in Figure 2.1. Note that this figure only includes 


historic seabed surveys recorded by the NLHO and does not incorporate the data recorded 


by Fugro in 2017. At the HKNWFZ site and its surroundings in total eighteen surveys were 
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conducted between 1979 and 2012. The scientific validation of this survey policy was 


investigated in Deltares (2011). The datasets are summarized in Table 2.2. The 1979-1991 


data are characterised by a low horizontal precision and low data density, and are therefore 


not used in the morphodynamic analysis. 


 


 
Figure 2.1 Overview of the number of surveys available for the HKNWFZ. The area of the HKN Wind Farm Zone 


mostly contains 2-3 surveys (excluding the survey performed by Fugro (2018a). Note that this figure 


contains all available surveys and not only the surveys taken into account during the analysis. 


 


None of the surveys cover the entire wind farm area, so patched bathymetries were created, 


see Table 2.2. Surveys separated by the smallest possible timespan are grouped and, to the 


extent possible, the entire area is covered.  
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This process resulted in two bathymetries covering the period 1996-2002 and 2009-2012. It 


must be stressed that the original time stamp, defined as the day halfway through the period 


in which the specific patch was surveyed, for each patch is retained and applied in the further 


analysis. It is the impression of Deltares that the data used is suitable for the purpose of the 


study, however data obtained with single beam echo sounders (SBES) may have a larger 


uncertainty. Furthermore, datasets obtained over the period 1996-2002 consist of survey lines 


sailed under an angle of 20 to 35.5 degrees relative to North with a mutual spacing of 


approximately 125 m. Because the orientation of these survey lines is almost perpendicular to 


the sand wave crest, the datasets can be used in the sand wave analysis despite their limited 


spatial coverage. 


 


Finally it should be noted that local discontinuities may exist across bathymetry patches, but 


this has been accounted for in the analysis as described in Chapter 3.  


 


Survey ID  Start date 


(day-month-


year) 


End date 


(day-month-


year) 


Area 


(km2) Data density 


Survey method 


15490 01-11-1979 30-11-1979 79 Low SBES 


15491 01-06-1980 30-06-1980 44 Low SBES 


15481 15-09-1984 19-06-1985 118 Low SBES 


374 01-06-1991 30-06-1991 534 Low SBES 


2402 29-03-1996 12-05-1996 80 Average SBES 


2403 29-03-1996 12-05-1996 78 Average SBES 


6164 01-10-2000 20-12-2000 275 Average SBES 


5925 01-01-2001 28-02-2001 334 Average SBES 


5885 01-01-2001 25-04-2001 243 Average SBES 


6455 01-05-2001 30-06-2001 274 Average SBES 


8444 01-01-2002 30-07-2002 1249 Average SBES 


10149 01-08-2002 30-11-2002 1077 Average SBES 


14631 06-02-2009 02-04-2009 182 High MBES 


14782 10-04-2009 26-05-2009 230 High MBES 


15406 06-01-2010 06-04-2010 596 High MBES 


16105 17-02-2011 14-04-2011 115 High MBES 


16912 13-03-2012 18-06-2012 281 High MBES 


Table 2.2  Historical bathymetrical surveys available in and around the study area. Column ‘source’ indicates the 


seafloor mapping system (SBES = single beam echo sounder, MBES = multibeam echo sounder). All 


data is gathered from the NLHO. Surveys indicated by shaded blue are included in the oldest composite 


bathymetry and surveys indicated by shaded green are included in the newest composite bathymetry. 


Note that this table only includes historic seabed surveys recorded by the NLHO and does not 


incorporate the data recorded by Fugro in 2017. 
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Figure 2.2 Coverage of patches for historical bathymetries. Survey id’s (sid) correspond to those shown in Table 


2.2 


 


In addition to the historical data, RVO.nl commissioned Fugro to perform a full bathymetric 


and geophysical survey of the HKN wind farm zone. The survey was carried out between 30 


July and 1 September 2017 and between 12 September and 3 November 2017. The 


investigation provided bathymetric and shallow seismic data using the following equipment 


(Fugro, 2018a): 


 


1. multibeam survey (SBES/MBES) 


2. side scan sonar (SSS) 


3. magnetometer survey (MAG) 


4. sub-bottom profiler survey (SBP)  


5. single- and ultra-high resolution seismic sparker (SCS/UHR) 


 


In this study, the multibeam survey was used to extend the bathymetric time series with an 


additional high quality dataset in order to compute the expected bed level changes for the 


period 2018-2058 with greater accuracy. The 2017 bathymetry is plotted in Figure 2.3. The 


data is available on a 0.5 x 0.5 m grid, but was interpolated to a 5 x 5 m and a 1 x 1 m grid for 


the sand wave and megaripple analysis respectively with use of cubic convolution. The grid 


values are determined based on fitting a smooth curve through the 16 nearest input cell 


centres. 
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Since lithology and compaction of sedimentary layers in the subsurface may affect the 


erodibility and therefore the rate of seabed morphodynamics, the predicted bed level changes 


were compared to the sub bottom profile (SBP) data. The predicted bed degradation was 


compared with the depth contours of the top of a non-erodible layer and the base of the 


Holocene formations in order to check whether predicted seabed lowering in Section 5.5 


would penetrate into the underlying layers. This step was performed to avoid overly 


conservative results.   


 


Analysing the other Fugro-surveys (e.g. SSS) was not within the scope of this study. This 


means that, for instance, detected ship wrecks and their influence on local morphodynamics 


(e.g. local scour) are not considered in the morphodynamic analysis in this report. Even 


though not included in this study, it must be stressed that the effect of e.g. ship wrecks may 


significantly change over time and care should be exercised if constructing close to such 


objects. However, effects will be spatially limited to the vicinity of the structure and normally 


not more than up to ten times the size of the object. 


 


 
Figure 2.3 Bathymetry of the HKNWFZ” 2017 multibeam data from the geophysical survey by Fugro on behalf of 


RVO.nl (Fugro, 2018a) 
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2.3.2 Geological data 


In order to identify non-erodible layers at the HKNWFZ site, a geological study was 


performed. Herein, the following data, as provided by Fugro (2018a), were used: the results 


from a geotechnical site investigation; a geophysical investigation (single- and ultra-high 


resolution seismic sparker (SCS/UHR)); a geological model based on both geophysical and 


geotechnical data. In addition, boreholes from DINOloket were analysed in order to identify 


non-erodible layers and quantify the average grain size in the upper 5 m below the seabed. 


DINOloket is the online database of TNO Geological Survey of the Netherlands 


(www.dinoloket.nl). 


 


The geotechnical investigation included 80 cone penetration tests (CPTs) and 7 geotechnical 


boreholes. CPT logs provide geotechnical characteristics of the sediments to the penetration 


depth (e.g. tip resistance and sleeve friction values) allowing for the interpretation of the 


vertical sediment profile (lithological sequences and associated strata descriptions). The 


interpreted geological  model and associated strata descriptions are based on CPT data 


using classification methods proposed by Robertson (2009). Preliminary results from the 


geotechnical boreholes provide quantification of grain size fractions and of the indicative 


median grain size d50.   


 


The objectives for the geophysical survey, within the context of this report, were to provide a 


geological interpretation of the subsurface, to produce charts and geological profiles showing 


the thickness of the main geological formations and to locate any structural complexities or 


geohazards. The equipment used for the geological investigation consisted of multichannel 


ultra-high resolution seismic (MC- 2DUHRS), single channel ultra-high resolution seismic (SC-


UHRS) and sub-bottom profiler (SBP) data. Seismic data were integrated with eight boreholes 


from Fugro. 


2.3.3 Hydrodynamic data 


Scour predictions and scour protection calculations are made for selected foundation types 


across the HKNWFZ. Herein, the following data based on modelling, as provided by DHI 


(2017), were used: 


• Time series with a 1-hour resolution of currents, waves and water levels for 336 


regularly gridded (mutual spacing of 1000 m) locations across the HKNWFZ; 


• Waterdepths relative to MSL as used in DHI (2017); 


• Extreme current, wave and water level conditions across the HKNWFZ. 


2.4 Seabed morphology and dynamics in the southern North Sea 


Large parts of the sandy seabed of shallow seas, such as the southern North Sea, are 


characterised by rhythmic bedforms. These features are dynamic and are the result of the 


complex interaction between hydrodynamics, sediment transport and morphology. Typical 


parameters of geometry and dynamics that distinguish different types of bedforms 


(wavelength, wave height and mobility) are presented in Figure 2.4. In the last column of 


Figure 2.4, the potential threat to foundations and electricity cables is indicated per bedform. 


 


 Ripples are the smallest bedforms, in the order of centimeters, oriented normal to the 


tidal current direction (i.e. flow-transverse, 90°).  Because of their limited size, ripples 


cannot be observed on the regular offshore multibeam echo soundings and do not 


pose a threat to offshore wind farm constructions.  Ripples are, however, relevant for 


the bed roughness and sediment transport in the area.  


 Megaripples have wavelengths of a few tens of meters and heights of a few 
decimeters up to 1 m and are also generally oriented perpendicular to the tidal current 



http://www.dinoloket.nl/
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direction, with a variation in their orientation over the lengths of sand waves 
(Malikides et al., 1989; van Dijk & Kleinhans, 2005). Because of their relatively short 
wavelength and high migration rates, a turbine foundation will experience many 
megaripples passing during the lifetime of a wind farm. So, if the sand waves and 
sand banks would be completely stable (or if sand waves would be non-existent), 
seabed variations are at least in the order of the height of the megaripples (if present 
in the area). 


 Sand waves have wavelengths between 100 and 1000 meters, heights of several 
meters, and are oriented approximately perpendicular to the tidal current direction (± 
20°, Le Bot, 2001)). In the southern North Sea, sand waves are observed in water 
depths of more than 14 m (although sand waves occur at 7 - 9 m on the Belgian 
Continental Shelf (BSC) (Van Lancker & Jacobs, 2000)), with flow velocity amplitudes 
of around 0.65 m/s and median grain sizes of 0.35 mm (Borsje et al., 2009). Sand 
wave heights, H, can reach H = 0.086 d


1.19
 (Allen, 1968), where d is water depth. 


However, a more recent quantitative analysis of sand waves revealed that heights on 
the Netherlands Continental Shelf (NCS) exceed Allen’s empirical relation (Damen et 
al., 2018).  


 Sand banks are the largest bedforms, with spacings up to kilometres and heights of 
several tens of meters. Offshore sand banks are oriented more or less parallel (up to 
30°) to the main tidal current direction (Hulscher et al., 1993). Coastal sand banks 
may be oriented more obliquely to the tidal current direction, for example, shoreface-
connected ridges (Calvete et al., 2001).  


 
Sand waves and sand banks both have dimensions which are significant for foundation 
design. Where the sand banks often can be considered to be stationary for the lifetime of 
a wind farm, the sand waves typically migrate fast enough to cause (up to) meters of 
seabed variation, depending on the location on the sand wave relative to the foundation.  


 


 
Figure 2.4  Morphodynamic seabed features in HKNWFZ and some typical characteristics.Capital “O(.)” indicates 


“In the order of”. 


2.4.1 Sand bank formation and physical processes of evolution 
Offshore sand banks are generated and maintained by the horizontal deflection of the tidal 
current and varying current strengths over an undulating bed, whereby the highest flow 
velocities occur on the stoss side and the lowest flow velocities on the lee side. Therefore, the 
oscillating flow of tidal currents results in net sediment transport onto the bank (Hulscher et 
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al., 1993; Huthnance, 1982), hence the growth of an initial undulation. In a morphodynamic 
modelling study, Idier and Astruc (2003) found that the orientation of sand banks is controlled 
by the current-driven sediment flux, whereas the wavelength is determined by the gravity-
driven sediment flow (down-slope). Numerical analyses of the sediment flux gradients show 
that the growth of sand banks to equilibrium height is mostly due to the hydrodynamic 
processes, although the saturation height slightly depends on the value of the bottom slope-
effect coefficient (Idier & Astruc, 2003). 
 
For a water depth of 30 m, a steady velocity of 1 m/s and a grain size of 500 μm, their 
resulting saturation amplitude was estimated to be 81% of the undisturbed water depth (Idier 
& Astruc, 2003), of which they say it may be slightly overestimated. The saturation process is 
controlled by friction terms in the model, and not by gravity-driven sediment transport. The 
modelling saturation time is almost 8000 years. For fully grown sand banks, they find a 
migration velocity of 11 m/yr for a steady current of 1 m/s. 
 


Due to the slow evolution of sandbanks, empirical data on the migration rate of sand banks is 


scarce. Idier and Astruc (2003) summarise: “Whereas the Norfolk Banks [Caston, 1972] 


moved toward the northeast direction by about 300 to 600 m during the last century (i.e., 3 to 


6 m yr
-1


), the Flemish Banks have only slightly moved during the last 300 years [Eisma et al., 


1997] and the Hinder Banks seem to be stationary for the past 40 years. These various 


migration rates should be related to the intensity of steady currents” (residual tidal currents or 


wind-induced current).  


 


Observations at the Netherlands Continental Shelf revealed landward migration (no rates 


mentioned) and growth of an offshore bank and that bank dynamics were mostly caused by 


sand wave dynamics (Van Dijk et al., 2011). Elsewhere, sand banks were found to be more 


dynamic. Van Lanker and Jacobs (2000) reported a 20-38 m shift towards the northeast of 


the Baland Bank on the Belgium Continental Shelf in a 4-year period (5 – 9.5 m/yr). 


Morphodynamic analyses of sand banks on the French Continental Shelf revealed that coast-


ward bank migration caused significant vertical bedlevel changes over a period of 30 years.  


2.4.2 Sand wave formation and physical processes of evolution 
Whereas tidal sand banks are formed by the horizontal deflection of the oscillating tidal 
current (Hulscher et al., 1993; Huthnance, 1982), sand waves are generated by the vertical 
circulation in the water column (Allen, 1980; Hulscher, 1996). Due to oscillating tidal flow over 
initially small perturbations of the sea bed, residual vertical circulation cells are formed in the 
bottom boundary layer that transport sediment from the troughs to the crests, thereby 
initiating and maintaining sand waves (Allen, 1980) (Figure 2.5). More recent modelling 
studies corroborated this process of formation. 
 


 
Figure 2.5 Vertical circulation cells due to oscillating tidal flow over perturbed bed that cause sand wave formation 


(from Allen, 1980). 
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2.4.3 Typical sand wave characteristics 


Sand waves have wavelengths in the order of hundreds of meters (Ashley, 1990; van Dijk & 


Kleinhans, 2005) and may migrate at a speed up to tens of metres per year (Dorst et al., 


2009; van Dijk & Kleinhans, 2005; Van Santen et al., 2011). If sand waves are removed by 


dredging they may regenerate within a time period of years (Knaapen & Hulscher, 2002). The 


most recent and full-scaled overview of sand waves on the Netherlands Continental Shelf is 


that of Damen et al. (2018), who presented the extent of the sand wave field and the spatial 


variation in sand wave morphology. They quantified the wavelengths (100 - 1000 m range), 


heights (1 – 10 m) and asymmetries of all sand waves on the Netherlands Continental Shelf 


at grid resolution, with the longest (500-1000 m) and most asymmetric sand waves off the 


Holland coast and at the northern edge of the field, and the highest sand waves (4 – 10 m) in 


the south-western offshore parts. Damen et al. (2018) correlated the sand wave morphology 


to environmental parameters (such as water depth, tidal current velocity, median grain size 


and significant wave height) and to process parameters (such as sediment transport mode 


(bedload versus suspended load), Shields parameters for both the tide and waves, and the 


residual sediment transport). They found that the occurrence of sand waves is related to 


sediment grain size, and the spatial variability in morphology is most likely controlled by 


sediment properties and transport mode.  


 


Sand waves may be superimposed by megaripples (e.g. Van Dijk & Kleinhans, 2005).  


2.4.4 Modelling of sand wave processes: growth, decay and migration 


An early model for offshore sand wave migration was proposed by Deigaard and Fredsø 


(1986), who presented a calculation model for equilibrium sand waves in an offshore 


environment. The model was further extended by Staub and Bijker (1990) to include effects 


such as non-equilibrium sand waves, generation of ripples and 2D horizontal effects.  


Hulscher (1996) showed that sand wave formation can be explained as an inherent instability 


of the sandy seabed subject to tidal motion. The interaction of the oscillatory tidal current with 


a bottom perturbation gives rise to tide-averaged, vertical circulation cells, where net 


sediment transport is directed from the troughs towards the crests of sand waves (see Figure 


2.6), which leads to sand wave growth if it overcomes the opposite effect of gravity. The 


migration of sand waves is caused by an asymmetry in the residual circulation cells, due to 


tidal asymmetry and residual currents (Besio et al., 2004; Németh et al., 2002). 


 


The model by Hulscher (1996) describes the hydrodynamics by using the three-dimensional 


shallow water equations. The turbulent stresses are accounted for by combining a constant 


eddy viscosity with a partial slip condition at the bed and sediment transport is only modelled 


as bed load transport. Despite the strongly schematized representation of the physical 


processes, the occurrence of sand waves in the southern North Sea was predicted 


reasonably well (Hulscher & den Brink, 2001). Besio and Rodriguez (2006) extended the 


model proposed by Hulscher (1996) by introducing a depth-dependent eddy viscosity in 


combination with a no-slip condition at the bed. Moreover, both bed load and suspended load 


are included in the model, showing an opposite effect on sand wave formation (growth and 


dampening respectively). Comparison of the model outcome with field data of the Belgium 


Continental Shelf showed that the model was able to adequately reproduce the spatially 


varying sand wave length (Cherlet et al., 2007). Van Santen et al. (2011) combined modelling 


with observations, using an ‘experimental approach’ in trying to separate different processes 


and conditions, and found that the spatial variation in sand wave lengths may be related to 


current velocity, but seems unaffected by water depth and elongation of the tidal ellipse. 
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These linear stability models predict what wavelength and orientation will be selected by the 
system in the initial formation of sand waves by investigating growth rates, and also result in 
modelled migration rates. Linear models cannot predict sand wave heights (i.e. fully grown 
sand waves), and although non-linear models can predict height, the idealised sand wave 
models do not capture the processes of limiting heights well (e.g. Sterlini, 2009). This leads to 
overestimations of sand wave heights by up to several hundred %. Processes that may 
counterbalance the growth of sand waves to their full-grown heights, are, among others, (i) 
the slope effect (Németh et al., 2002): sediment is more easily transported downslope than 
upslope. When sand waves grow, the slope angle increases, and gravity forces on the 
sediment become too large to be overcome by the flow velocity, (ii) increased flow velocities 
over the tops of sand waves (Dyer, 1986, in Le Bot, 2001) cause sediment to be eroded at 
the crests rather than to be deposited, (iii) wind-induced surface waves potentially lower the 
sand waves, as reported in empirical studies (e.g., Houthuys et al., 1994; Le Bot, 2001), 
although the effect of waves is not yet fully understood. Recent linear stability modelling 
studies of Campmans et al. (2017) concluded that surface waves affect migration rates in 
particular and to a smaller extent also the initial formation of sand waves, but since it is linear 
modelling, it does not include sand wave heights. In a recent study on the effect of storms on 
sand waves, using a non-linear idealised model, Campmans et al. (2018b) found that both 
wind-driven flow and wind waves reduce sand wave height and tend to increase wavelength. 
Wind-driven flow causes horizontal sand wave asymmetry and migration. 
 


Sand wave morphodynamics were also modelled in a numerical shallow water model 


(Delft3D), in which complex tidal currents, waves, turbulence and sediment transport (bed 


load and suspended transport), and sediment grain size variations (both spatially and in the 


subsurface), were included. Borsje et al. (2013) demonstrated that when boundary conditions 


and grid resolution  are treated carefully and a k-ԑ-turbulence model was used, sand waves of 


more realistic sizes were modelled in the numerical model than in the non-linear sand wave 


stability models at that time; especially sand wave lengths were better reproduced. In Borsje 


et al. (2014) the same process-based model (Delft3D) was used to demonstrate the influence 


of suspended sediment transport on the occurrence and (if present) dimensions of sand 


waves. 


 


Most of the applications with process-based models are in 2D and for undisturbed seabeds 


(without the presence of “disturbing” structures, potentially affecting the processes of sand 


wave growth and migration). One of the first attempts to investigate the effect of a rock berm 


(e.g. protecting a pipeline or cable) on long-term sand wave stability was performed by 


Matthieu and Raaijmakers (2012). It was shown that even relatively small disturbances 


caused by rock berms may affect the tidally averaged recirculation cells and may modify the 


sand wave shape locally around the rock berm. 
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Figure 2.6  Left: Schematic overview of the three dominant processes in sand wave formation: bed load transport 


(net flux towards the crest: causing sand wave growth), slope-induced transport (causing sand wave 


decay), and suspended load transport (causing sand wave dampening). Distinction is made between 


the fluxes during the flood and the ebb phase. Fluxes and sand wave dimensions are not to scale 


(Borsje et al., 2014). Right: 3D impression of tidally-averaged flow pattern in a sand wave field (tidal 


recirculation cells) in Delft3D. 


 


Modelling sand waves in a full 3D-model (e.g. right image in Figure 2.6) requires a serious 


computational effort and is currently not yet feasible for areas as large as HKNWFZ. Also the 


interaction of structures with 3D sand wave fields is a rather unexplored field of research. 


Numerical modelling performed in this study therefore focuses on net sediment transport 


patterns rather than actual sand wave migration (as will be explained in Section 3.5). 


2.4.5 Empirical studies on sand wave dynamics 


Bathymetric patterns of offshore bedforms in the North Sea generally remain the same over 


decades. So, when two bathymetric maps, surveyed (more than) 10 years apart, are plotted 


side by side, the plan-view bed patterns (sand banks and sand waves) are not much changed 


(see also Lankneus & Moor, 1991), apart from migration. In addition, bathymetric cross 


sections of offshore sand banks with superimposed sand waves in the southern North Sea 


provide examples that the large-scaled bed morphology remained basically similar over 


decades (e.g. Figure 3.24 in Van Dijk et al., 2011). For HKNWFZ, the similarity in seabed 


pattern of two surveys (the years 2000 and 2006) is shown in Figure 2.7. This figure includes 


a reference line to indicate the similarity of the sand wave dimensions and minor migration. 


Notwithstanding the similarity of the general pattern, quantitative studies of geometry and 


dynamics of sand waves report that sand wave lengths, heights and shape may change over 


time on the scale of years or less, and that vertical bed dynamics are mainly due to sand 


wave migration (Van Dijk, 2011). 
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Figure 2.7  Two surveys (2012and 2017) of the sand wave field at  HKN, showing the similarity in bed patterns. A 


reference line is included to the similarity of sand wave dimensions over time including minor migration. 


 


Changes of sand wave dimensions over time 
Classical empirical studies on sand waves (e.g. McCave, 1971; Terwindt, 1971; Van Veen, 
1935) already reported on the occurrence, different shapes and dimensions of sand waves on 
continental shelves and hypothesised on the relations with tidal currents and waves.  
 
In the changes in sand wave shape, sand wave lengths may change a few to tens of meters 
between surveys in time, but compared to their wavelengths of hundreds of meters, this 
change may be insignificant. The ranges in lengths of adjacent sand waves in one area at 
one time are larger than the changes in lengths of individual sand waves over time.  


 


Sand wave heights may change following sand wave growth or decay, due to the perennial 


tidal flow, as described above, but also due to seasonal variations in environmental 


parameters (Buijsman & Ridderinkhof, 2008a) or storms (Houthuys et al., 1994; Le Bot, 2001; 


Sterlini et al., 2009; Sterlini et al., 2012). The short-term differences in height (yearly or event-


related) are only captured in high-temporal resolution monitoring data and may show other 


behaviour than the long-term changes (decades) and both may be in the orders of decimetres 


to meters (Le Bot, 2001).  


 


In offshore locations on the NCS, for example offshore Rotterdam at a water depth of 30 m 


below LAT, some sand waves decreased in height in the period 1999-2002 and then 


increased in height in the period 2002 – 2007 (e.g. site 1 in Van Dijk et al., 2011). Farther 


offshore, at the North Hinder Traffic Separation Scheme and at water depths of approximately 


33 m below LAT, sand waves with an average wavelength of 270 m and average wave height 


of 4.8 m were found to grow steadily in height (Van Dijk, 2011). Here, the crest heights of 


sand waves increased with roughly 2 m in the period between the early 1990s and 2006 


(including the biased data and differences between multibeam and single-beam data). 


 


Seasonal variations in sand wave height were found by Buijsman and Ridderinkhof (2008a) in 


a high temporal resolution time series between 1998 and 2005 of the tidal inlet Marsdiep 


(water depths around 24 m below MSL, average wavelength 190 m, average height 3 m), 


where sand waves were 0.5 m lower in spring (after storm season in winter) compared to 


autumn (prior to the storm season). 
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Variation in sand wave migration 
The contrast between the dynamics of coastal and offshore zones, as pointed out in large-
scaled morphodynamic investigations (Van Dijk, 2011; Winter, 2011), is also reflected in local 
observations of sand wave migration. In the tidal inlet Marsdiep, Netherlands, sand wave 
migration rates are up to 90 m/yr (Buijsman & Ridderinkhof, 2008a, 2008b) and in a tidal inlet 
in Denmark, rates are up to 32 m/yr (Bartholdy et al., 2002). On the Dutch, Belgian and 
French continental shelves in the southern North Sea, average sand wave migration rates 
vary between 0 and 20 m/yr: in most areas several meters per year with exceptions up to 20 
m/yr (Dorst et al., 2011; Le Bot, 2001; van Dijk & Kleinhans, 2005; Van Dijk, 2008; Van 
Lancker & Jacobs, 2000). 
 


Apart from the spatial variation in dynamic behaviour of sand waves (e.g. Dorst et al., 2011; 


Van Dijk & Egberts, 2008; van Dijk & Kleinhans, 2005), the migration direction and migration 


rates of sand waves may vary in time at one location. The migration direction of sand waves 


is generally in the direction of the residual current, but may reverse due to higher tidal 


constituents (Besio et al., 2004) or – in coastal settings – due to advection of sediment and 


estuarine circulation (Buijsman & Ridderinkhof, 2008b).  


 


Migration rates depend on the residual current velocity, but may also be controlled by wave 


action. Firstly, by the stirring of sediment, waves add to the sediment transport and thereby 


the increase of migration rates (van Dijk & Kleinhans, 2005). Secondly, the directions of the 


waves with respect to the residual tidal current may decrease migration rates when wave and 


current directions are opposed (Sterlini et al., 2012). 


 


Sand wave variation due to storms 


In general, the morphology of sand waves (lengths, heights, steepness and asymmetry), as 


well as the dynamics (growth, migration) can change in time, e.g. due to seasonal influences 


and occurrence of storms. The measured bathymetry may therefore depend on when surveys 


were conducted. 


 
Direct field observations of the effects of wind-induced surface waves are scarce, because 
hydrographic surveys almost never were performed immediately before and after a storm. In 
the literature, the effect of storm waves was observed at the Middelkerke Bank, Belgian 
Continental Shelf (Houthuys et al., 1994), where sand wave crests of 1 – 3 m high sand 
waves were lowered by 0.3 - 1.2 m after a series of storms (wind speeds of 20 - 40 m/s ≡ 8 - 
12 Bft.) between October and November 1991. The sediment that was eroded from the crests 
was deposited on the direct lee sides and in the troughs of the sand waves, thereby 
smoothing the morphological profile, and on the flanks of the sand bank. Water depths above 
the sand wave crests were 5 - 8 m (-MLLWS). Megaripples with heights of 0.2 - 0.5 m on the 
north-west flank of the bank disappeared after the storm. Houthuys et al. (1994) did not find a 
depth-related difference in crest lowering (p.31). Reading off the cross sections ourselves, the 
bank profiles were unaffected at water depths more than approximately 13 to 17 m. They also 
found that sand waves migrated towards the top of the bank. Sand wave migration towards 
the top of sand banks was also found in OWF-studies at the Bligh Bank. Van Lancker and 
Jacobs (2000) arrived at a contradictive conclusion based on their data of the Baland Bank, 
one of the coastal banks off the Belgium coast in the period September 1996 – March 1998: 
they imply that the morphology was not determined by a series of storms from the NW, but by 
an 8-day period of east-north-easterly winds of less than 6 Bft. They found that sediment was 
deposited in the troughs and on the stoss sides of the sand waves, and that a decrease in 
volume in the subsequent period was most severe for the shallow area and stable below 8 m 
depth. 
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Under high surface waves, sediment is stirred up and is transported by the tidal current. van 


Dijk and Kleinhans (2005) show in sensitivity plots that the orbital motion at the bed below 


surface waves of Hs=3 m is sufficient to cause sediment transport at the bed at 25 m water 


depth for sediment grain sizes of up to 300 µm. Records of significant wave height in the 


shallow Southern Bight of the North Sea reveal that surface waves of 3 m occur several times 


per year, mostly during the winter season. During periods of fair-weather conditions, the 


height of sand waves may then again increase (Buijsman & Ridderinkhof, 2008a; Terwindt, 


1971). Therefore, both the magnitude and frequency of storms play a role in the reduction of 


sand wave heights. 


 


The increased sediment transport due to high surface waves also influences the migration 


rate of sand waves (Sterlini et al., 2012; van Dijk & Kleinhans, 2005). Opposing directions of 


wave propagation and tidal currents may decrease the migration rate. An additional factor 


affecting the migration rate of sand waves is the wind- and surge-driven current, which 


increases the sediment transport during storms and causes sedimentation in the waning 


stage of the storm (Papili et al., 2014). 


 
A more recent observation, from a high-resolution survey of 1 track in a Dutch offshore wind 
farm site at 19 - 24 m water depth immediately before and after a storm, demonstrated that 
the bathymetry had not changed, except for the minor lowering of megaripples of 2 to 3 cm, 
as determined in a quantitative analysis (Deltares, 2018b). The storm from the SW occurred 
on the 28


th
 of March 2016 (maximum significant wave height of surface waves, Hm0 = 5.5 m 


and peak waves periods Tp = 11 s) with surveys on the 18
th
 of March and the 1


st
 of April 2016. 


This observation refutes the effect of a single 1-day storm on sand waves at 19 - 24 m water 
depth (19 m water above the crests), despite the previously described indications of 3 m 
wave height to affect beds at 25 m depth (van Dijk & Kleinhans, 2005) and 6.5 s wave period 
at 33 m (Le Bot, 2001). Other observations of the impact of storms on the sea bed showed 
that storms may also create (rather than erase) bedforms, such as hummocks, which are 3-
dimensional bedforms with wavelengths in the order of meters (Passchier & Kleinhans, 2005; 
Peters & Loss, 2012). 


2.5 Summary 


Whereas tidal sand banks are formed by the horizontal deflection of the oscillating tidal 


current, sand waves are generated by the vertical residual circulation in the water column. 


Sand banks are considered to be relatively stable in the majority of the literature, which would 


make sand waves the bedforms of a size and dynamics that are most relevant in 


morphodynamics studies for offshore wind farms. The evolution and dynamics of sand banks 


and sand waves are caused by hydrodynamic (e.g. tides, waves) and sediment transport 


processes (e.g. sediment transport mode), depending on the local conditions. 


Observations of sand bank migration are few and range from stable to 9.5 m/yr, partly based 


on historical data. Sand waves on continental shelves reported in the literature typically have 


a long-term net migration rate of several to few tens of m/yr. However, the changes in length, 


height, steepness and asymmetry and migration of individual sand waves are variable in time, 


and may be opposite in subsequent periods between surveys. Net changes of a period of 


decades (dominated by the tidal flow) may therefore be more steady, because the short-term 


variations are averaged out. Short-term and seasonal changes may occur, mainly related to 


the occurrence of severe storms. 


 


It is expected that findings from both literature and morphodynamic assessments for nearby 


wind farms are also valid for the HKNWFZ. It must however be stressed that only areas with 


similar seabed characteristics, e.g. sand wave dimensions, water depths and hydrodynamic 


conditions should be compared. 
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3  Morphodynamic characterisation of the Hollandse Kust 
(noord) Wind Farm Zone 


3.1 Introduction 


The objective of this chapter is to give a general characterisation of the morphodynamics of 


the HKNWFZ which forms the basis of the analysis in Chapter 4. First in Section 3.2, a 


general introduction to the area is given. In Section 3.3, the separation of bedforms, 


necessary for the further analysis is introduced. Geological and geophysical features in the 


wind farm zone are presented in Section 3.4, including a map of non-erodible layers in the 


subsurface and the spatial distribution of grain sizes in the top sediment layers. Tidal flow 


patterns and net sediment transport directions are presented in Section 3.4. Observations for 


the HKNWFZ are summarized in Section 3.6. 


3.2 Introduction to the area 


The HKNWFZ is located 10 nautical miles (nm) off the coast of the Dutch province Noord-


Holland (North-Holland), see Figure 3.1. The area has a number of active and inactive cables 


and pipelines running through it and there is an oil platform located to the North.  


 


 
Figure 3.1 Location of the HKNWFZ off the Dutch coast. Present pipelines are denoted by dark blue lines, present 


cables are denoted by red lines and the HKNWFZ is depicted by a blue polygon. The visible bathymetry 


is a combination of datasets with each location depicting the most recent survey performed. 


 


Figure 3.2 presents a detailed overview of the bathymetry in HKNWFZ with the designated 


sand mining pits indicated. The visible bathymetry is the dataset from the latest survey 


performed in 2017 by Fugro (2018a). From the bathymetry it can be observed where sand 


mining has been performed, it should however be noted that no sand mining will occur in the 


HKNWFZ area after this latest survey. From the figure it can furthermore be seen that 


Amsterdam 
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HKNWFZ has a non-uniform morphology, a variation in bed levels between -14.9 and -27.9 


m, relative to Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT), is found. There are a number of prominent 


sand banks (Section 4.3) and the area is partly covered with sand waves, which are migrating 


towards the north-northeast (Section 4.2.2). The site is furthermore fully covered by 


megaripples of various dimension (Section 4.4). The black arrow denotes the sand mining pit 


which is analysed in more detail in Section 4.5. Based on experiences and survey data we 


assume that the influence of a nearby windfarm is only locally (~100 m) and therefore not 


influences HKN. 


 


 


The areas where data is missing, denoted by red arrows, are located in the vicinity of existing 


platforms. Because no coverage in time of these areas is available these areas should be 


treated with care. Trends in the close vicinity of the platforms can be used to interpret seabed 


dynamics. 


 


 
Figure 3.2 Bathymetry in HKNWFZ with the designated sand mining pits indicated. The visible bathymetry is the 


dataset from the latest survey performed by Fugro (2018a). The black arrow denotes the sand mining 


pit which is analysed in more detail in Section 4.5. 
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3.3 Description of splitting different bedforms 


For the further analysis the migrating part of the bathymetry has been separated from the 


underlying, large-scale bathymetry. For this purpose a coarse spatial filtering of the 


bathymetry was applied on the three available surveys. The filter size was chosen such that 


the mobile bedforms (i.e. sand waves and megaripples) could be removed, while the 


underlying bathymetry remains unaltered in shape and is not noticeably smoothened by the 


filtering process. Because the sand waves have an  average  crest  orientation  around  the  


NNE-SSW-axis  and  the  sand  banks  have  an average orientation more or less 


perpendicular to the sand waves, it was decided to use an ellipsoid with the long axis under 


an angle of 15°N. The filter size along the long axis was chosen  at  1000m,  while  the  filter  


size  along  the  short  axis  was  only  50m.  In  this  way, averaging over the sand waves did 


not cause too much smoothening of the sand banks, while a filter size of 1000m is longer 


than the longest observed sand wave lengths in the HKNWFZ, ensuring that all sand waves 


are filtered out. 


  


The results for the most recent 2017 bathymetry are presented in Figure 3.3. The top left 


figure (a) depicts the original unfiltered bathymetry, whereas the filtered large scale 


bathymetry is shown in the top right corner (b). This bathymetry can be considered a long-


term mean bathymetry around which the sand wave elevation fluctuates (analogous to a 


mean sea level around which the tidal motion and sea waves fluctuate).  


 


Finally, an estimate of the mobile part of the seabed is obtained by subtracting the filtered 


large-scale bathymetry from the original unfiltered bathymetry. Therewith, the remaining field, 


i.e. bed levels due to sand waves and megaripples, is expressed around a zero mean. Since 


the megaripples are much smaller than the sand waves they are not clearly visible in Figure 


3.3 (c). This mobile bathymetry is used for the extrapolation of observed morphodynamics in 


Chapter 5.  


 


To prevent noise in the sand wave analysis, an additional filtering has been carried out to 


remove the megaripples. Again, a mean filter was used, but with a much smaller base of 25 


m, which is sufficient to remove the megaripples, but does not significantly influence the sand 


waves, which are characterized by much larger length scales. Similar filtered bathymetries 


are computed for the two historical bathymetries denoted “1996-2002” and “2009-2012” (see 


Chapter 4), but these are not presented here.  


 


In the remainder of this document we will use the definitions of the various spatial 


bathymetrical data fields as explained in Table 3.1. 


 


Short name Description Long-term 


mean seabed 


Sand 


waves 


Mega-


ripples 


2017 Bathymetry Full measured bathymetry by Fugro 


(2018a) √ √ √ 
Large-scale 


Bathymetry 


Long-term mean bathymetry (for the 


considered period / lifetime of HKN) √ X X 


Mobile 


Bathymetry 


Filtered bathymetry with sand waves 


and megaripples only 
X √ √ 


Sand Wave Field Filtered bathymetry with sand waves 


only  
X √ X 


Megaripple Field Filtered bathymetry with megaripples 


only 
X X √ 


Table 3.1 Definitions of various bathymetrical data fields used in this study. 
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Figure 3.3 Example of bathymetry filtering: a) Original unfiltered bathymetry, b) Filtered Large-scale Bathymetry 


and c) Mobile Bathymetry obtained by subtracting the Large-scale Bathymetry from the unfiltered 


bathymetry. 


a) 
b) 


c) 
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3.4 Geological and geophysical characterization 


In this section the geological characteristics of the HKN WFZ are analysed. The goal of the 


analysis is to establish how the composition of the substrate in the area may affect future 


seabed level variations. Specifically, the analysis focused on the presence of non-erodible 


layers within the upper 20 m of the substrate. Non-erodible layers are clay, silt, or peat layers 


characterized by high stiffness and resistance to erosion.  


 


The analysis is based on data from the recent measurement campaign by Fugro (2018a) and 


sedimentological measurements and borehole description from DINOloket. This section is 


organized as follows. First in Section 3.4.1 the methodology and the applied data are 


summarized. In Section 3.4.2 a general overview of the geomorphological evolution of the 


area during the Quaternary is given. The geological units are described in Section 3.4.3 


including a description of non-erodible layers. In Section 3.4.5 the grain size of the top soil 


layers is presented, and finally in Section 3.4.6 conclusions and observations are 


summarized.  


3.4.1 Methodology and data analysis 


The analysis is based on the data provided by Fugro (CPT, borehole mud-content 


measurements, GRIDS of the main geological units), on several grain size analyses from 


DINOloket and on the mud content and sand grain size maps by TNO (TNO, 2017). The 


geological grids were used to calculate the thickness of the different formations and to 


determine in which formation non-erodible layers are present. Non-erodible layers were 


identified from boreholes (sediment cores) and CPT’s. The information on non-erodible layers 


(depth, thickness) was digitized, visualized and interpolated in ArcGis. Finally, the grain size 


data, D50 and mud content, from boreholes (both DINOloket and Fugro) were used to create 


sediment size distribution maps of the upper 5 m of the sedimentary package. We considered 


mud as the fraction of sediments < 62 micron.  


3.4.2 Quaternary geology 


Since 1 million years ago, glaciations have altered the landscape of the North Sea. The ice 


masses shifting on land and sea led to river diversion and sediment rerouting. The changes in 


ice volume during glacial-interglacial phases led to global changes in sea level, which 


affected coastline configuration, as well as the location and the type of sediments 


accumulated.  


 


After the Saalian glaciation the Rhine formed an incised valley (Figure 3.3AB in Deltares 


(2017)) that during the Eemian interglacial was transgressed by the sea (Figure 3.3C in 


Deltares (2017)). Fluvial sediments that filled the valley have not been described offshore, but 


the transgressive estuarine and shallow marine sediments of the Eem Formation occur in the 


study area and wider surroundings. After the peak of the interglacial, sea level dropped and 


the study area became part of the deltaic plain of the Rhine (Figure 3.3D in Deltares (2017)). 


The preserved deltaic sediments consist of significant clay and peat layers which are 


generally classified as the Brown Bank Member of the Eem Formation. The more sandy 


sediments are, depending on the either fluvial or tidal characteristics, part of the Kreftenheye 


or Eem Formation respectively.  


 


Around 80 kyr ago (end of interglacial, beginning of the Weichselian) the sea level dropped 


significantly and the Rhine incised resulting in large-scale erosion of the Eem Formation and 


Brown Bank Member of the Eem Formation. The southern part of the study area became part 


of the Rhine valley (Figure 3.3EF in Deltares (2017)) and fluvial sediments of the Kreftenheye 


Formation were deposited. After the Rhine abandoned the area around 40 kyr ago and until 
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the start of peat formation during the early Holocene (11.7-8.5 kyr ago), different types of 


deposits formed in the study area belonging to the Boxtel Formation (Peeters et al., 2015). 


They consist of sediments deposited by brooks (sand, sandy loam), peat, thaw-lake deposits 


and wind-blown (eolian) deposits (cover sand). Although the Rhine had left the area, the 


valley it created was still present and drained by the paleo-Vecht system. 


 


At the start of the Holocene sea level was still below -50 m LAT, but around 8.5 kyr sea level 


had already reached -20 m LAT (Hijma & Cohen, 2010). This resulted in rising groundwater 


levels and widespread peat formation, known as the Basal Peat Bed (Nieuwkoop Formation). 


Continued sea-level rise resulted in drowning of the peat landscape and the formation of 


initially a back-barrier setting and later a shallow-marine environment. This means that the 


shoreline migrated across the area at some point, hereby truncating older deposits. Since the 


area was relatively low-lying in the paleo-Vecht valley, the area drowned rapidly and changed 


into a large tidal basin (North-Holland Basin). 


 


The back-barrier deposits can consist of brackish lagoonal clay (Velsen Bed of the Naaldwijk 


Formation) or tidal-channel and tidal-flat deposits (Wormer Member of the Naaldwijk 


Formation). The tidal-channel deposits occur locally and are often clearly visible in seismic 


data. Especially in the southern part of the study area the Basal Peat Bed and clay-rich 


deposits of the Wormer Member of the Naaldwijk Formation seem to have been preserved. 


 


The infill of the North-Holland basin also contains the characteristic Bergen Bed of the 


Naaldwijk Formation. The Bergen Bed consists of (sandy) clay and generally starts below -15 


m NAP and can be over 20 m thick. Its mapped offshore extension ends ~4 km east of the 


study area (Deltares, 2014b). After the shoreline migrated to the east of the study area, the 


sandy deposits were shaped into sand banks and sand waves (van Dijk & Kleinhans, 2005). 


These deposits are part of the Southern Bight Formation. 


3.4.3 Geological units and expected sequence 


Four main lithostratigraphic units are present in the study area within the upper 20 meters 


below the seabed: the Southern Bight Formation (Bligh Bank Member), the Naaldwijk 


Formation (Wormer Member and Velsen Bed), the Kreftenheye and the Boxtel Formation, the 


Yarmouth Roads Formation. A general description of the geological units and an overview of 


the typical geological sequence are given in Table 3.2. This description is based on the 


geological desk study scan report (Deltares, 2017), on Fugro geotechnical and geophysical 


data (Fugro, 2018a) and on the TNO descriptions in the  DINO-database.  


 


The Southern Bight Formation (Bligh Bank Member) represents the surficial sand layers in 


the entire study area. The unit is 1 to 4 m thick and reaches a maximum of 12 m thickness in 


the SE part of the HKN WFZ. The Naaldwijk Formation occurs only in the southern part of the 


area. These sediments consist of an intercalation of sand and clay, locally with peat layers.  
The Kreftenheye Formation and the Boxtel Formation are mainly characterized by sandy 


fluvial and Aeolian deposits. The lowest part of the formation is characterized by channelized 


deposits formed by fluvial channels which incised into the underlying layers (Yarmouth Roads 


Formation or other Pleistocene formations) and consequently filled in with sand.  


The Yarmouth Roads Formation was deposited in a fluvial environment and comprises fine to 


coarse sand with local clay and silt, possible boulders in the upper part and occasional 


clay/peat beds. 
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As indicated by Deltares geological desk study (Deltares, 2017) other formations with non-


erodible layers occur in small isolated patches in the study area. These are the Basal Peat 


Member of the Nieuwkoop Formation and the Brown Bank Member of the Eem Formation. 


Their occurrence is constrained to the southern part of the study area.  Based on borehole 


data, the Drente Formation (possibly), the Drachten Formation and the Egmond Ground 


Formation occur locally as disconnected bodies at depths ranging from 25 to 30 m below 


LAT. 


 


Thicknesses and bases of all layers are presented in the appendices of Fugro (2018a). 


Following the extrapolation of seabed levels in Chapter 5 a comparison is made with the 


isopach of the top soil layer, here the Southern Bight Formation, to check if no unrealistic 


predictions have been made. It must be stressed that layers below this Southern Bight 


Formation should not be considered as fully stable and can still be eroded over time. The 


thickness of the Southern Bight Formation is presented in Figure 3.4. From this figure it can 


be seen that in areas without sand waves and in the sand mining pit, no Holocene layer is 


present. 


 


 
Figure 3.4 Thickness of Southern Bight Formation in HKN. Data is derived from horizons H01 and H05 determined 


in Fugro (2018a). 
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Unit Thickness Lithology 


Southern Bight 


Formation 


1-12 m 


typically 3 m 
Fine to coarse SAND, sparse clay and silt laminae. 


Naaldwijk 


Formation 
0-7 m 


Interbedded CLAY, fine to medium SAND with locally 


PEAT layers. 


Kreftenheye and 


Boxtel Formation 


0-25 m 


typically 5 m 


Fine to coarse SAND, with gravel, locally clay, locally 


boulders 


Yarmouth Roads 


Formation 
60 to 70 m SAND, locally clay, locally boulders, occasional peat 


Table 3.2 Geological units, thickness and lithological characteristics in the HKN WFZ. 


3.4.4 Occurrence of non-erodible layers and impact of geological units on seabed dynamics 


The Southern Bight Formation is presently the uppermost geological layer of the seafloor. It is 


essentially formed by tide- and wave-induced reworking of fluvial sediments of the 


Kreftenheye Formation and Boxtel Formation. An exposure of these formations at the 


seafloor is not expected to affect the seafloor morphodynamics. Still, the occurrence of clay, 


particularly in the lower part of the Kreftenheye Formation, gravel layers, sharp changes in 


sand grain size, and the alternation of sand and clay may alter the seafloor dynamics. 


Abundant clay and peat layers characterize the Naaldwijk Formation. The exposure of this 


unit at the seafloor would likely result in absence of sand waves. In addition, it could lead to 


the formation of scour holes when parts of this unit would be eroded, as observed onshore in 


rivers. The same would occur in areas where the Basal Peat Member of the Nieuwkoop 


Formation and the Brown Bank Member of the Eem Formation are present. Other non-


erodible layers may locally occur in the Yarmouth Roads Formation and in the other 


Pleistocene formations (Drente, Drachten and Egmond Grounds Formation).    


 


Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 show the occurrence of non-erodible layers (NEL) for 


depth classes and for sedimentary package. Non-erodible layers are present within the 


uppermost 5 m in different localities. The thickest are encountered in the eastern and 


northern part of the Designated WFZ. Within the HKN site NEL are typically thinner than 1 m, 


with the exception of some localities where they can reach several meters thickness.  These 


occur within the Holocene sediment package and are located at minimum 1 m depth below 


the seafloor. Between 5-20 m depth below the seafloor more non-erodible layers (clay and 


silt) occur within the Pleistocene sediment package. These layers have variable thicknesses 


(from decimetres to meters). For this analysis only CPT’s and boreholes in which non-


erodible layers are detected are included. 
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Figure 3.5 Depth (with respect to seafloor) and thickness of the non-erodible layers (NEL) 
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Figure 3.6 Depth (LAT) and thickness of the non-erodible layers (NEL) 
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Figure 3.7 Occurrence of NEL within either the Holocene or the Pleistocene formations 


3.4.5 Grain size distribution in uppermost 5 m below the seafloor  
The borehole data from Fugro and from DINOloket indicate an important lateral variability of 
sediment grain sizes in the area within the first few meters below the seafloor. To illustrate 
this we show the mud content and the average sand grain size distribution for the first five 
meters below seabed level in intervals of 1 m (Figure 3.8 to Figure 3.13). Based on the 
sparse borehole data, it is not possible to quantify how much of this variability is caused by 
seafloor morphology, namely coarser sand in the sand wave’s crests and finer sand in the 
troughs. As our analysis is based on these sparse borehole data, it neglects the local grain 
size variability caused by sand waves morphology. A proper characterization of this variability 
would require additional grab samples or boxcores (10-50) taken in lines perpendicular to the 
sand wave's crests and troughs in the sand waves areas within HKNWFZ. 


At the seafloor the interpolation by TNO predicts mud content values below 2 %. Within the 


first meter below the seafloor most locations show mud content below 10 %. Some locations 


show higher values, up to 100 % (clay-silt layer). Within the HKN site the maximum mud 
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content is 25 %. From 1 meter below seafloor to 5 meters below seafloor the average mud 


content increases with depth (Table 3.3) and so does the standard deviation.  


  


Mud % Mean Standard 


deviation 


Seafloor 0.2 0.4 


0-1 m 2.9 9.7 


1-2 m 4.6 7.6 


2-3 m 4.7 10.6 


3-4 m 5.1 12.8 


4-5 m 8.7 17.4 


Table 3.3 Percentages of mud in the upper 5 m of the HKN seabed 


 


 
Figure 3.8 Seabed mud percentage (TNO, 2017) and mud percentage in the first meter below seafloor based on 


both Fugro and DINOloket borehole data.  
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Figure 3.9 Mud percentage in the second (1-2m) and third (2-3m) meter below seafloor based on Fugro and 


DINOloket borehole data.  
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Figure 3.10 Mud percentage in the fourth (3-4) and fifth (4-5 m) and meter below seafloor based on Fugro and 


DINOloket borehole data.  
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At the seafloor the interpolation by TNO predicts fine to medium sand. Within the first meter 


below the seafloor most locations display values between 200 and 300 micron. The finest 


grainsize values are found in the SE of the HKN Designated WFZ. From 1 meter below 


seafloor to 5 meters below seafloor the average and minimum grainsize diminish with depth 


(from fine-medium to fine sand). This diminishing is summarised in Table 3.4. The maximum 


grainsize does not show any clear trend with depth.  


 


 
Figure 3.11 Sand average grainsize at the seafloor (TNO, 2017) and sand average grainsize in the first meter below 


seafloor based on both Fugro and DINOloket borehole data.  
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Figure 3.12 Sand average grainsize in the second (1-2 m) and third (2-3 m) meter below seafloor based on Fugro 


and DINOloket borehole data.  
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Figure 3.13 Sand average grainsize in the fourth (3-4) and fifth (4-5 m) meter below seafloor based on Fugro and 


DINOloket borehole data.  


 


Sand d50 [µm] Min Mean Max 


Seafloor 150 260 400 


0-1 m 80 225 400 


1-2 m 80 200 800 


2-3 m 80 200 500 


3-4 m 80 200 800 


4-5 m 80 175 400 


Table 3.4 Sand grain size d50 for the upper 5 m of the HKN seabed. 
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Figure 3.14 Visual of Table 3.4. 


3.4.6 Summary 


The subsurface of the HKNWFZ-area is characterized by marine (Holocene Southern Bight 


Formation and Naaldwijk Formation) and fluvial deposits (Pleistocene formations). Within the 


upper 20 m of the sedimentary package non-erodible clay and silt layers occur in both the 


Holocene and the Pleistocene formations. Non-erodible layers are present within the 


uppermost 5 m in different localities. The thickest are encountered in the eastern and 


northern part of the Designated WFZ. Within the HKN site NEL are typically thinner than 1 m, 


with the exception of some localities where they can reach several meters thickness.  These 


occur within the Holocene sediment package and are located at minimum 1 m depth below 


the seafloor. Between 5-20 m depth below the seafloor more non-erodible layers (clay and 


silt) occur within the Pleistocene sediment package. These layers have variable thicknesses 


(from decimetres to meters).   


 


Mud content is typically below 25 % in the upper 5 meters below the seafloor. Most locations 


also show mud content below 2 %. Some locations show higher values, up to 100 % (clay-silt 


layer). Mud content increases with depth.  The average sand grain size is fine to medium 


sand at the seafloor.  The finest grainsize values are found in the SE of the HKNWFZ. From 1 


meter below seafloor to 5 meters below seafloor the average and minimum grain size 


diminish with depth (from fine-medium to fine sand).  


 


Our results imply that: 


1) Non-erodible layers present in the subsurface are not likely to affect the seafloor 


morphodynamics because they are too deep to be exposed due to morphodynamic 


activity including sand wave migration.   


2) The heterogeneity in sediment grain size at and under the seafloor may locally affect 


the geometry (length and height) of the sand waves and the morphodynamic 


development of the seafloor.  


3.5 Tidal flow and global net sediment transport 


Numerical modelling of tidal flow and net sediment transport was performed to obtain an 


estimate of the spatial variation of sand wave dimensions and their directions and migration 


rates over HKNWFZ. These values will be compared to the values determined by the data-


driven methods discussed in Chapter 4 and used as the migration directions for extrapolation 


of the data in Chapter 5. 


 


It is well established that the net sediment transport and the tidal flow are good indicators for 


the morphodynamic activity in the top sediment layer including sand wave migration (Besio et 
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al., 2004). For an offshore area like the HKNWFZ, without significant river outflow or other 


sources of sediment, the main driver for the net sediment transport is an asymmetry in the 


oscillating (tidal) flow and related sediment transport (see Section 3.5.3). It must be noted that 


the normalised net sediment transport indicates the relative net volume transport over the 


wind farm site. As sand waves differ in shape and volume this should be taken into account 


when assessing the relative migration behaviour over the wind farm site. 


 


To get further insight into the area and the physical processes influencing the morphodynamic 


activity, numerical computations with combined tidal flow and sediment transport have been 


carried out. A detailed 2D-horizontal model with accurate bathymetry and high spatial 


resolution was established to estimate the averaged flow and sediment transport patterns in 


the area. It may be noted that, even though the computations are carried out on a stationary 


bathymetry, the sediment transport is explicitly included in the computations to account for the 


non-linear fluid-sediment interaction.  


 


The section starts with a concise description of the model set-up. Subsequently the computed 


flow velocities and net sediment transports in the HKNWFZ are presented. The model is 


carefully validated against recent hydrodynamic measurements from a metocean buoy in the 


HKNWFZ area. These measurements were carried out by Fugro (2018b) and presented in a 


validation report by Deltares (2018a).   


3.5.1 Model set-up 


The model was set up in a train of three different model domains, presented in Figure 3.15. 


The large-scale Dutch Continental Shelf Model (DCSMv6, in blue) was used to derive 


boundary conditions for two smaller-scale domains Holland Coast model (red) and HKN 


model (black) respectively. The three models are working to the required level of detail to 


model the hydro- and sediment dynamics in the HKNWFZ. It may be noted that due to the 


very high spatial resolution of the model the computational grid is not visible in the figure. The 


DCSM model is property of Rijkswaterstaat and runs in operational mode to provide boundary 


conditions for detailed model applications in the North Sea area and around the Great Britain 


island. It is extensively calibrated, mainly against water levels measurements carried out in 


the North Sea. More information on the set-up and calibration of the DCSM model can be 


found in Zijl et al. (2013). 
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Figure 3.15 Map view of the three model domains: Dutch Continental Shelf Model (DCSMv6, in blue), Holland 


Coast model (in red), HKNWFZ model (in black).  


 


The DCSM model provides boundary conditions in the form of water levels and flow velocities 


for the Holland Coast model domain presented in red in the right panel of Figure 3.15. These 


boundaries are generated by a hindcast simulation of six months (April till September 2017) 


using astronomic boundary conditions in combination with meteorological data. The Holland 


Coast model is connected to the shore and runs from Den Helder (in the north) to Hoek van 


Holland (in the south). The resolution is a factor 5 higher relative to the DCSM model; see 


Table 3.5. On the northern and southern boundaries, the Holland Coast model is forced with 


velocities from the DCSM model. The western offshore boundary is forced with water levels.  


 


The most detailed HKN model domain is coupled to the Holland Coast model and has a factor 


5 higher resolution resulting in a resolution of ~50 m, which allows for a fair representation of 


the shape of the sand waves in the area. 


 


Figure 3.16 presents the bathymetry schematization of the HKN model, using the 2017 


Bathymetry data collected by Fugro (2017), interpolated to a 5 by 5 m grid, and outside the 


wind farm area supplemented with historical survey data collected by NLHO according to 


hydrographic standards (IHO, 1988). The bathymetry data was available on a 5 by 5 m grid 


resolution, but has been down-sampled to facilitate the interpolation process on the 


computational grid. The depth in the HKN area (marked by the outer black polyline) ranges 


from approximately -14.9 m below LAT in the northeast corner to -28.1 m below LAT in the 


most westerly part. The sand waves in the HKN area are clearly reflected in the model 


bathymetry, with a typical wavelength of several hundreds of meters and having average 


crest orientations from west-northwest to east-southeast.  


 


Table 3.5 summarizes the most relevant characteristics of the three model domains 


introduced in this section. 


 


 
DCSM (in blue) 


Holland Coast model 


(in red) 


HKNWFZ model (in 


black) 


Model type Curvilinear equidistant Curvilinear equidistant Curvilinear equidistant 


Spatial coverage 2300 by 1700 km 100 by 100 km 26 by 30 km 


Resolution 1.8 to 1.8 km 0.27 by 0.27 km 53 by 53 m 


Source of bathymetry NOOS & ETOPO2 
DSCM depth file and 


survey data NLHO  


Fugro data and survey 


data NLHO  


Forcing boundary 


conditions 


Astronomic boundary 


conditions with 38 tidal 


constituents 


Boundary conditions 


derived from DCSM 


model   


Online coupled to Holland 


Coast model 


Calibration/verification 
Calibrated mainly on 


water levels 


Water levels and currents 


validated against Fugro 


measurements 


Water levels and currents 


validated against Fugro 


measurements 


Table 3.5 Model domain properties including approximate values for the spatial coverage and grid resolution. 
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Figure 3.16 Bathymetry used for the HKN model domain (black area in Figure 3.15) 


 


The model is set up in depth-averaged (2D-horizontal) mode, which means that the 


computational grid is not discretised in the vertical. The aim of this study is to get further 


insight into the net sediment transport (the sum of suspended load and bed load) which is 


correlated to morphodynamic activity including sand wave migration. Since the sand wave 


migration in the offshore of the North Sea is mainly driven by the tide, a 2D approach is 


justified. The net sediment transport rate is derived by time averaging the sediment transport 


over several spring-neap tidal cycles, since the spring-neap cycle is the most dominant 


feature in the variation of the hydrodynamics relevant for sand wave migration. Also because 


sand waves are mainly driven by sediment transport processes related to the tidal current, no 


wave forcing is applied to both the Holland Coast and the HKNWFZ detail model. 


 


The sediment transport module of Delft3D (Delft3D - SED) has been applied to compute to 


sediment transport. This module has an online coupling to the Delft3D – FLOW module which 


means that sediment transport is computed for every computational time-step of the 


simulation. The default settings have been applied in the sediment transport computation, 


which can be found in the Delft3D - FLOW manual Deltares (2014a). The adopted sediment 


diameter (D50) is defined at 300 µm and has been derived from the data presented in Section 


3.4. Sensitivity runs have been performed to verify the influence of different sediment 
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diameter settings on the final results. Varying the sediment diameter turned out not to have a 


significant influence on the relative spatial sediment transport patterns.  


3.5.2 Model validation 


In this section the numerical model is validated against recent hydrodynamic measurements 


(Deltares, 2018a). Currently data is available for the months April 2017 to June 2018. The 


model was run in hind-cast mode for the same period to be able to validate the modelled flow 


velocities against the measurements. 


 


Figure 3.17 presents the validation of modelled water levels (top panel), depth-averaged flow 


velocities (middle panel) and flow direction (bottom panel) against the hydrodynamic 


measurements, for half a spring-neap cycle. As seen in the figure the tidal water levels and 


flow are fairly well represented by the DCSM model (in blue) and the HKN model (in red). 


Although the peak velocities are not consistently matched, the tidal asymmetry is well 


reflected.  


 


 
Figure 3.17 Time series plots of measured and modelled water levels (top panel), depth-averaged flow velocity 


(middle panel) and flow direction (bottom panel) 


 


Figure 3.18 presents scatter plots, reflecting the correlation of modelled and measured water 


levels (left panel) and the correlation of modelled and measured flow velocities (right panel). 


The linear correlation coefficient is r=0.97 and r=0.91 for water levels and flow velocities 


respectively. In both cases the correlation coefficient is considered high.  
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Figure 3.18 Scatter plots presenting the correlation of modelled and measured water levels (left) and flow velocity 


(right).The red line represents perfect linear  correlation r=1.0). 


3.5.3 Tidal flow and net sediment transport in the wind farm area 


Figure 3.19 presents tidal ellipses at several locations in the HKN domain. These tidal ellipses 


reflect the modelled tidal current velocities and direction for one tidal cycle on an arbitrary day 


during spring tide  (25 June 2017). This figure clearly shows a consistent asymmetry in the 


flow velocities, with higher peak velocities in flood direction (north-northeast) than in the ebb 


direction (south-southwest). If performed for a neap tide, no differences in terms of main tidal 


direction are found. However, magnitude and directional spread of the tidal current decreases 


compared to a spring tide.  
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Figure 3.19 Flow velocity magnitude and direction represented in tidal ellipses for one tidal cycle in the simulation 


period (25 June 2018). 


 


The tide-driven sediment transport is presented in Figure 3.20, in a similar manner as the flow 


velocities in Figure 3.19. The same asymmetry can be seen, however, it is amplified due to 


the non-linear relation between flow velocity and sediment transport. If performed for a day 


during a neap period, the magnitudes of the sediment transport decrease greatly. 


 


The magnitude of the normalised and filtered net sediment transport in the HKNWFZ is 


presented in Figure 3.21, for the period 14 June – 29 June 2017. The values in this figure are 


normalised by dividing all transport values by the maximum net sediment transport. The 


adopted model approach does not allow for a detailed interpretation of net sediment transport 


gradients on the sand wave scale. Therefore an averaging filter has been applied to present 


the results averaged over sand waves. In Figure 3.21 the arrows indicate the time- and 


space-averaged direction of the net sediment transport. The relative differences within the 
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area are of particular interest and give insight into the relative rate of sand wave migration. 


The absolute transport rates have been normalised since the modelled absolute magnitudes 


cannot be relied upon without a careful validation / calibration, which is beyond the scope of 


this report. Also as no wave forcing has been applied, these absolute rates are probably 


underestimated. Lastly, the absolute values do not have a direct and easy relation with 


migration rates of sand waves. The absolute value is also of secondary use since the 


migration speeds are accurately determined using the cross-correlation technique described 


in Section 4.2.3.  


 


It can be observed that the net sediment transport direction is coherent and mainly in north-


northeast direction, around ~15°N with a standard deviation of 4°. This trend confirms the 


results presented earlier in this section for the tidal flow asymmetry. It can also be observed 


that the net sediment transport magnitude within the HKNWFZ shows a spatial variation, 


being strongest in the northern part.  


      


 
Figure 3.20 Tide-driven sediment transport, represented by tidal ellipses for one tidal cycle in the simulation period 


(25 June 2018). 
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Figure 3.21  Normalised and filtered modelled net sediment transport magnitudes (colour coded) and direction 


(vectors), derived by averaging the directions and transport rates over 1 spring-neap cycle.. 


3.6 Summary of morphodynamics, geology and sediment transport 


The HKNWFZ is characterized by a non-uniform bathymetry consisting of sand banks, sand 


waves and megaripples. Water depths in HKN vary between -14.9 and -27.9 m relative to 


LAT. Furthermore, in recent years sand extraction has taken place within the area with 


significant areas being dredged. 


 


The subsurface of the HKNWFZ-area is characterized by marine (Holocene Southern Bight 


Formation and Naaldwijk Formation) and fluvial deposits (Pleistocene formations). Within the 


upper 20 m of the sedimentary package non-erodible clay and silt layers occur in both the 


Holocene and the Pleistocene formations. Non-erodible layers are present within the 


uppermost 5 m in different localities, with thickness up to 7 m.  Within the HKN site only thin 


(few decimetres thick) non-erodible layers are present in the northern part. Between 5-20 m 
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depth below the seafloor more non-erodible layers (clay and silt) occur within the Pleistocene 


sediment package. These layers have variable thicknesses (from decimetres to meters).   


 


Our results imply that: 


1) Non-erodible layers present in the subsurface are not likely to affect the seafloor 


morphodynamics because they are too deep to be exposed due to morphodynamic 


activity including sand wave migration.   


2) The heterogeneity in sediment grain size at and under the seafloor may locally affect 


the geometry (length and height) of the sand waves and the morphodynamic 


development of the seafloor.  


 


It is concluded that the hydrodynamic model represents the overall flow velocities in the HKN 


wind farm area reasonably well, as demonstrated with the validation against recent 


measurements (Deltares, 2018a). A net sediment transport direction towards the north-


northeast is observed around ~15°N with higher net sediment transport rates towards the 


northern part of the wind farm zone.  
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4 Morphodynamic analysis 


4.1 Introduction 


Sand waves are a dominant seabed feature in HKNWFZ (Section 3.3) and pose the largest 


threat (Section 2.4) to offshore foundations and cables if not adequately accounted for in the 


design. In this chapter a morphodynamic analysis of the rhythmic bedforms in HKNWFZ is 


presented. The objective is to identify migration speeds and directions, which forms the basis 


for the extrapolation of observed morphodynamics presented in Chapter 5. 


 


In Section 4.2 a sand wave analysis is performed including a determination of sand wave 


migration directions, speeds and characteristics such as wavelength and wave height. The 


large-scale seabed dynamics are discussed in Section 4.3. Statistics about the megaripples 


are presented in Section 4.4. The analysis for the sand mining pit is described in Section 4.5. 


Observations are summarized in Section 4.6. 


4.2 Sand wave analysis 


The sand wave analysis is based on the historical and recent seabed bathymetries introduced 


in Section 2.3.1, from which the mobile bathymetries were derived (Section 3.3) and consists 


of the following four steps a) determination of transect locations b) determination of the sand 


wave migration direction, c) determination of the sand wave migration speed and d) 


characterization of the sand wave shape.  


4.2.1 Sand wave transect locations 


The presence and absence of sand waves in certain areas require an approach specifically 


focussing on characteristics of the individual sand waves. Rather than defining transects on a 


regularly spaced grid (e.g. Deltares, 2016b), sand wave crests are identified and a number of 


transect points are defined along these crest. This way, each individual sand wave is 


analysed by a number of transects indicating variability along such a sand wave. By tracking 


the steep slopes of the sand waves and dismissing megaripples in total 39391 transects are 


defined and used in the remainder of this section. The average spacing between the 


transects on a sand wave crest is 10 m. An overview of all transect locations used is 


presented in Figure 4.1. A black arrow in Figure 4.1 indicates one of the transects drawn in 


the best estimate direction.  
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Figure 4.1 Overview of HKN, with the centre of all analysed transects indicated by red dots. Total number of 


transects: 39391. Indicated by the black arrow is one of the transects with a length of 1000 m in the 


best estimate direction. 


4.2.2 Sand wave migration direction 


To ensure that sediment transport directions derived in Section 3.5.3 are in comparison with 


the orientations of the sand waves, a data-driven analysis is performed. This analysis uses 


the direction of the steepest sand wave slope to determine the spatial sand wave orientation 


pattern across HKN. This data-driven method relies greatly on the dataset accuracy. 


Therefore only the most recent high detail dataset, the 2017 Bathymetry, is used for this 


analysis. Second, the dataset is filtered such that slopes of smaller bedforms, e.g. 


megaripples, are excluded from the analysis. 


 


Sand waves are in general characterized by a mild sloping stoss side and a steeper lee side 


oriented in the direction of propagation. This distinction may be less pronounced in areas 
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where sand waves can migrate in opposing directions. Furthermore, sand waves tend to 


migrate in a direction roughly perpendicular to the crest with a constant form in the direction 


of the steepest gradient of the sand wave stoss side or in the direction of the residual current. 


In Section 3.4, hydrodynamic computations are presented showing that the net sediment 


transport direction is found of around ~15°N. To further investigate the migration directions a 


data-driven approach based on the most recent survey is applied in this section.  


 


By differentiating the filtered bathymetry, the direction of the sand wave crest can be 


estimated. For each gridcell the steepness of the upward slope compared to surrounding 


gridcells is calculated in degrees, where a slope of 90 degrees denotes a completely vertical 


slope and a slope of 0 degrees a flat seabed. 


 


This is illustrated in Figure 4.2, where the direction of the gradient field is shown in the left 


figure, whereas the magnitude of the gradient along a transect is shown to the right. The 


figure shows sand waves in the south-west corner of HKN. As seen from the figure, the sand 


wave crests have significantly larger gradients, presented in degrees, than the surrounding 


bathymetry with the direction orientated perpendicular to the crest. The migration direction 


can hence be estimated by the direction of the steepest gradient. For illustration purpose the 


number of arrows in Figure 4.2 is down-sampled and hence do not represent the true grid 


resolution. Since the computation of the gradient is sensitive to errors in the bathymetry an 


additional averaging is carried out along the crest to remove outliers.  


 


 
Figure 4.2 Left: Gradient of part of the Sand Wave Field. Colours and arrows indicate the direction of the point 


wise gradient (denoted in degrees). Please note that the number of arrows is down sampled for 


illustration purposes. Right: The spatial gradient in degrees along the transect indicated in the figure to 


the left. 


 


Based on the gradient method the sand wave migration direction is estimated for the entire 


wind farm zone. In Figure 4.3 a map view of the spatially averaged sand wave migration 


directions is shown. The directions in degrees are relative to the north and defined as “going 


towards”. A migration direction of 45°N would thus mean that the sand waves mainly migrate 


towards the north-east. As seen from the figure, the sand waves are generally propagating 


towards the north-northeast.  


 


A statistical representation of the estimated directions is shown in Figure 4.4. In the figure the 


numbers of observations are shown per degree and an upper and lower bound, defined as 


two standard deviations (±2σ), are indicated as well. As seen in the figure, the mean and 


most frequent observed direction is 18°N and the two standard deviations correspond to -
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13°N and 48 °N respectively. A similar analysis was carried out for the two historical 


bathymetries presented in Section 2.3, and here similar directions were observed. 


 


The directions estimated by the gradient method are well aligned with the net sediment 


transport computations presented in Section 3.4. It should be noted that the smoothness of 


the numerical computations are due to spatial and temporal averaging associated with the 


computations and the post-processing, which is naturally not observed in directions estimated 


from the measured bathymetry.  


 
Figure 4.3 Map view of the estimated sand wave crest orientation for the 2017 Bathymetry (towards which the 


sand wave crest is orientated; degrees north). 
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Figure 4.4 Histogram of sand wave orientations for the 2017 Bathymetry estimated by the data-driven gradient 


method with upper and lower bounds indicated by dashed lines.  


 


Smallest angle of orientation Most likely angle of orientation  Largest angle of orientation 


−13∘𝑁 18∘𝑁 48∘𝑁 


Table 4.1 Smallest, largest and most likely angle of sand wave crest orientation. 


 


The determination of sand wave crest orientations was carried out for all three bathymetrical 


datasets used in this study as presented in Section 2.3.1. Among these surveys similar 


directions were observed. The observed differences in directions between the datasets are 


assumed to be mainly a result of data resolution and to some extent the applied analysis 


method and minor changes in the orientation of the sand wave crest over time.  


 


Next to the tidal current directions, the sand wave orientation is influenced by the presence of 


sand banks. Results presented in Figure 4.3 indicate a change in sand wave crest orientation 


on the sand bank slopes. For the true migration of the sand waves water depth, next to local 


soil characteristics, is of great importance.  


 


Because of the corresponding main direction observed in the numerical modelling and data 


analysis, the spread in direction from the numerical modelling is used in the remainder of this 


study.  


 


For prediction of future seabed levels a mean direction of 15∘𝑁, as found with the numerical 


modelling, is used for the entire area. In order to capture the total bandwidth of directions, it is 


chosen to apply two times the standard deviation of the numerical modelling results, which is 


8 degrees, as an uncertainty in the direction both to the left and to the right of the best 


estimate direction. The directions, which will be applied in the estimation of future seabed 


levels in Chapter 5, are summarized in Table 4.2. 


 


Lower bound estimate 


direction 


Best estimate direction  Upper bound estimate 


direction 


7 °N 15 °N 23 °N 


Table 4.2  Selected directions describing the sand wave migration direction in degrees relative to North applied in 


further analysis. 
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4.2.3 Sand wave migration speed 


Once the directions have been estimated using the gradient method in Section 4.2.2, 


transects in this direction can be defined. Lengths of the transects are chosen such that at 


least one sand wave is covered and an analysis of migration along that transect can be 


performed. It is also important to limit the transect length such that sand wave dynamics can 


be assessed more locally. Therefore a transect length of 1000 m is chosen. 


 


For this analysis an optimized cross correlation technique has been established, which allows 


for automated analysis of several thousand transects covering the area as shown in Figure 


4.1. The transect locations are chosen such that each transect has coverage of at least the 


2017 Bathymetry and one of the two historical datasets. 


 


For each transect, information is extracted from the filtered sand wave fields of two 


independent bathymetries and the spatial offset is computed using a 1D cross-correlation. 


This spatial offset can be both negative, meaning migration opposing the transect direction, 


and positive, meaning migration towards the transect direction. The cross-correlation 


determines the migration distance which will give the minimized error between the two 


bathymetrical transects as illustrated in Figure 4.5. For this analysis all combinations of 


bathymetrical datasets are assessed, in this case leading to three distinct combinations of two 


datasets (1996-2002 – 2009-2012; 1996-2002 – 2017 and 2009-2012 – 2017). The 


advantage of multiple combinations reduces uncertainties of the temporal evolution of sand 


wave dynamics. 


 


The advantage of the cross-correlation technique is that information from all data points are 


included in the analysis, which makes the results robust and less sensitive to bathymetry 


errors often seen in older or low resolution surveys. For each transects the sand waves were 


identified by a zero-crossing analysis and the cross-correlation was computed for all sand 


waves individually.  


 


Since coverage of the 1996-2002 dataset is limited, see also Section 2.3, only a small 


number of transects can be correlated with a second dataset (2009-2012 or 2017). Rather 


than interpolating raw seabed data, it is chosen to interpolate migration speeds for transects 


not covered by the 1996-2002 dataset. This interpolation is executed for the comparison 


between dataset 1996-2002 to 2009-2012 and the comparison of dataset 1996-2002  with the 


dataset 2017. Input for this interpolation are the migration speeds found for transects covered 


by the 1996-2002 dataset. Using the interpolation all transects include a range of possible 


migration speeds rather than only one for transects not covered by the 1996-2002 


bathymetry. 
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Figure 4.5 Example of cross correlation analysis as carried out for all transects.  


 


Migration speeds have been determined, using the cross-correlation technique, for the three 


directions identified in Section 4.2.2 and summarized in Table 4.2. In Figure 4.6 the mean 


estimated migration speeds are shown for transects with the best estimate direction, which 


corresponds to the directions observed within the 2017 Bathymetry. 


 


As seen from the figure, spatial variation is present within the HKNWFZ. It was observed that 


sand waves have increasing migration speeds when closer to the sand bank crest. This 


increased mobility is a result of a reduced water depth in combination with shorter and lower 


sand waves (Deltares, 2016a). Typical migration speeds range between 1.9 and 5.4 meter 


per year. Locally extreme values up to 9.0 m/yr are observed. Note that these extreme values 


are not visible in Figure 4.6 as this figure only depicts the mean migration speeds in the best 


estimate direction. 
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Figure 4.6  Map view of the mean estimated sand wave migration speed over the period 1996 – 2017, based on 


transects drawn in the best estimate direction (15 degrees clockwise relative to North). 


 


In Figure 4.7 non-exceedance plots of the sand wave migration speeds are shown for HKN. 


In the figure, migration speeds for the three directions identified in Section 4.2.2 (lower bound 


estimate, best estimate and upper bound estimate) are shown. Based on the non-


exceedance plots, 5%, 50% and 95% non-exceedance values are identified per migration 


direction as summarized in Table 4.3. As seen from the table typical migration speeds in the 


wind farm zone are in the range of 1.9 m/year to 5.4 m/year being global 5% and 95% non-


exceedance values respectively.  


 


Values for the three directions are very similar as migration speeds are low, shape alterations 


are not significant (see Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13) and the directional spread is very low 


(see Section 4.2.2). Comparison of the HKN migration speeds with similar areas, in terms of 


sand wave dimensions and waterdepths, in the nearby wind farms showed similar migration 


speeds. 
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Wind farm site 


Migration speed (Lower 


bound estimate direction) 


5% / 50% / 95% [m/year] 


Migration speed (Best 


estimate direction) 


5% / 50% / 95% [m/year] 


Migration speed (Upper 


bound estimate 


direction) 


5% / 50% / 95% [m/year] 


HKN 1.9 / 3.3 / 5.5 1.9 / 3.2 / 5.4 2.0 / 3.2 / 5.5 


Table 4.3 Estimated sand wave migration speeds per direction defined in Table 4.2. 


 


 
Figure 4.7 Non-exceedance plot of sand wave migration speeds(in m/year) for HKN. The results are shown for the 


best estimate directions identified in Section 4.2.2. 


4.2.3.1 Migration speeds for estimating future seabed levels.  


For areas which stretch over a large spatial area, the statistical values presented in the 


previous section may not be locally representative. Therefore, the prediction of future seabed 


levels presented in Chapter 5 are based on the local values per transect point and not the 


global values. To ensure that all possible variations are covered in the scenarios of future bed 


levels, the following three local migration speeds per transect are applied: 


 


 The lowest migration speed observed in all combinations of surveys (1996-2002 – 


2009-2012; 1996-2002 – 2017; 2009-2012 – 2017) 


 The mean migration speed observed in all combinations of surveys 


 The highest migration speed observed in all combinations of surveys 


 


These three migration speeds are then combined with the three migration directions identified 


in Section 4.2.2, which are also calculated for each transect location. This spread is also 


included in the seabed predictions. For a further discussion of the prediction of future bed 


levels please see Chapter 5.  
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4.2.4 Sand wave characterization  


For the analysis of the sand wave characterization in terms of wavelength and wave height, a 


Fourier analysis is used. For the analysis the same transects as used in Section 4.2.3 are 


applied. For each transect the crest and through points are automatically identified as 


illustrated in Figure 4.8. A Fourier series of 68 components was fitted to the identified 


extremes by solving an overdetermined system of equations. The sand wave heights and 


lengths are hence easily deduced from the corresponding Fourier series.  For the sand wave 


heights the vertical difference between the average amplitude of two subsequent troughs is 


compared to the crest height. The sand wave length is calculated from the horizontal distance 


between two sand wave troughs. The sand wave height and length are further illustrated in 


Figure 4.8. 


 


 
Figure 4.8 Example of Fourier analysis on one of the 800 m long transects from SSW (left) to NNE. The plot 


indicates the Fourier approximations of the 2017 sand wave signal (black line). Red dots indicate crest 


and trough point and the green circles indicate which points have been selected for analysis. The H and 


L indicate the sand wave height and length as calculated. 


 


In Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 map views of the sand wave heights and sand wave lengths 


are shown. As seen from the figures the sand waves in the middle of the wind farm zone are 


general slightly higher and longer, whereas the sand waves closer to the eastern and western 


boundaries shorter and lower. It is well established that the sand wave height is correlated to 


the water depth where higher sand waves in general are observed at deeper water.  


 


In order to investigate how well the sand waves are capable in HKN to retain their shape over 


periods of multiple years, first corresponding sand waves were identified in the considered 


transects originating from the 2009-2012 and 2017 data. For this analysis only the datasets 


that were obtained from multibeam surveys were used, because they have a similar 


resolution and accuracy, which enhanced capturing the exact dimensions of the sand waves. 
 


H 


L 
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Sand waves at the edges of the sand wave fields however do not have a pronounced trough. 
Those sand waves are characterised by a slope that flattens out rather than having a deepest 
point. Since the Fourier analysis tracks the crests and troughs based on a wave signal, 
uncertainties in sand wave lengths are present. To correct for this an adapted approach is 
developed.  
 
For this approach it is assumed that the steepness of the sand waves is around 0 degrees at 
the location of the sand wave trough or in case the seabed flattens out. For this purpose 
slopes of the megaripples are neglected. Start and end point of the sand waves are 
determined at the locations where the sand wave slope crosses a certain threshold value. For 
HKN this value is chosen at -0.1 degrees based on analysis of multiple transects. Note that 
crossings of this threshold close to the sand wave crest are neglected.  An example transect 
indicating the start and end points of the sand waves can be found in Figure 4.9. The 
example clearly indicates crossings of the slope of the filtered transect with the slope 
threshold at the locations of the sand wave trough. 
 


 
Figure 4.9 Example determination of sand wave start and end points. The transect indicates the sand wave 


transect (blue line), the filtered sand wave transect (red line), the slope in degrees of the filtered sand 


wave transect (green line) and the selected slope threshold (dotted black line). 
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Figure 4.10 Spatial distribution of the mean sand wave height for HKN, based on the 2017-Bathymetry. 
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Figure 4.11 Spatial distribution of the mean sand wave length for HKN, based on the 2017-Bathymetry. 


 


Following this method approximate sand wave dimensions could be identified from the 2009-


2012- and 2017-Sand Wave Fields. The cross-correlation for the sand wave height and sand 


wave length is plotted in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 respectively. The plots indicate both the 


correlation and density of sand wave dimension correlation. Both plots show a  good 


correlation with values for the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (PMCC) close 


to 1 (a value of 1 would mean a total linear correlation). Note that although the correlation for 


sand wave length is slightly lower (~0.92), this is resulting from the applied analysis in which 


difficulties arise for sand waves on the edge of sand wave fields. Here, no clear start or end 


point is present resulting in slight deviations among the observations. 
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Although good correlations are found, still some differences can be observed as for both the 


sand wave length and height no full linear relation is present (indicated by the dotted red line 


and the equation in the bottom right in both Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13).  For the comparison 


of sand wave heights a standard deviation of 0.17 m and a mean difference of 0.04 m are 


found. For the sand wave length a standard deviation of 38 m and a mean difference of -6 m 


are found. It is assumed that these differences arise from the applied methodology and slight 


alterations of sand wave shapes/dimensions. To capture these differences an additional 


uncertainty is added to the seabed predictions as described in Section 5.2.3. 


 


 
Figure 4.12 Cross-correlation density scatter plot for sand wave heights in 2017 and 2009-2012.The dotted red line 


indicates the linear relation of the data. 
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Figure 4.13 Cross-correlation density scatter plot for sand wave length in 2017 2009-2012. The dotted red line 


indicates the linear relation of the data. 


 


If the sand wave fields would have changed significantly in the period between 2009-2012 


and 2017, it is not very likely that the individual sand waves would have restored to almost 


exactly the same dimensions. 


 


To quantify the general sand wave characteristics, non-exceedance curves were created and 


the 5%, 50% and 95% non-exceedance values were identified (this is the same type of 


analysis as presented for the migration speed in Figure 4.7). From that analysis the 


characteristic values presented in Table 4.4 are obtained. The analysis was carried out for all 


datasets and the presented values represent the envelope of the results. In general the 


variation between the individual surveys is in the order of O(0.1 m). In addition, the 5%, 50% 


and 95% sand wave length over sand wave height ratios (L/H ratio) are presented in Table 


4.4. Note that these values are not obtained by dividing the sand wave length non-


exceedance values by the sand wave height non-exceedance values, but are the non-


exceedance values of all L/H ratios. 
 


Sand wave property 


5% non-


exceedance 


value 


50% non-


exceedance 


value 


95% non-


exceedance 


value 


Sand wave height   -  5% / 50% / 95% [m] 0.8 1.6 2.8 


Sand wave length  -   5% / 50% / 95% [m] 190 340 500 


Sand wave L/H ratio   -  5% / 50% / 95% 130 250 550 


Table 4.4 Sand wave characteristics for the entire area for the 2017 Bathymetry. The analysis was carried out for all 


bathymetries and the presented data represents the envelope of the results. 
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4.2.5 Summary of sand wave analysis 


The morphodynamic characterization in HKN is described by means of migration directions 


and speeds together with the sand wave heights and lengths for 39391 transects distributed 


over HKN area. 


 


With aid of the gradient method and the numerical modelling, three main migration directions 


were estimated, resulting in a mean best estimate direction of 15°N and lower bound and 


upper bound estimates respectively 8 degrees below and above the best estimate directions. 


For each of those three directions, migrations speeds were determined via a 1D cross 


correlation technique. In HKN, typical migration speeds range between 1.9 m/year and 5.4 


m/year. Furthermore, the influence of the large-scale bathymetry is visible with sand waves 


on top of the sand banks migrating faster. 


 


Furthermore, sand wave heights and wavelengths are estimated using a Fourier analysis, 


ranging between 0.8 and 2.8 m and 190 and 500 m respectively. Spatially, the sand waves in 


the deeper parts of HKN are in general slightly higher and longer, whereas the sand waves 


on top of the sand banks are shorter and lower. 


4.3 Large-scale seabed dynamics 


In this section the large-scale seabed dynamics of the area are analysed. The analysis is 


based on temporal difference plots between the different surveys. Large-scale seabed 


changes associated with overall lowering or rising of (larger parts of) the seabed, can be 


quantified by computing differences between surveys. Here bathymetrical surveys are 


interpolated to a common grid and the vertical seabed changes (Δ𝑧) are computed per grid 


point and divided by the time difference between the two surveys (Δ𝑡). To ensure that the 


analysis is not influenced by the dynamic rhythmic bedforms, such as sand waves and 


megaripples, the spatially filtered Large-scale Bathymetry is applied in the analysis (Section 


3.3). 


 


In order to determine the large-scale seabed dynamics, two comparisons are made. The first 


is an in-house available dz/dt overview of the area based on all available surveys up to the 


year 2012. This specific dataset is corrected for survey offsets which are more present for 


older surveys and is shown in Figure 4.14. The second figure focusses on the absolute 


difference between the 2009-2012 and 2017 datasets and is shown in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.14 Yearly vertical seabed variations based on historic surveys up to the year 2012. 
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 Figure 4.15  Yearly vertical seabed variations based on the 2009-2012 and 2017 surveys. 


 


It may be noted that for the patched bathymetries the original time stamp is used for 


computing the yearly variation. In the figures limited variations (in the order of cm’s per year) 


can be observed. The limits of the colour bar, ±0.05 and ±0.10 m/year, are chosen to 


resemble realistic natural variations and not the span of the data. This choice clearly 


illustrates that vertical seabed variations are limited.  


 


The slightly blueish area in the northern part of the HKN Site, indicating a seabed rise in 


Figure 4.15, is related to an offset in the 2009-2012 data, specifically in sid16192 (see 


Section 2.3.1). It is possible that the observed change is amplified by the two-year difference 


between the surveys rather than a contrast in seabed change.  
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In Figure 4.15 seabed lowering is observed in the three sand mining pits. The lowering is 


significant, but caused by (almost instantaneous) man-made activities and the computation of 


yearly average seabed changes is meaningless. For the remaining part of the wind farm zone 


the changes (slightly blue/ reddish) are insignificant. 


 


The vertical bed level differences of maximum ±2 cm/year are observed over the considered 


16 years period which implies that the large-scale seabed lowering or rising is insignificant 


and hence the morphodynamics in the HKN area are mainly driven by sand wave migration. 


The earlier assumption (Section 3.3) that the Large-scale Bathymetry, obtained after filtering 


out the rhythmic bedforms, can indeed be considered static is thus confirmed. 


4.4 Megaripple analysis 


As explained in Section 2.4, megaripples have migration speeds that are so large that many 


megaripples will pass at each foundation throughout the lifetime of wind farms. Therefore, it 


was decided not to predict megaripple migration, but to analyse their dimensions and to use 


this information in the prediction of future bed levels (see also Chapter 5). This is further 


stimulated by the fact that megaripple occurrence and dimensions are highly variable in time. 


 


For determining dimensions of the megaripples the entire HKN was analysed using a 0.5x0.5 


m grid in order to better capture the megaripple shapes. On this grid an additional filtering 


was carried out to separate the Sand Wave Field and the Megaripple Field. The filtering is 


based on the same principals and described in Section 3.3 and chosen such that the 


megaripples, which typically have wavelengths in the order of 8 to 25 m, are covered. Note 


that this fine grid resolution of 0.5x0.5 m is available for 2017-data only and is next to its high 


variability in space and time not applicable to be correlated with older surveys. Hence this 


analysis is limited to the most recent dataset, the 2017 Bathymetry.  


 


In Figure 4.16, an example of this filtering method is presented for HKN. The left image (a) in 


the figure show the 2017 Bathymetry as identified in Section 3.3. The right image (b) shows 


the filtered bathymetry without megaripples and if this is subtracted from the 2017 


Bathymetry, the Megaripple Field is obtained (c). Note that these figures are greatly zoomed 


in to show the megaripples with their relatively short wavelengths and small wave heights 


compared to the sand waves. It can be observed that the megaripple pattern is quite regular 


and oriented in the same direction as the sand wave crests.  
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Figure 4.16 a): Part of the bathymetry of HKN, zoomed to an area of 200 x 400 m; b): bathymetry of same area with 


megaripples filtered out; c): Megaripple Field extracted from bathymetry with in orange-red showing the 


megaripple crests and in green-blue the megaripple troughs. 


a) b) 


c) 
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Variation in megaripple amplitudes (crest heights and trough depths) over HKN can be 


observed in Figure 4.18 with smaller megaripples mainly present in the northern parts and 


eastern parts of HKN. Over the entire HKN, typical crest heights of the megaripples vary 


between 0.10 and 0.40 m, whereas typical trough depths vary between 0.05 and 0.30 m. 


Figure 4.17 depicts the Mobile Bathymetry, the Sand Wave Field and the Megaripple Field 


along a 800-m long transect in HKN. Based on an analysis of numerous transects it can be 


concluded that megaripples are most pronounced on the stoss side slope of the sand waves. 


 


Note that as an artefact of the filtering around the sand wave crest, the crest can be visible in 


the Megaripple Field (largest amplitudes in the extracted Megaripple Field). As these artefacts 


spatially vary it is deemed not possible to distinguish between a sand wave crest and possible 


megaripples located on top of the sand wave crest. I.e. filtering the megaripples out gives an 


underestimation of sand wave heights while disregarding the sand wave crests during filtering 


can give an overestimation of the sand wave height in the Sand Wave field. It is therefore 


chosen to use the unfiltered Mobile Bathymetry in the predictions of future bathymetries 


performed in Chapter 5. The uncertainty in spatial variation of megaripples over time is 


covered in a later stage of the seabed predictions. 


 


 
Figure 4.17 Megaripple amplitudes along a transect in HKN. The figure depicts the Mobile Bathymetry(blue line), 


the Sand Wave Field (red line) and the Megaripple Field (yellow line) along this transect. 
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Figure 4.18 Megaripple trough depths (left plot) and crest height (right plot) in HKN. 


4.5 Sedimentation in sand mining pit 


This section describes the sand mining pit present in the HKN area. Focus is on the sand 


mining pit indicated by a black arrow in Figure 3.2. To estimate the dynamics of the sand 


mining pit in terms of erosion, sedimentation and evolution two analysis methods have been 


applied. First,  insight in the evolution of the sand mining pit in HKN and nearby sand mining 


pits based on data analysis is gained in Section 4.5.1. Secondly, the evolution of the sand 


mining pit is estimated in more detail in Section 4.5.2 with use of the SEDTUBE model. 
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4.5.1 Data analysis on sand mining pits 


A first insight in the historic evolution of sand mining pits can be gained by data analysis. By 


comparing bathymetrical datasets of the area for different recording times erosion and 


sedimentation patterns can be identified. However, most sand mining areas either lack 


multiple surveys in time or lack a large enough temporal spread to exclude survey errors. 


Therefore an overview of a number of sand mining pits is provided including the sand mining 


pit in HKN and one between HKN and Hollandse Kust (zuid) (HKZ). An overview of all 


locations assessed is provided in Figure 4.19. 


 


 
 


Figure 4.19 Overview of sand mining areas in the vicinity of HKN. Arrows indicate areas for which a survey 


comparison is made. 
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For the sand mining pit in HKN a total of four surveys are available since 2012. Two of which 


are gathered specifically for the sand mining area (2013 and 2016) and two as part of an 


overall survey (NLHO 2012 or Fugro (2018a). An overview of the four datasets by means of a 


South to North transect in the western part of the HKN sand mining pit is shown in Figure 


4.20. From the figure it can be seen that only two of those surveys are recorded following the 


dredging campaign.  


 


 
Figure 4.20 South to North transect in the HKN sand mining pit indicating bed levels relative to LAT for four distinct 


bathymetrical surveys. 


 


An overview of differences between the datasets recorded following the dredging campaign is 


provided in Figure 4.21. At first it must be stressed that the recorded datasets differed in 


vertical reference level. In order to compare, the 2016 data is transformed from relative to 


MSL towards relative to LAT by means of the reduction matrix developed by Dienst 


Hydrografie (2007). 


 


It can be seen from the figure that seabed level changes outside the sand mining pit can be 


related to sand wave migration (red stripes). Within the sand mining pit no clear patterns can 


be observed, the sedimentation and erosion patterns visible can relate to migration of small 


scale bedforms, smoothening of the seabed or survey inaccuracies. This can also be 


observed by comparing the transects of the 2016 and 2017 bathymetry in Figure 4.20. Also 


because the temporal spread between surveys is rather small (approximately one year), (e.g. 


ripples and megaripples) no clear indications for sedimentation and/or erosion can be derived 


from the comparison of data. 
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Figure 4.21 Difference in bed level between 2017 and 2016 for the sand mining pit in HKN. Note that the area with 


no data within the HKN Sand Mining Areas contour (black line) relates to a pipeline with a 500 m safety 


zone on both sides. In this part no dredging activities have been performed. 


 


For a second sand mining pit located between HKN and HKZ more surveys are available 


following the dredging campaign. For this area a total of 8 surveys are available, covering the 


period 1985-2017. The two oldest surveys are taken prior to dredging and have a small 


spatial resolution. For the remaining available surveys it was difficult to determine in which 


period dredging activities have taken place, also older surveys include a larger uncertainty in 


the vertical level. Therefore only the three most recent surveys are taken into account 


covering the period 2011-2017 (in which the middle survey is taken in 2014). An overview of 


the sand mining pit including differences between the 2017-2014 and 2017-2011 surveys is 


provided in Figure 4.22.  


 


Differences between the three surveys are relatively minor and mainly indicate sand wave 


migration. Although the temporal scale is not very long (6 years) it can be seen that the infill 


of a sand mining pit in water depths of around 20 m relative to LAT is a relative slow process. 
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Figure 4.22 Bathymetrical overview of sand mining pit located between HKN and HKZ. The figures depict the most 


recent bathymetry (left top), the difference over the period 2017-2014 (top right) and over the period 


2017-2011 (bottom left).   
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4.5.2 Sand pit simulations with SEDTUBE  


Migration of the sand mining pit was computed with the SEDTUBE model (Van Rijn, 2012) for 


nine transects along the sand mining area. SEDTUBE is based on a simple engineering 


approach by assuming that the adjustment of the depth-averaged sand concentration and 


hence the suspended sand transport in a streamtube can be approximated by: 


  ,/x x x eqdc dx A c c     


or, 


  , , , ,/s x s x s x eqdQ dx A Q Q     


 


with: c  = depth-averaged sediment concentration, 𝑐𝑒𝑞 = equilibrium depth-averaged sediment 


concentration, 𝑄 = fluid discharge in stream tube (constant), 𝑄𝑠 = sediment transport in 
stream tube (in kg/s), 𝑄𝑠,𝑒𝑞= equilibrium sediment transport in stream tube (in kg/s), 𝐴 = 


adjustment coefficient (in m
-1


). 


 


The adjustment of the suspended transport proceeds relatively rapidly in the presence of 


waves. Larger 𝐴-values (larger fall velocity, smaller bed-shear velocity, larger relative wave 


height) lead to more sedimentation at the upstream side slope and to less sedimentation in 


the middle of channel (more rapid adjustment to equilibrium conditions).  


 


The model was calibrated based morphological changes in a transect without sand mining 


between 2016 and 2017. The observed morphological changes and the changes computed 


with the calibrated model are shown in Figure 4.23. Best results were obtained with a 


calibration factor on the transport rates of 0.85. The adjustment factor is set at 0.2 to include 


both suspended load and bed load transport.  


 


 
Figure 4.23 Computed morphological changes in transect without sand mining (SEDTUBE calibration). 


 


In order to get a good approximation of the evolution of the sand mining pit over time several 


south-north transects are drawn. The transects are numbered from 1 to 9 from west to east 


and can be seen in Figure 4.24. The length of the transects is chosen such that the entire 


influence of the sand mining pit evolution over time is captured. 
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Figure 4.24 Overview of the transects drawn in the HKN sand mining pit. The length of the transects is chosen such 


that the entire influence of the sand mining pit evolution over time is captured. 


 


Following the dredging campaign remnants of the sand waves are present in the sand mining 


pit. This can be seen from the transect visualised in Figure 4.20. Because it is not known to 


what extent the sand waves will regenerate based on changed hydrodynamic and soil 


conditions, only the evolution of the sand mining pit is analysed. For the sand waves it is 


assumed that both the dredged sand waves (2017 bathymetry) and the fully regenerated 


sand waves (2012 bathymetry) can be found in future seabed levels. This is described in 


more detail in Section 5.3.3. 


 


To solely analyse the evolution of the sand mining pit and to exclude the sand waves present 


in the transects a low pass filter is introduced with a length 1500 m. This filter ensures that the 


shape of the sand mining pit is preserved while the sand waves are almost entirely removed 


from the signal. The overview of all nine transects including the non-filtered and filtered is 


depicted in Figure 4.25. 
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Figure 4.25 Overview of the nine transects used as input for the SEDTUBE model simulations. Both the non-filtered 


(blue lines) and filtered transects (red lines) are indicated. 


 


The SEDTUBE simulations are run for a period of 41 years, covering the period of interest for 


future seabed level predictions (2018-2058). The hydrodynamic input is formed by the time 


series of a closeby location from the HKN metocean database developed by DHI (2017). 


Although this time series covers a period from 1979-2015 (37 years in total) it is applied to the 


period of 2018-2058. In order to cover the entire 41 years of predictions part of the time series 


(4 years) is copied.  


 


To cover soil conditions in and around the sand mining pit, the median grain size diameters of 


the upper sand layer as obtained by Fugro (2018a) are analysed, see Section 3.4, and used 


to perform several model runs per transects. For this analysis median sediment diameters of 


150, 250, 350 and 450 µm are taken into account. An example analysis for transect 2 located 


in the deeper eastern part of the sand mining pit is shown in Figure 4.26. The simulations 


using the most prevailing sediment diameter, 250 µm, is considered as the best estimate 


prediction of the sand mining pit evolution. 


 


By combining simulation results per transect using the different sediment diameters a yearly 


lowest and highest seabed level can be obtained. These levels are shown in Figure 4.27 for 


transect 2 and form input for the seabed level predictions further described in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4.26 Overview of SEDTUBE simulations for transect 2. The presented levels indicate yearly bed levels for 


the four different median sediment diameters considered after 10, 20, 30 and 41 years.   


 


 
Figure 4.27 Overview of combined SEDTUBE simulations for transect 2. The presented levels indicate yearly lowest 


(red line) and highest (yellow line) bed levels after 10, 20, 30 and 41 years.   


 


Based on outcomes presented in Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27 together with the outcomes of 


the other eight transects a strong migration of the sand mining pit in northward direction is 


observed. After the period of 41 years the influence of the sand mining pit can extend more 


than 2 kilometres north of the present pit. This north-northeast-ward migration of the sand 


mining pit is to be explained by the tidal asymmetry, causing the sediment transport towards 


the north-northeast during flood tide to be dominant over the sediment transport towards the 


south-southwest during ebb tide.  
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On the upstream side of the sand mining pit an infill of the sand mining pit is visible. 


Comparing the different median sediment diameters it is found that simulations using a 


smaller sediment diameter transport the sand over longer distances resulting in both more 


infill at the upstream side and extension of the pit in downstream direction. 


4.6 Summary of morphodynamic analysis 


A morphodynamic analysis focused on sand waves and megaripples in HKN is presented. It 


is estimated that within HKN sand waves migrate towards the south-southwest and north-


northeast with a mean best estimate direction of 15° relative to North. Typical migration 


speeds range between 1.9 m/year and 5.4 m/year (towards NNE) and locally maximum 


migration speeds up to 9.0 m/year (towards NNE) are observed. Spatially, higher sand wave 


migration speeds are found on top of the sand banks. 


 


Sand wave dimensions show a spatial trend, where sand waves in the centre part of the wind 


farm zone are slightly higher and longer than the sand waves closer to western and eastern 


boundaries of HKN. Within HKN, sand wave heights and lengths range between 0.8 and 2.9 


m and 190 and 690 m, respectively. It is assumed that over the windfarm lifetime no 


significant changes are expected in the Large-scale Bathymetry. Therefore this Large-scale 


Bathymetry is considered static during the extrapolation of observed trends. 


 


Superimposed on the sand waves, megaripples are present. The megaripples in HKN, as 


measured from the 2017 survey, have wavelengths up to 25 m, typical amplitudes between 


0.10 m and 0.40 m for the crest heights and typical amplitudes between 0.05 m and 0.30 m 


for the trough depths. Spatially, megaripples are slightly higher in the western and eastern 


parts of HKN. However, it may be noted that megaripple occurrence and dimensions are 


highly variable in time. 


 


The sand mining pit present in the HKNWFZ is subject to an infill process with a relatively 


slow time scale of filling.  A data analysis on the sand mining pit in the HKNWFZ and on a 


nearby sand mining pit indicated no significant infill or migration, it must however be stressed 


that the timespan between different available surveys is rather short. Based on simulations 


using the SEDTUBE model for a hydrodynamic time series and varying soil conditions a 


significant northward migration of the sand mining pit is observed extending over 2 km 


downstream from the present location of the pit. This north-northeast-ward migration of the 


sand mining pit is to be explained by the tidal asymmetry, causing the sediment transport 


towards the north-northeast during flood tide to be dominant over the sediment transport 


towards the south-southwest during ebb tide. 
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5 Extrapolation of observed morphodynamic trends 


5.1 Introduction 


In this chapter the methodology for estimating future bathymetries and the corresponding 


seabed changes are presented. The chapter starts with a description of the various sources 


of uncertainty in Section 5.2. Following the description of these uncertainties, a suitable 


uncertainty band is determined. In Section 5.3, the methodology of predicting the future 


bathymetries is presented. In Sections 5.3.3, 5.5 and 5.6, these future bathymetries are used 


to determine the Best Estimate Bathymetry (BEB), Lowest SeaBed Level (LSBL) and Highest 


SeaBed Level (HSBL). In Section 5.7, the LSBL and HSBL and the corresponding predicted 


maximum seabed level lowering and rising are classified into zones of seabed changes within 


certain bandwidths.  


 


Next to future seabed level predictions, seabed levels are hindcasted to determine possible 


locations of UXO’s in the seabed. The hindcast results in the hindcasted Lowest Object Level 


(LOL), Best Estimate Object Level (BEOL) and Highest Object Level (HOL). The 


corresponding levels are discussed in Section 5.8 to Section 5.10.  


 


Results are presented in this report in 0.01m to be able to identify trends more clearly. It is 


noted that morphological predictions cannot be predicted this accurate and should always be 


interpreted with some margin. In addition it is noted that no safety margins for design 


purposes have been applied. 


5.2 Sources of uncertainty 


In the prediction of the future bed level changes and corresponding bathymetries, various 


sources of uncertainty have to be taken into account. The main sources of uncertainty in a 


data-driven morphological analysis based on measured bathymetrical data are: 


i) Uncertainty due to data collection and differences in the collection of data 


ii) Uncertainty in the pre-processing of data 


iii) Uncertainty in the methodology of analysis and prediction 


  


(i): The datasets that have been used in this study are either collected by means of single 


beam echo sounding (SBES (Single Beam Echo Sounder); 1996-2002 dataset) or multi beam 


echo sounding (MBES (Multi Beam Echo Sounder); 2009-2012 and 2017 datasets). The 


SBES surveys tend to have a shoal-biased nature which is caused by the fact that SBES 


measures the first return of the echo sounding in the wider beam. For example, when 


megaripples occur, the crest of the megaripple within the SBES beam width determines the 


measured water depth. For MBES, the separate beams also register the troughs of the 


megaripples. Uncertainties are however still present when using MBES data; for instance, the 


data becomes less accurate further away from the ship where the angle between the seabed 


and the echo sounding device on the ship increases. 


 


(ii): After collection of the bathymetrical data, the raw echo sounding signals are processed 


before they can be applied in the further analysis. Typical examples of such pre-processing 


are corrections for the movement of the ship during the measurements and tidal reduction. 


Different methods of tidal reduction may result in relative large vertical differences between 


surveys in time. Furthermore, the data are typically gridded to a raster of data points with a 


fixed resolution in x- and y-direction. The number of data points within each grid cell is 


dependent on the resolution of the data and the resolution of the grid. The value of a grid cell 
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is determined by taking the minimum, maximum, mean or another statistical value of all raw 


data points in the cell and also depends on the interpolation algorithm applied. In more recent 


MBES data, delivered on high resolution grids (2017 data on a 0.5 x 0.5 m grid), this is of less 


importance. 


 


(iii): The last mentioned source for uncertainty in the data is due to the applied analysis 


methods. The exact timing of the measurements of individual data points in the various 


surveys is not known; there is a certain period in which the data are collected. This leads to 


an uncertainty of the estimates of the sand wave migration velocities. Furthermore, to arrive 


at seabed predictions and hindcasts, the Mobile Bathymetry data is migrated using different 


migration directions and migration rates (see Section 5.3 for further details). This approach 


assumes that the seabed is in a state of dynamic equilibrium, which implies that the sand 


waves will retain their shape and dimensions while they are migrating. Furthermore, event-


driven changes of the sand wave shape (e.g. during storms) and seasonal changes may 


occur (see Section 2.4). 


 


The various sources of uncertainty have to be accounted for in the results by applying an 


uncertainty band. The uncertainty band that is applied in the analysis consists of four 


separate contributions: 


 Survey inaccuracies; 


 Finite and limited spatial resolution; 


 The assumption of shape retaining sand waves. 


 


Note that the uncertainty band is applied both upward and downward; the upward and 


downward bands do not necessarily have the same amplitude. Finally it must be stressed that 


global effects such as climate change are not taken into account and it is assumed that the 


system will remain stable and that future seabed levels can be estimated based on variations 


observed in the last 28 years.  


5.2.1 Survey inaccuracies 


The survey inaccuracies were reported by Fugro (2018a) and specified the accuracy of the 


MBES within a couple of centimetres. Absolute height measurements of the multibeamsystem 


have been checked every time the vessel left the harbour. In the survey report a maximum 


absolute deviation with the reference height of 10 centimetres was reported, observed in both 


upward and downward direction from the reference height. This uncertainty band captures the 


sources of uncertainty mentioned under points (i) and point (ii). As the 2017 MBES data was 


used in predictions of the future seabed levels, the additional uncertainties because of the 


use of the 1989 SBES and 2013 MBES do not have to be accounted for separately. The 


presented value of 10 cm in Fugro (2018a) is included in both the upward and downward 


uncertainty band for future seabed level predictions. 


 


For the hindcasted seabed levels however, the 2009-2012 composite bathymetry is used as a 


starting point. These older surveys are subject to a larger uncertainty in the vertical level. 


Therefore a value of 0.25 m is taken into account in both the upward and downward 


uncertainty band for the hindcasted seabed levels.  


5.2.2 Finite spatial resolution 


As the bathymetrical data has a finite resolution, it is unlikely that the crests and troughs of 


the mobile parts (sand waves and megaripples) are fully captured by the grid. To account for 


the loss in height a value of 0.10 m is included in the uncertainty band (upward), while for a 


loss in depth a value of 0.05 m is included (downward). Differences between values for the 
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upward and downward uncertainty band result from the sand wave shapes observed. Figure 


4.8 indicates the more pronounced sand wave crest in relation to the sand wave trough. It is 


therefore expected that the loss in height for the sand wave crest is higher than the loss in 


depth. 


5.2.3 Assumption of shape retaining sand waves 


The third contribution to the uncertainty is the assumption of shape retaining sand waves. In 


Section 2.4, a detailed description is presented of the physical processes behind sand waves. 


The conclusions of this section are that sand wave shapes remain more or less similar over 


decades in HKN, but (temporary) seasonal changes may occur, mainly related to the 


occurrence of severe storms. In the predictions of future bed level changes, a rather wide 


range of migration directions (3 different directions) and migration velocities (3 different 


velocities) is applied, which is considered to result in a wide range of predicted future seabed 


levels. It is assumed that by applying these ranges, the seasonal changes to sand wave 


shapes that are described in Section 2.4 and mentioned as source of uncertainty under (iii) 


are partly accounted for. 


 


In Section 4.2.4 however it is found that, after taken into account uncertainties resulting from 


the applied methodology, some variation in sand wave height can be present. If extrapolating 


sand waves over a long period (2018-2058), sand waves can migrate into areas with different 


water depths, e.g. when migrating over a sand bank, causing dampening/growth of the sand 


waves.  


 


Although this effect is considered to be minor, it is accounted for in the uncertainty band. This 


sand wave shape uncertainty is captured in two steps. First areas containing sand waves are 


defined. Based on Figure 3.3, Figure 4.1 and Fugro (2018a) polygons are defined of areas 


containing sand waves. An overview of all areas is presented in Figure 5.1 by means of 


hatched patches. For these areas an uncertainty in sand wave shape of 0.10 m is taken into 


account in both the upward and downward uncertainty band. 


 


Shape alterations are mainly present at the crests of the sand waves because of steeper 


gradients and less water depth. Therefore an additional uncertainty is taken into account in 


the vicinity of the crests. To start a circle with a radius of 25 m is drawn around each crest 


location as defined in Section 4.2.1. Subsequently these locations including circles are 


extrapolated in a similar manner as discussed in Section 5.3.1 resulting in areas with 


expected crest locations for each distinct year. For the LSBL and HSBL these areas are 


combined up to the year of prediction and included in the uncertainty band. Based on 


outcomes of Section 4.2.4 a value of 0.25 m is taken into account in both the upward and 


downward uncertainty band.  


 


Finally a filtering is applied to the resulting spatial field of sand wave shape uncertainties to 


remove sharp transitions between sand wave crest locations, the sand wave areas and areas 


not containing sand waves. Here a circular filter is used with a radius of 9 m. An example of 


the spatial uncertainty field for the period 2018 to 2058 is shown in Figure 5.2  
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Figure 5.1 Sand wave areas (hatched fields) defined within HKN. 
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Figure 5.2 Example of sand wave shape uncertainty field for the period 2018-2058. 


5.2.4 Summary of the uncertainty band 


The total uncertainty band that is applied on the predicted future and hindcasted historic bed 


level changes and corresponding bathymetry therefore becomes: 


 


 Uncertainty band upward future predictions: 0.10 m (survey inaccuracy) + 0.10 m 


(spatial resolution uncertainty) = 0.20 m + spatial varying sand wave shape uncertainty. 


 Uncertainty band downward future predictions: -0.10 m (survey inaccuracy) -0.05 m 


(spatial resolution uncertainty) = -0.15 m - spatial varying sand wave shape uncertainty. 


 Uncertainty band upward hindcasted levels: 0.25 m (survey inaccuracy) + 0.10 m 


(spatial resolution uncertainty) = 0.35 m - spatial varying sand wave shape uncertainty. 


 Uncertainty band downward hindcasted levels: -0.25 m (survey inaccuracy) -0.05 m 


(spatial resolution uncertainty) = -0.30 m - spatial varying sand wave shape uncertainty. 
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5.3 Future an historic bathymetries and bed level changes 


5.3.1 Prediction of distinct future bathymetries 


The future bathymetries and the corresponding bed level changes are estimated by artificial 


shifting of the mobile seabed components of the Mobile Bathymetry. By adding this shifted 


Mobile Bathymetry to the Large Scale Bathymetry, which remains fixed over time, future 


seabed predictions are made. For the future predicted bathymetries the 2017 Bathymetry is 


chosen as starting point since this is the most recent available dataset. Future seabed 


predictions are made over the period 2018-2058. 


 


Historic seabed levels are hindcasted using the 2009-2012 Bathymetry. This specific 


bathymetry is chosen as it forms the most recent available dataset prior to the excavation of 


the sand mining pits within HKN. The hindcasted seabed levels are made for the period 2021-


1945. Note that for the 2018 to 2021 predictions, the 2017 bathymetry is used as a starting 


point. The 2017 data to be included in the seabed hindcasts is equal to the 2017 Bathymetry.  


 


The shifting of the Mobile Bathymetry is done with the aid of the migration directions and 


associated migration speeds determined in Section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 respectively. For each 


transect location a shift in x- and y-direction is calculated by means of the three directions and 


their associated minimum, mean and maximum migration speeds found for that specific 


transect. Note that the maximum migration speed does not correspond to the determined 


95% non-exceedance value, but is the actual maximum migration speed. In Figure 5.3, the 


procedure described above is illustrated showing three possible displacements for the three 


directions, adding up to a total of 9 predictions per transect. Note that both the presented 


directions and distances are shown for illustration purposes only and do not represent 


outcomes of this study. 


 


 
Figure 5.3 Illustration of the 9 possible displacements (blue arrows) for a transect location (blue dot), with use of 


the three migration directions and their associated minimum, mean and maximum migration speed. The 


blue arrows are extended and drawn further apart for visualisation purposes and do not represent real 


distances and directions. 


 


The displacements for all transect locations are then combined and interpolated to a field of 


shifts in x- and y- directions, resulting in nine displacement fields. By shifting the Mobile 


Bathymetry according to these displacement fields, nine seabed predictions are constructed. 
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This process is performed for each year in the considered period for future predictions (2018-


2058) and the hindcasted period (2021-1945) by multiplying the migration speed with the 


number of years passed since the starting point for predictions. For the total period of 114 


years, this implies a total of 9*114 = 1026 distinct bathymetries. Note that for hindcasted 


seabed levels, the number of years passed is taken as a negative value implying migration of 


the sand waves opposite to the trends observed in Chapter 4. 


5.3.2 Envelope of seabed predictions 


Hereafter the predicted bathymetries are combined to determine the upper and lower limits of 


the seabed predictions and hindcasts. Compared to (Deltares, 2016a) and (Deltares, 2018b) 


this method is now further improved to a more sophisticated approach including a spatial and 


time varying megaripple uncertainty.  


 


As a start, the seabed predictions made using the mobile bathymetry derived from 


extrapolation of seabed levels plus the mobile part of the 2017 Bathymetry are used as 


starting point are filtered using an appropriate filter, described in Section 4.4, to separate a 


sand wave field and a megaripple field per distinct seabed prediction.  


  


In the next step both fields are combined to a lowest and highest level for both the filtered 


sand wave field and the megaripple field. Since the problem of megaripples not migrating at 


least one wavelength in the considered prediction period, an additional filtering of both the 


lowest and highest megaripple levels is included in order to cater for this. By adding both 


fields to the Large-scale Bathymetry a total lowest and highest level including a spatial 


megaripple uncertainty is determined. No additional uniform values for megaripple uncertainty 


will have to be taken into account hereafter. Uncertainties are added afterwards by applying 


the uncertainty band described in the previous section.  


 


Note that these lowest and highest level differ for the hindcasted seabed levels and the future 


predicted seabed levels. A more detailed description of each level is discussed in the next 


sections. 


 


An example of seabed predictions along a random transect is shown in Figure 5.4. The figure 


displays the seabed profile along a certain transect taken from the three available 


bathymetries (1996-2002 2009-2012 and 2017) together with the seabed predictions for the 


period 2018-2058. Shown predictions are a shift of the 2017 Bathymetry towards the North-


northeast (to the right of the transect) with the best estimate migration speed and direction 


over periods of 3 year and therefore only illustrate 13 of the 1026 distinct bathymetries. Note 


that Figure 5.4 is for illustration purpose only and represents an ideal situation where all 


points along the transect experience an equal shift in x- and y-direction.  


 


It must be noted that the evolution over time of both the lowest and highest seabed levels is 


not a linear process. A given location can expect both seabed lowering and seabed rise over 


a considered period in case a sand wave is migrating over. In this case it is possible that for 


the first years the highest seabed level rises, as the sand wave crest is migrating towards a 


certain location, and remains constant for the remainder of the period. I.e. no new highest 


seabed level is observed as the sand wave crest is migrating away from the given location. 


The reverse principle applies to the evolution over time of the lowest seabed level.  
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Figure 5.4 Best estimate seabed predictions along a random transect in HKN for the period 2018-2058. Historical 


morphodynamic changes are denoted by transects of the 1999-2002, 2009-2012 and 2017 


bathymetries. Thick black lines indicate the upper and lower envelopes of extrapolation. Note: figure for 


illustration purpose only.  


5.3.3 Seabed level predictions for the sand mining pit 


For the prediction of future seabed levels an important assumption is that sand waves 


maintain their shapes and that the Large-scale Bathymetry is static. Next to the dynamics of 


the sand waves, megaripples and Large-scale bathymetry a fourth morphological process 


influences the range in possible bed levels over the lifetime of the windfarm. In Section 4.5 it 


is described that the sand mining pit in HKN are subject to infill of sediment and migration in 


the dominating current direction.  


 


For future seabed levels it is expected that this process continues up to the point of complete 


infill. This complete infill is however not expected within the period of interest (2018-2058). 


Outcomes of the simulations using the SEDTUBE module resulted in yearly lowest, highest 


and a best estimate seabed levels for ten transects, see Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27, in the 


sand mining pit. 


 


Because these transects only cover part of the sand mining pit all three levels are 


interpolated. For this interpolation the static seabed is used outside the sand mining pit to 


have a finite extent of the sand mining pit influence. The extent of the sand mining area is 


chosen such that the evolution of the western and eastern slopes of the sand mining pit is 


taken along in the analysis and is equal for all three levels in northern, western and eastern 


direction. 


 


The extent in northern direction of the sand mining area is different for the three seabed 


levels. Whereas the extent for the lowest and best estimate levels take into account the entire 


extent of sand mining pit migration for the year 2058, the extent for the highest level is 


shortened since the north of the sand  mining pit analysed a second sand extraction has 
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taken place, see also Figure 4.21, which is not taken along in the analysis. The extent of the 


sand mining pit for the three levels plus locations of the transects is indicated in Figure 5.5. 


 


 
Figure 5.5 Overview of extent for the highest levels in the sand mining pit (orange line) and the lowest + best 


estimate levels (black line). Note that except for the extent northward the polygons for the highest and 


lowest levels overlap. 


 


The resulting yearly lowest and highest levels are combined into cumulative highest and 


lowest levels over a considered period and added to the envelope of seabed predictions 


determined in Section 5.3.2.  


 


The restoration rate of sand waves, which is subject to changed hydrodynamic conditions, 


different soil conditions and the infill process, is not fully known. It is assumed that sand 


waves either maintain their shape as present in the 2017 Bathymetry or fully restore to the 


dimensions as present in the 2009-2012 bathymetry. Therefore for the entire sand mining pit 


extent both the shifted 2009-2012 and the shifted 2017 sand wave fields are added to the 


total envelope of seabed level predictions. Note that at the boundaries of the sand mining pit 


small discrepancies can exist as outside this boundary the shifted 2009-2012 sand wave field 


is not taken along in the envelope of seabed predictions. 
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5.3.4 Assumptions for hindcasted seabed levels 


It is assumed that relatively small objects such as UXO’s cause no/negligible flow disturbance 


themselves and therefore will only cause local scour that can result in partial settlement of the 


object; these objects will, however, not affect the processes responsible for sand wave 


dynamics. Therefore, they will experience coverage if a sand wave crest passes over. An 


UXO will never travel upwards and a typical UXO will self-bury to about half its height. Since 


this process has a faster timescale than sand wave migration, a UXO will most likely stay at 


the lowest seabed level it has experienced between 1945 and now. Quantification of initial 


penetration of UXO’s into the seabed is not part of the scope of this study. If significant 


penetration occurred during impact, then at locations that mainly experienced seabed rising 


the actual vertical level of the UXO’s may be overestimated. 


 


Therefore the bandwidth of lowest seabed levels at which UXO’s could be encountered is 


captured by the LOL, BEOL and HOL. 


5.4 Best Estimate Bathymetry (BEB) 


The Best Estimate Bathymetry (BEB) is calculated for the best estimate migration direction 


(see Section 4.2.2) and its associated mean migration speed (see Section 4.2.3). For the 


sand mining pit area a similar approach as described in Section 5.3.3 is followed. Rather than 


taking the yearly lowest and highest levels, yearly predictions using a d50 of 250 µm are used. 


Based on Fugro (2018a) it is found that this is the most prevailing sediment diameter found in 


the upper sand layer in and around the sand mining pit. For the sand waves it is assumed 


that those will restore to the dimensions of the shifted 2012 sand wave field.  


 


In Figure 5.6 a difference plot between the best estimate of a 2058 bathymetry and the 


measured 2017 Bathymetry is shown. In the difference plot the migration of the sand wave 


field is seen as local rising and lowering of the bathymetry.  


  


The Best Estimate Bathymetry is expected to have the, on average, smallest overall error. In 


other words: when compared to the actual 2058 bathymetry the BEB2058 is expected to have 


the smallest area-averaged total difference. At specific locations it can differ significantly, but 


observed differences are not expected to exceed the limits provided by the LSBL and the 


HSBL given that the original assumptions for this analysis are satisfied.  


 


The BEB is only provided to give a very rough indication of the possible seabed development 


during the lifetime of the wind farm and should not be treated as a firm design parameter. For 


this LSBL and HSBL provide better information (maximum predicted potential seabed level 


variations at each grid point). However, the BEB does provide a valuable estimate of the 


seabed to compute the most probable O&M costs (e.g. related to predicted cable re-burial 


length). 
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Figure 5.6 Difference between a best estimate of the 2058 bathymetry and the measured 2017 Bathymetry. 


5.5 Lowest SeaBed Level (LSBL) 


The LSBL is estimated by the lower envelope of both the sand wave and megaripple field 


extracted from all 369 predicted bathymetries combined with the downward uncertainty band 


and the Large-scale Bathymetry, discussed in Section 5.1. The LSBL is the expected 


minimum seabed level in the lifetime of the wind farm. The result is presented in Figure 5.7. 


The overall bathymetry of the LSBL looks very similar to the 2017 Bathymetry, but it is 


typically a few metres deeper. The LSBL varies between -28.5 m and -15.8 m LAT. The 


deepest parts are found in the northern parts of HKN. For the LSBL it is observed that the 


extent of the sand mining pit increases in Northern, Western and Eastern direction. 
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Figure 5.7 The Lowest SeaBed Level (LSBL) for the period 2018-2058. The LSBL is the summation of the lower 


envelope of the 369 predicted bathymetries for 2018-2058 plus the 2017 Bathymetry with addition of the 


downward uncertainty band.  


 


Note that at the boundary of the surveyed area, the results are less reliable due to lack of 


data. It must be stressed that this is related to the survey area, which extends outside the 


wind farm area. However, when sand waves are migrating near the boundaries, data may not 


be available. The area that is potentially affected lies within 200 m from the 2017 survey 


boundary and the potential changes to the LSBL (and also the HSBL, see next section) will 


be larger when being closer to the boundary. It should be stressed that the affected area in 


general is outside of HKN and results inside HKN can therefore be considered to be reliable. 
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By calculating the difference between the LSBL and the most recent 2017 Bathymetry, the 


maximum expected seabed level lowering can be predicted, as shown in Figure 5.8. The 


current sand wave crests of the 2017 Bathymetry and the sand mining pit have the largest 


predicted lowering in seabed level, up to -5.7 m (with -2.6 m as the 99%-non exceedance 


value), whereas the deepest troughs of the sand waves have a zero predicted lowering when 


excluding the uncertainty band. This pattern is observed over the entire area, however most 


pronounced in the western and northern parts of HKN. 


  


 
Figure 5.8 The maximum predicted seabed lowering including the downward uncertainty band based on the 2017 


 Bathymetry. The values indicate the difference between the 2017 Bathymetry and the LSBL (Figure 


5.7). 
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Next, the LSBL is compared with the base of the Holocene formation and the top of the non-


erodible Pleistocene layer in the HKNWFZ to check whether the LSBL at some point 


penetrates one or both. By subtracting the base of the Holocene formation from the LSBL, the 


remaining layer thickness is calculated. Figure 5.9 indicates that the minimum remaining layer 


thickness between the LSBL and the base of the Holocene formation is in most cases above 


0 m. Although some penetration is observed around the sand mining pit, this is mainly related 


to the sand extraction, the expected dynamics of the sand mining pit and uncertainties in the 


exact base level of the Holocene formation. There is hence no reason to adjust the LSBL due 


to the presence of non-erodible layers. 


 


 
Figure 5.9 Remaining layer thickness between the LSBL and the Base of the Holocene formation shown as a 


spatial overview (left) and as a histogram (right). The white areas indicate zones in which no 


measurements of the Holocene layer are available. 


5.6 Highest SeaBed Level (HSBL) 


Similar to the procedure to determine the LSBL, the Highest SeaBed Level (HSBL) was 


determined. Now the upper envelope of both the sand wave and megaripple field extracted 


from all 369 predicted bathymetries was used and by adding the upward uncertainty band 


and the Large-scale Bathymetry, the Highest SeaBed Level (HSBL) is obtained. The HSBL is 


shown in Figure 5.10. The overall bathymetry of the HSBL looks very similar to the 2017 


Bathymetry, but it is typically a few metres shallower. The HSBL varies between -26.8 m and 


-14.4 mLAT. For the HSBL it is observed that the highest increases in bed level are present 


just in front of the sand waves and in the sand mining pit. 
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Figure 5.10 The Highest SeaBed Level (HSBL). The HSBL is the summation of the upper envelope of the 369 


predicted bathymetries for 2018-2058 plus the 2017 Bathymetry with addition of the upward uncertainty 


band.  


 


By calculating the difference between the HSBL and the 2017 Bathymetry, the maximum 


expected rise of the seabed can be predicted (Figure 5.11), which appears to be 


approximately 0.5 to 1 m in the majority of the site. The current sand wave troughs of the 


2017 Bathymetry and the sand mining pit have the largest predicted rise in seabed level, up 


to +7.0 m (with +3.2 m as the 99%-non exceedance value), whereas the highest crests of the 


sand waves have a zero predicted rise when excluding the uncertainty band. Note that the 


seabed close to the foundations will most likely not rise significantly, because local scour will 


counteract this. Buried electricity cables that cause no flow disturbance themselves will 


obviously not have this “beneficial” scour effect and therefore will experience a rising seabed 


if a sand wave crest passes over. This might be relevant for the maximum cable temperature 


(“thermal bottleneck effect”). 
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Figure 5.11 The maximum predicted seabed rising including the upward uncertainty band based on the 2017 


Bathymetry. The values indicate the difference between the 2017 Bathymetry and the HSBL (Figure 


5.10). 


5.7 Classification of changes in seabed levels 


In the final step, the LSBL and HSBL and the corresponding predicted seabed level lowering 


and rising are classified into zones corresponding to certain bandwidths of changes in seabed 


levels. The classification of these zones is based on the predicted seabed level lowering or 


rising (see Table 5.1). 


 


Note that these classifications are for illustration purposes only. The actual classification is 


dependent on the design of the support structures and properties of electricity cables and 


should be adjusted accordingly once this information is available. 
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Classification zones Bed level lowering [m] Bed level rising [m] 


Change between 0 and 1 m 0 > dz ≥ -1  0 < dz ≤ 1 


Changes between 1 and 2 m -1 > dz ≥ -2 1 < dz ≤ 2 


Changes between 2 and 3 m -2 > dz ≥ -3 2 < dz ≤ 3 


Changes above 3 m dz < -3 dz > 3 


Table 5.1 Classification zones for bed level lowering and rising. 


 


Figure 5.12 shows how the classification zones are dependent on the LSBL, HSBL and the 


predicted seabed level changes. The top plot displays the location of transect 2201, on top of 


the 2017 Bathymetry. The bottom plot shows the 2017 Bathymetry together with the upper 


and lower envelope of the migrated Sand Wave Field and Megaripple Field and the LSBL and 


HSBL. The corresponding predicted bed level changes are displayed in the middle plot, 


together with the classification zones. Dotted lines indicate predicted seabed level lowering, 


rise, LSBL and HSBL following extrapolation of expected trends excluding uncertainty bands. 


The solid blue and red lines describe the previous including uncertainty bands. 


 


The asymmetrical shape of LSBL and HSBL indicates that the sand waves will have migrated 


in the North-northeast direction with similar migration velocities. Furthermore, the largest 


seabed level changes are found above and just next to the location of the sand wave crests in 


the 2017 Bathymetry.  


 


The spatial distribution of the classification zones is displayed in Figure 5.13. The 


classification of the zones differs for seabed lowering and rising (Table 5.1). This implies that 


for each data point, two classifications apply; one for the predicted seabed rising and one for 


the predicted seabed lowering. For each point, the highest absolute value is displayed in the 


map (with absolute seabed changes over 3 m being the most severe).  


 


The full overview of classification zones for HKN is displayed in the bottom plot of Figure 


5.13. A zoom plot of the area around transect 2278 is displayed in the top plot. Spatial 


distributions of the classification zones for the seabed lowering and seabed rising are 


displayed in Figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.12 Overview of classification zones for transect 2278. Top left plot: Zoom plot of location of transect on top 


of the 2017 Bathymetry. Top right plot: location of transect in HKN. Middle plot: Seabed rising and 


lowering relative to the 2017 Bathymetry (dashed red/blue lines). The maximum rising and lowering, 


including the uncertainty bands, are indicated by the solid red/blue lines. Bottom plot: 2017 Bathymetry 


(solid black line), together with the upper envelope of the migrated bathymetries (dashed red line), the 


lower envelope of the migrated bathymetries (dashed blue line), the LSBL (solid blue line) and the 


HSBL (solid red line). The crests and troughs of sand waves are levelled, because these are already at 


their highest and lowest level (Sections 5.5).  
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Figure 5.13 Overview map of classification zones for both highest and lowest seabed levels. Top plot: Zoom plot of 


classification zones in the western part of HKN. Bottom plot: Overview map of classification zones of 


HKN. 
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Figure 5.14 Classification zones. Top plot: Classification zones of the seabed lowering in HKN. Bottom plot: 


Classification zones of the seabed rising in HKN. 
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5.8 Lowest Object Level (LOL) 


The LOL is estimated by the lower envelope of all hindcasted bathymetries combined with the 


downward uncertainty band. The LOL2021-1945 is the expected minimum seabed level over the 


period 2021-1945. The result is presented in the left plot of Figure 5.15. The overall 


bathymetry of the LOL2021-1945 looks very similar to the long term static bathymetry, but it is 


typically a few meters deeper in high dynamic areas. In areas with limited seabed dynamics, 


sand wave patterns are still observed. The LOL2021-1945 varies between -28.7 and –15.9 m 


LAT. The deepest parts are found between the sand banks. 


 


In the right plot of Figure 5.15 the maximum difference between the hindcasted LOL2021-1945 


and the 2017 bathymetry is depicted. It should be noted that the observed pattern follows the 


large-scale bedform geometry. The current sand wave crests of the 2017 bathymetry are 


subject to the largest differences in seabed level, with values up to -2.6 m as the 99% non-


exceedance value, whereas the highest troughs of the sand waves have a zero predicted 


difference when excluding the uncertainty band. This pattern is observed over the entire area, 


but on top of the sand banks the height variation between the crests and troughs is typically 


less, as the sand wave height typically decreases with decreasing water depths. 


 


It can be seen that in areas where sand waves are absent and in the sand mining pit the LOL 


is close to the 2017 Bathymetry. It is expected that in these areas objects, if present, are 


located relatively close to the surface. For some parts of the sand mining the LOL is observed 


following the sand extraction, indicating a new lowest level. 


 


  
Figure 5.15  The Lowest Object Level (LOL) for the period 2021-1945 (left plot) and the maximum difference in 


seabed level between the hindcasted LOL2021-1945 and the 2017 bathymetry (right plot). The LOL is the 


summation of the lower envelope of the 420 predicted bathymetries for 2021-1945 plus the 2017 and 


2009-2012 bathymetries with addition of the downward uncertainty band. 


 


Note that at the boundaries, the results are less reliable due to lack of data. The surveyed 


area extends only a few tens of meters outside the site boundaries. When sand waves are 


migrating out of the HKN-area, at some point in time, near the boundaries, no more data is 
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available to migrate. Depending on the bathymetric features outside the edges, the total 


range in hindcast values can be too small because of the lack of data. The area that is 


potentially affected lies within 150 m from the boundary of the surveyed area in 2017 and the 


potential changes to the LOL 2021-1945 (and also the HOL2021-1945, see next section) will be 


larger when being closer to the boundary. 


 


Next, the LOL2021-1945 is compared with the base of the Holocene formation in HKN to check 


whether the LOL2021-1945 at some point penetrates this layer. By subtracting the base of the 


Holocene formation from the LOL, the remaining layer thickness is calculated.  


 
Figure 5.16 Remaining layer thickness of the Holocene layer by comparing the LOL over the period 2021-1945 


with the base of the Holocene layer shown as a spatial overview (left) and as a histogram (right). 


 
Figure 5.16 indicates the minimum remaining layer thickness between the LOL2021-1945 and 
the base of the Holocene formation. It can be observed that in HKN only at very few locations 
the base of the Holocene Formation is touched or nearly touched at some time during the 
period of 2021-1945. It is found that for roughly 3-4% of the area a penetration of the 
Holocene layer is observed.  
 


It is concluded that the comparison of the LOL2021-1945 with the base of the Holocene 


Formation shows that no unrealistic values for LOL2021-1945 are computed in this study. The 


maximum seabed difference already resulted in small values at locations where the Holocene 


Formation is thin. This can be explained by the fact that sand wave amplitudes are also small 


at these locations. Based on these results no modifications to the LOL2021-1945 were 


considered necessary. 
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5.9 Highest Object Level (HOL) 


The HOL2021-1945 is determined by using the lower envelope of the 77 yearly hindcasted 


highest seabed levels including the upward uncertainty band. Note for the upward uncertainty 


band no megaripple uncertainty is taken into account since UXO’s cannot follow the rising 


seabed as a result of megaripple migration. The HOL2021-1945 is shown in Figure 5.17. The 


overall bathymetry of the HOL looks very similar to the Static Bathymetry, but it is typically a 


few meters deeper at the sand wave crests in highly dynamic areas. In areas with limited 


seabed dynamics, sand wave patterns are still observed. The HOL2021-1945 varies between -


27.8 m and -15.1 m LAT. 


 


In the right plot of Figure 5.17 the maximum difference between the hindcasted HOL2021-1945 


and the 2017 bathymetry is depicted. The current sand wave troughs of the 2017 bathymetry 


have the smallest differences in seabed level, with values up to +0.4 m as the 99% non-


exceedance value, whereas the highest crests of the sand waves have the largest expected 


difference in seabed level up to -1.6 m as the 0.1% non-exceedance value. Note that the 


seabed close to the foundations and large objects present on the seabed will most likely not 


rise significantly, because local scour will counteract this. Buried or small objects that cause 


no/negligible flow disturbance themselves will obviously not have this “beneficial” scour effect 


and therefore will experience an increased coverage if a sand wave crest passes over. 


 


 
Figure 5.17  The Highest Object Level (HOL) for the period 2021-1945 (left plot) and the difference in seabed level 


between the hindcasted HOL2021-1945 and the 2017 bathymetry (right plot). The HOL2021-1945 is the 


summation of the lower envelope of the yearly hindcasted highest seabed levels for 2021-1945 plus the 


2017 and 2009-2012 bathymetries with addition of the upward uncertainty band. Note that the colour 


band extents up to +0.35 indicating the upward uncertainty band. 


5.10 Best-Estimate Object Level (BEOL) 


The BEOL2021-1945 is estimated by the lower envelope of the hindcasted bathymetries 


calculated with the best-estimate migration direction and its associated mean migration 


speed. The BEOL provides a best-estimate indication of the lowest seabed level over the 


period 2021-1945 and can be used to assess most likely depths at which UXO’s can be 
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encountered. The result is presented in the left plot of Figure 5.18. The BEOL2021-1945 varies 


between -28.2 and -15.7 m LAT. The deepest parts are found between the sand banks. 


 


In the right plot of Figure 5.18 the maximum difference between the hindcasted BEOL2021-1945 


and the 2017 bathymetry is depicted. It should be noted that the observed pattern follows the 


large-scale bedform geometry. The sand wave crests of the 2012 bathymetry are subject to 


the largest differences in seabed level, with values up to -2.2 m as the 0.1% non-exceedance 


value, whereas the highest troughs of the sand waves have a zero predicted difference when 


excluding the uncertainty band. This pattern is observed over the entire area, but on top of 


the sand banks the height variation between the crests and troughs is typically less, as the 


sand wave height typically decreases with decreasing water depths. 


 


The BEOL2021-1945 is expected to have the, on average, smallest overall error in terms of 


lowest seabed level expected. In other words: when compared to the actual lowest seabed 


level over the period 2021-1945 BEOL2021-1945 is expected to have the smallest area-averaged 


total difference. At specific locations it can differ significantly, but observed differences are not 


expected to exceed the limits provided by the LOL2021-1945 given that the original assumptions 


for this analysis are satisfied.  


 


 
Figure 5.18  The Best-Estimate Object Level (BEOL) for the period 2021-1945 (left plot) and the difference in 


seabed level between the hindcasted BEOL2021-1945 and the 2017 bathymetry (right plot). The BEOL2021-


1945 is the summation of the lower envelope of the hindcasted Best-Estimate Bathymetry for 2021-1945 


plus the 2017 and 2009-2012 bathymetries. 


5.11 Classification of changes in seabed levels 


In the final step, the LOL, BEOL and HOL and the corresponding predicted seabed level 


lowering and rising are classified into zones corresponding to certain bandwidths of changes 


in seabed levels. The classification of these zones is based on the predicted seabed level 


lowering or rising (see Table 5.1). 
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Figure 5.19 shows how the classification zones are dependent on the LSBL, HSBL and the 


predicted seabed level changes. The top plot displays the location of transect 2001, on top of 


the 2017 Bathymetry. The bottom plot shows the 2017 Bathymetry together with the minimum 


and maximum object levels and the LOL, BEOL and HOL. The corresponding predicted bed 


level changes are displayed in the middle plot, together with the classification zones. Dotted 


lines indicate predicted seabed level lowering, rise, LOL and HOL following hindcast of 


expected trends excluding uncertainty bands. The solid blue and red lines describe the 


previous including uncertainty bands. Based on the assumption of UXO’s remaining at the 


lowest level, the HOL is below the 2017 Bathymetry but always above the BEOL and the 


LOL.  
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Figure 5.19 Overview of classification zones for transect 2201. Top left plot: Zoom plot of location of transect on top 


of the 2017 Bathymetry. Top right plot: location of transect in HKN. Middle plot: Seabed rising and 


lowering relative to the 2012 Bathymetry (dashed red/blue lines). The maximum rising and lowering, 


including the uncertainty bands, are indicated by the solid red/blue lines. Bottom plot: 2017 Bathymetry 


(solid black line), together with the maximum object level (dashed red line), the minimum object level 


(dashed blue line), the LOL (solid blue line), the BEOL (solid green line) and the HOL (solid red line). 
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6  Scour mitigation strategies 


6.1 Introduction 


A designer of offshore wind turbine foundations always has to consider the potential for scour 


development around the foundation. Scour is the phenomenon that seabed sediments are 


eroding around the base of the foundation caused by the action of hydrodynamics. Scour will, 


for piled foundations, lower the pile fixation level or, for sit-on-bottom structures, cause 


undermining of the foundations. The expected scour development depends on many different 


parameters, such as structural dimensions and shapes, seabed composition and 


hydrodynamic climate. For the location of HKNWFZ it holds that both the seabed composition 


and the hydrodynamic climate make this area susceptible to scour development; this topic of 


predicting scour development for various foundation types is addressed in more detail in 


Chapter 7. 


 


Once the predicted scour depth is known, the designer has to choose whether he accepts 


that scour will occur and that he adjusts the foundation design to be able to cope with a 


lowering seabed level. As will be shown in Chapter 7, this option is more viable for one 


foundation type than the other. 


 


If the designer chooses to protect the foundation against scour by installing a scour 


protection, then multiple strategies can be taken, differentiating between the moment of 


installation and the type of scour protection applied. The strategies related to timing will be 


explained in this chapter, whereas the different scour protection methods will be discussed in 


Chapter 8. 


 


This chapter will first introduce the possible scour mitigation strategies in order to set the 


framework for the more in-depth chapters that will follow. Several classifications of mitigation 


strategies will be specified that can then be referred to, when discussing the applicability of 


certain measures later in this report. In Section 6.2 the scour mitigation strategies will first be 


explained for areas with a more or less stable seabed for the entire lifetime of the wind farm; 


this assumption can both be true for entire wind farms in areas with limited morphodynamic 


activity (e.g. many areas in the German Bight or Baltic Sea) or for carefully selected 


foundation locations in areas with significant morphodynamic activity; the latter applies to 


areas such as HKNWFZ. 


 


Since many wind farms are (for large parts) characterized by significant, not-to-be-neglected 


morphodynamic activity, the scour mitigation strategies are extended for areas with a 


lowering or rising seabed in Section 6.3. 


 


For HKN many different foundation types can be considered. It was chosen to use the 


monopile foundation for illustration of the different scour mitigation strategies. The reason for 


this choice is threefold: 1) monopiles are still by far the most commonly applied foundation 


type for offshore wind turbines; 2) monopiles seem to be a logical foundation type for 


application in HKNWFZ because of the combination of soil type and water depth (note that 


the surrounding wind farms are all using monopile foundations); 3) at monopile foundations all 


of the presented mitigation strategies can be applied. However, other foundation types can be 


applied as well and also for these types several scour mitigation strategies can be adopted. 


For each of the other foundation types discussed in Chapter 7 the most promising scour 


mitigation strategies will be mentioned. 
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6.2 Scour mitigation strategies excluding morphodynamics of the seabed 


 


Before including the full complexity of autonomous morphological processes, first scour 


mitigation strategies will be developed for (more or less) stationary seabeds. For HKNWFZ 


this means that the sites need to be selected that are characterized by less than 1 m seabed 


change during the lifetime of the wind farm. Or, in case the design allows for rising seabeds 


(see also Section 6.3 for more explanation), this criterion can be narrowed down to “less than 


1 m seabed lowering during the lifetime of the wind farm”. Whether an offshore structure 


needs to be protected is a matter of cost efficiency and risks.  


The following strategies can be adopted: 


6.2.1 Strategy A: Free scour development 


 


According to this strategy, the foundation is installed into or on top of the unprotected seabed, 


after which scour is allowed to develop; this strategy is illustrated in Figure 6.1. If a foundation 


is not protected and a scour hole is predicted to develop, then the structure needs to be 


adjusted to be able to cope with a changing fixation level. In most cases this results in 


increased material consumption; e.g. for a monopile the embedded length is increased. 


 


 
Figure 6.1 Strategy A: No scour protection and allowing free scour development. 


 


This strategy is often considered when: 


• the seabed is not or hardly erodible, e.g. in case of cohesive soils that can be proven to 


be non-erodible under the accelerated flows with added turbulent structures due to the 


presence of the structure; 


• the seabed is only erodible under strongly wave-dominated conditions, which will for 


many structure shapes not result in severe scour development; this can be the case for 


moderately cohesive soils in inland lakes or sheltered seas 


• non-erodible layers are present at limited depth (e.g. up to a few meters below the 


seabed); note that cohesive soils at limited depth in some cases are over-consolidated, 


which may start to swell when water is taken in, yielding to lower critical bed shear 


stresses. Also crack development in clayey soils during pile driving might result in 


lowering of the critical bed shear stresses close to the foundation. It is therefore always 


recommended to investigate the critical bed shear stress after removal of overlying 


mobile layers by scour and taking into account any pile installation effects. 


• the foundation type is not very sensitive to losing the top few meters of seabed 


sediments. 


 


Apart from adjusting the structure design, it is important to consider the electricity cables. 


Special attention to the cable touch down point is recommended: in most construction time 


schedules the cables are planned to be installed before the scour hole has reached its 


equilibrium. This means that the cable touchdown point might lower in the months after cable 
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installation. To assess this lowering both the shape of the predicted scour hole and the 


orientation of the cables needs to be considered. Please note that in some locations the scour 


holes will not be perfectly round, but more elliptic in shape. 


6.2.2 Strategy B: Immediate scour protection 


 


This strategy is based on maintaining the initial seabed level around the foundation. For the 


situation in HKN with its mobile seabed sediments and tidal currents that are sufficiently 


severe to cause scour of a few meters in days to weeks (see Chapter 7) this means that the 


position of the seabed needs to be secured before the foundation is installed. An example is 


illustrated in Figure 6.2 for a monopile with a two-layered scour protection. In this example 


first a filter layer is installed and then the pile is driven through the filter layer, after which an 


armour layer is installed on top. This entire installation sequence has to be executed within a 


few months in summer season. 


 


 
Figure 6.2 Strategy B: Immediate scour protection. 


 


This strategy is often considered when: 


• the seabed is well erodible, e.g. in case of sandy, silty or weak clayey soils combined 


with significant hydrodynamic loads on the seabed; 


• (for a monopile): the costs related to additional pile length when scour would be allowed 


are expected to be higher than the costs of a scour protection; 


• the foundation type is of the “sit-on-bottom”-type such as a Gravity-Based-Structure; 


• the foundation type has a limited penetration depth such as a Suction-Bucket-Jacket; 


6.2.3 Strategy C: Monitor and React 


Strategy C is based on first allowing scour development up to a pre-defined level and then 


install a scour protection inside the scour hole. This strategy is illustrated in Figure 6.3. Due to 


the sheltered position of the scour protection material close to the pile inside the scour hole, 


the scour protection will be more stable. As a consequence, lighter materials can be used, 


which allows for the use of more efficient installation equipment (e.g. inclined fall pipe vessels 


with a limited fall pipe diameter) or less expensive scour protection (e.g. alternative scour 


protection methods deployed by smaller vessels).  


 


For this strategy it is also preferable to apply only one scour protection material, because 


installation of multiple layers inside an often steeply and irregularly sloping scour hole is 


rather difficult.  
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Figure 6.3 Strategy C: No scour protection, allowing some scour development and delayed installation of scour 


protection. 


 


This strategy requires good predictive capabilities of the scour development. If scour 


develops much slower than anticipated, the favourable weather windows for installation of the 


scour protection might be missed. On the other hand, if scour development occurs much 


faster than anticipated, then the necessary installation equipment might not yet be ready or 


the installation schedule is too tight to be able to meet with the equipment at hand. 


 


A variant to this strategy is waiting for the measurements of the structural response of the 


wind turbine foundation to wind- and wave-loads and then assess the optimum pile fixation 


level. In situations where Strategy B is adopted, the foundation often behaves stiffer than 


according to design due to conservative estimates of the soil stiffness in the design 


calculations. This can result in fatigue issues. By adopting Strategy C the pile frequency can 


be tuned (improving the fatigue behaviour), when the scour protection is installed to the 


optimum level. 


6.3 Scour mitigation strategies including morphodynamics of the seabed 


In the previous section three main scour mitigation strategies were discussed for the situation 


with a (more or less) stable seabed level. In HKN, however, the seabed in parts of the wind 


farm area is not stable. When a wind farm is planned in a morphodynamic area such as HKN, 


there are two approaches for dealing with morphodynamics in the scour mitigation strategies: 


 


1. Reactive approach 


In the reactive approach morphodynamics are not taken into account as a design driver, 


when the wind farm layout is determined. This occurs, for instance, when the wind farm layout 


is only determined on the basis of wind yield calculations, perhaps in combination with 


geotechnical and geological considerations.  In this case, some foundations may be 


subjected to seabed lowering; others to seabed rising and again others may be located in a 


more or less stable seabed. As a consequence, different scour mitigation strategies may be 


chosen for three foundation groups (stable/lowering/rising seabed) in a wind farm. 


  


2. Pro-active approach 


In the pro-active approach foundations are deliberately planned on locations with certain 


expected seabed changes. Either the foundation locations are planned on the top of sand 


wave crests to minimize steel consumption (and accept higher scour mitigation costs) or the 


foundation locations are planned in the sand wave troughs to minimize risks with lowering 


seabed levels and free-spanning cables in exchange for higher steel consumption but lower 


scour mitigation costs. 
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6.3.1 Strategy A: Free scour development 


 


For Strategy A the consequences of a lowering and rising seabed are depicted in Figure 6.4. 


Since the timescales of autonomous seabed changes are often much longer (~years to 


decades) than the timescales of scour development (~days to months), the scour hole will 


typically be able to follow the changing seabed. A lowering seabed will therefore cause an 


equally fast lowering of the pile fixation level. 


 
Figure 6.4 Strategy A: No scour protection, allowing free scour development with a lowering seabed (top right) and 


a rising seabed (bottom right); the abbreviations AS, AL, AR represent Strategy A with a stable (S), 


lowering (L) and rising (R) seabed respectively. 


 


It should be noted, however, that the depth and shape of the scour hole can change, 


dependent on the type of morphodynamic environment and the related hydrodynamic climate. 


Morphodynamic seabed changes can either enhance or dampen out scour effects. In general, 


we distinguish between these two common types: 


 


1. Sand wave fields 


In offshore environments (at significant distance from the shoreline) largest autonomous 


seabed changes during the lifetime of a windfarm are typically caused by migrating sand 


waves (see Chapter 4)  


 


2. Tidal flats and channels 


In tidal environments largest seabed changes are typically caused by migrating tidal channels 


cutting off parts of tidal flats (e.g. Riezebos et al. (2016)) 


 


In the first case, the current velocities will typically reduce when the current is flowing from a 


sand wave crest to a trough (related to the perpendicular orientation of the sand waves to the 


tidal current axis). Since the scour depth is related to the current velocity, scour holes are 


expected to be shallower when located in sand wave troughs compared to sand wave crests. 


Also, the rate of scour development is expected to be slower. The opposite is often true for 


the second case: in tidal channels the flow velocities are typically larger than on the tidal flats. 


If a tidal channel migrates into a tidal flat, then both the ambient seabed level will drop and 


the scour hole around the foundation will get deeper due to the increased current velocities; 


seabed drops at the base of the foundation of ~10-15m have been observed in the past.  


 


For HKN, autonomous seabed changes are related to “type 1. Sand wave fields”. For this 


type autonomous seabed changes are expected to be partly dampened out by changes in the 


scour depth: when the seabed lowers, the scour hole becomes less deep, which means that 


as a safe upper boundary the autonomous seabed changes have to be taken into account 


AS 


AL 


AR 
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without accounting for changes in scour depth, when variations in the fixation level are 


predicted (note that this fixation level is based on the developed scour depth for the initial 


ambient seabed level: situation AS). 


6.3.2 Strategy B: Immediate scour protection 
 
For Strategy B the two scenarios for a rising and a lowering seabed are illustrated in Figure 
6.5 and Figure 6.6 respectively. When the seabed is rising, the scour protection at some 
distance away from the foundation will fill in with seabed sediment. Close to the pile a scour 
hole will develop due to the accelerated flows and increased turbulence levels. As a 
consequence the pile fixation level will not change too much, resulting in only a moderate 
increase in horizontal bearing capacity and pile fixity. 
 


 
Figure 6.5 Strategy B: Immediate scour protection with rising seabed; the abbreviations BS, BR represent Strategy 


B with a stable (S) and rising (R) seabed respectively. In this morphodynamic scenario, the foundation 


is hardly affected because of local scour development counteracting the rising seabed. 


 


If the seabed is lowering (BL), the situation is more challenging. Then the edge of the scour 


protection should be sufficiently flexible to follow the seabed to ensure a tight connection 


between seabed and scour protection. If the extent of the scour protection is sufficiently large, 


then the amount of soil remaining around the foundation will guarantee only a limited 


decrease in soil stiffness for the embedded part of the foundation. In case the seabed starts 


rising again, after a period of lowering (BLR), the ‘launched’ part of the scour protection will get 


completely buried again. Local scour will limit the effects on soil stiffness. 


 


Dependent on the expected amount of seabed lowering, one additional check has to be 


performed. Due to the more exposed position of the “foundation + scour protection + retained 


part of seabed” the wave loads on the scour protection as well as on the pile and access 


platform can increase. This is caused by two effects: a) in deeper water depths larger waves 


can reach the foundation without breaking; b) for larger protected areas waves will refract and 


shoal on the side slopes causing focused wave action on the scour protection and foundation. 


 


 


Figure 6.6 Strategy B: Immediate scour protection with lowering seabed; the abbreviations BS, BL, BLR represent 


Strategy B with a stable (S), lowering (L) and first lowering then rising (LR) seabed respectively. This 


strategy is relying on flexible behaviour of the protection at the edges in order to maintain the seabed 


level close to the pile and to ensure the integrity of the scour protection; subsequent rising of the 


seabed is not expected to harm the protection. 


BS BR 


BS BL BLR 
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In conclusion scour protections can be applied in areas with a lowering seabed, as long as 


the scour protection has good flexible behaviour at the edge and an extent carefully adjusted 


to the expected seabed drop. These three features will be addressed in Chapter 8, when the 


different scour protection concepts are discussed. 


6.3.3 Strategy C: Monitor and React 


For Strategy C Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 are illustrating the consequences of seabed rising 


and lowering respectively. For a rising seabed (CR), the edges can become infilled with 


sediment and the scour protection close to the pile will get an even more sheltered position. 


For a lowering seabed (CL) the flexibility is again important: in case of loose protection 


material the volume needs to be sufficiently large and the ‘launched apron’ needs to be sand-


tight, while for a composite protection the edges need to be sufficiently flexible and strong to 


allow for a downward movement over the lowered sloping seabed.  


 


An additional design consideration for Strategy CL (which also holds for Strategy BL) is edge 


scour (further explained in Section 7.10). An increase of the apparent scour protection height 


(e.g. Figure 8.5 in Section 8.4.3) will cause an increase in edge scour depth, which also 


needs to be mitigated; see also Section 7.10.  


 


 
Figure 6.7 Strategy C: Monitor and React with rising seabed; the abbreviations CS, CR represent Strategy C with a 


stable (S) and rising (R) seabed respectively. In this morphodynamic scenario, the foundation is hardly 


affected because of local scour development counteracting the rising seabed. 


 


 
Figure 6.8 Strategy C: Monitor and React with lowering seabed; the abbreviations CS, CL, CLR represent Strategy 


C with a stable (S), lowering (L) and first lowering then rising (LR) seabed respectively. This Strategy is 


relying on flexible behaviour of the protection at the edges in order to maintain the seabed level close to 


the pile and to ensure the integrity of the scour protection; subsequent rising of the seabed is not 


expected to harm the protection. 


 


In conclusion Strategy C is typically recommended for situations where large seabed lowering 


is expected resulting in an increased hydrodynamic load on the rocks higher up in the water 


column. Furthermore, scour development needs to be predictable and sufficiently fast to be 


able to install both the foundations and the scour protections (with sufficient time for scour 


development in between) within the period of favourable weather (in HKN typically before 


September / October).  


CS CR 


CS CL CLR 
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6.4 Recommendations regarding possible scour mitigation strategies for HKN 


All of considered strategies in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3 can be adopted in HKN and the 


preferred solution depends on the type of foundation, the type of scour protection (in case of 


Strategy B or C), the type of cable connection and cable protection in the vicinity of the 


foundation, the foundation location with respect to the sand waves, material prices (e.g. cost 


of steel versus cost of scour protection material), preferred construction schedule (e.g. in 


relation to summer/winter season and workability windows of applied construction equipment) 


and preferences/experiences of the developer (e.g. risk profile, CAPEX vs OPEX, in-house 


equipment of consortium partners etc.). A few examples are provided to demonstrate the 


application of scour mitigation strategies within the morphodynamic environment of HKN. 


Some of these examples are explained using results of Chapters 7 and 8, which contain more 


details about scour development and scour protection methods. These links cannot be 


avoided: mitigation strategies, scour predictions and scour protection methods are intertwined 


and cannot be seen apart from each other. 


 


Example 1: Strategy A for piled jackets or monopiles 


As will be explained in more detail in Chapter 7, some foundations can better be designed for 


free scour development than others: this holds for monopiles and especially for piled jacket 


structures. If Strategy A is adopted then the preferred location relative to a sand wave needs 


to be selected. Figure 6.9 shows the predicted temporal evolution of the seabed for the period 


2000-2315, normalized to the seabed level in 2016. Note that although this graph is based on 


a location in Hollandse Kust (zuid), the same principle holds for the morphodynamically active 


areas in HKN. Due to the asymmetric shape of the sand wave, the rising of the seabeds will 


occur much faster than the lowering; this location will experience first a seabed level rise of 


~5.5 m in about 45 years and then a slow seabed decay of ~ 3.5m in 250 years.  


 


 
Figure 6.9 Sand wave elevation relative to the 2016 seabed level over time at a location in the HKZWFZ. Note that 


this still applies at the HKNWFZ. 
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For visual interpretation, the grid lines are divided in periods of 30 years, which is about equal 


to the lifetime of a wind farm. Additional two patches, both covering a 30 year period, are 


displayed. The red patch depicts the sand wave elevation around a foundation in case it is 


placed just southwest of the sand wave trough (lee side), resulting in a sand wave elevation 


increase of ~5 m in a 30 year period. The blue patch depicts the sand wave elevation around 


a monopile in case it is placed just northeast of the sand wave crest (lee side), resulting in a 


net sand wave elevation change of ~0 m over a 30 year period, after first experiencing a 


seabed rise of ~1 m and then a seabed drop of ~1 m. 


 


When a foundation would be placed at this location in a sand wave trough then the foundation 


length has to be extended with the full sand wave height (~5.5 m for the illustrated HKZ-


example, while up to ~4m is more realistic for HKN) plus a bit more to overcome the 


increased cantilever length of the non-embedded part of the foundation pile, while this length 


is not necessary for a large part of the lifetime. When placed at the top of the sand wave crest 


around this example location, the seabed lowering due to morphodynamic processes will only 


be ~1 m during the lifetime. In this case the pile length only has to be increased with 1 m. Due 


to the expected negative feedback on the scour depth of morphodynamic seabed changes 


(explained in Section 6.3.1), a safe value for the minimum fixation level (rel. to MSL) can be 


determined as water depth (rel. to MSL) + scour depth that will develop for the seabed 


position at t0 + predicted seabed lowering during lifetime. 
 


Example 2: Strategy B for Gravity Based Structures 


A Gravity-Based-Structure (GBS) is an example of a structure which typically requires a scour 


protection (see also Section 7.8). Because of the large obstruction and large diameter, it is 


recommended to avoid areas with a lowering seabed (BL); this would require significant scour 


protection volumes. Areas with a stable seabed (BS), which can be found just NE of the sand 


wave trough (stoss side) are obviously possible, but they also require the largest foundation 


length. A cost optimization can be obtained by placing the GBS just NE of the sand wave 


crest, such that the GBS will first experience ~5 years of seabed rise, until the sand wave 


crest passes, and then seabed lowering for the rest of the lifetime. Since the HKNWFZ is not 


fully covered by sand waves it is also possible to place the GBS in areas where sand waves 


are absent. 
 


Example 3: Strategy C for monopiles 
Due to the limited seabed lowering during the lifetime, there is no real need to apply the more 
complicated Strategy C in HKNWFZ. Also because of the large predicted scour depth and the 
relatively fast scour development over the first few meters (Section 7.5), it is considered 
rather challenging to apply scour protection at exactly the right time: too late would mean that 
an excessive volume of scour protection material should be installed to still be able to reach 
the prescribed fixation level; too early would mean that the scour protection will not benefit 
fully from its sheltered position, resulting in the risk of too much deformation during storm 
conditions. An important benefit might be that a scour protection with limited volume 
consisting of a relatively small single grading can be applied (if executed properly). 
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7  Scour prediction for selected foundations 


7.1 Introduction 


Before detailed scour predictions are made, first the scour potential in the area needs to be 


considered. Section 7.2 introduces some definitions of different types of scour, while Section 


7.3 provides a generic description of scour and Section 7.4 will proof that the HKNWFZ 


indeed is susceptible to scour.  


 


At this stage the types, shapes and dimensions of the support structures for the wind turbines 


to be placed in HKNWFZ are not yet known. Also the foundation locations and hence the 


interaction with the seabed morphodynamics are not yet known. To still be able to provide the 


developers with some rough indications on what can be expected in terms of scour, we 


considered a variety of support structures and performed some indicative scour predictions 


for this particular site using the Deltares’ Scour Prediction Model. Estimated scour depths will 


be presented subsequently for monopiles (Section 7.5), piled jackets (Section 7.6), suction-


bucket-jackets (Section 7.7), Gravity-Based-Structures (Section 7.8) and jack-up platforms 


with spud can footings (Section 7.9). In the last section of this chapter (Section 7.10) edge 


scour is discussed. 


 


The Scour Prediction Model that was applied is validated against a large amount of laboratory 


and field measurements. The highest accuracy can be expected for monopiles, for two 


reasons. Firstly, monopiles are the most commonly applied support structure and hence most 


laboratory and field measurements were available for this structure type. Secondly, monopiles 


have in terms of scour more or less similar designs that can be primarily described by the pile 


diameter. More complicated structures such as piled jackets and suction bucket jackets come 


in a wide variety of designs, with different leg configurations and diameters, pile-sleeve-


connections, mud mats, braces, stiffeners etc. Scour development is very dependent on 


these structural details close to the seabed. As a consequence, scour predictions will always 


need to be based on the actual design. Therefore, in this study only ranges in scour depth are 


presented for these structure types. These values need to be updated in later design phases. 


 


In order to obtain more accurate scour predictions, besides more details on the foundation 


also the exact structure locations inside HKNWFZ need to be known. The location determines 


the hydrodynamics (compare a location offshore or more near-shore; or a location in a sand 


wave trough or on top of a sand wave crest). In this chapter, the effect of location is 


demonstrated by presenting map fields of the scour inside the windfarm area (see Section 


7.5.4). 


 


All values in this study should merely be considered as best estimate values (without any 


safety factors!) to provide the developer with information to determine its scour mitigation 


strategy in an early stage. In later design stages the scour predictions should be updated for 


the exact locations and hydrodynamics and the exact structure shapes.  
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7.2 Definitions of scour types 


In order to distinguish between the different types of scour, the following definitions are 


adopted in this study, where possible they are closely following the ones used in the offshore 


standard DNVGL ST-126 (DNV GL, 2016): 


 


• Local scour: scour around an individual structure, for example around a single monopile 


or around one leg of a jacket structure (Figure 7.1 and Section 7.3).  


• Global scour: scour within and closely around the footprint of a multi-legged structure, 


such as a jacket structure (Figure 7.2) 


• Edge scour: scour occurring outside the scour protection caused by the interaction of 


the flow with the structure and protection (Section 7.10, Figure 7.22 ) 


• General (or autonomous) seabed level change: bathymetrical (or topographic) changes 


which are not influenced by the presence of a structure (as opposed to the above scour 


types); in HKNWFZ these changes are caused by migrating sand waves and 


megaripples. 


 


 
Figure 7.1 (Left) example of a local scour hole around a transparent scale model of a monopile, equipped with a 


fish eye camera to continuously record scour development during a model test; (middle) 3D-colour 


image and (right) 3D bathymetry obtained from a stereophotography measurement. 


 


 
Figure 7.2 (Left) local scour holes around individual jacket legs and global scour pit around entire footprint 


observed in a scale model test [after Whitehouse, 1998]; (right) local scour holes around foundation 


piles and global scour hole around entire beach house after occurrence of Hurricane Ike. 
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7.3 General description of local scour processes 


When a structure is installed in an offshore environment, the flow (combined action of 


currents and waves) will divert around the structure. A schematic overview is presented in 


Figure 7.3 for monopile foundations. Due to flow contraction the flow velocity will increase. To 


provide a rough estimate: according to the ‘simplified’ potential flow theory, the flow velocity 


can double close to the sides of the pile. Besides flow contraction, also different turbulent 


structures (vortices) will develop. Due to the vertical velocity gradient in the approach flow, a 


pressure gradient will develop at the upstream side of the pile. Because the pressure is larger 


higher up in the water column, a down flow will develop. When this down flow hits the seabed, 


it spirals off around both sides of the pile. The vortex that develops has the shape of a 


horseshoe and is therefore named “horseshoe vortex”. This vortex is the main driver of the 


scour process around a cylindrical pile. It typically extends up to one pile diameter from the 


pile.  


 


At the downstream side of the pile, alternating vortices will develop when the flow is shed off 


the pile. These vortices have a vertical axis and are named lee-wake vortices. Although the 


mean flow velocities at the leeside of the pile are close to zero, the velocity and pressure 


fluctuations can still be significant.  


 
Figure 7.3 Flow pattern of a current flowing around a cylindrical pile (Sumer and Fredsøe, 2002); (upper left) a 


scour hole in a scale model test with a (transparent) monopile. 


 


Because of the increased flow velocities and turbulent vortices, the bed shear stresses 


increase around the foundation. As a consequence the sediment transport capacity increases 


and local erosion (scour) will develop. In principle, both wave-dominated conditions (e.g. 


during storms) and current-dominated conditions (during ‘normal’ tidal conditions without 


significant waves) can cause scour development. However, for most structure shapes 


(monopiles, jackets, GBS) current-only or current-dominated conditions will create the 


deepest scour holes, while wave-dominated conditions will partially backfill the scour holes. 


This can be explained by the fact that the imbalance between sediment transport close and 


far away from the foundation will be much larger under current conditions, because the 


horseshoe vortex can hardly develop under oscillating wave conditions. The time-varying 


development of the scour depth will be further demonstrated for monopiles in Section 7.5. 


More information on the hydrodynamics and the mechanics of scour can be found in Sumer 


and Fredsøe (2002, 2006).  
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7.4 Scour potential in HKNWFZ 


The first check to be performed is to compare the bed shear stress exerted by currents-only 


and by combined currents and waves on the seabed with the critical bed shear stress, which 


is a seabed property (for non-cohesive soils mainly represented by the grain diameter). 


 


To assess the scour potential for the HKN area the relative seabed mobility was calculated for 


the time series described in Section 7.5.3. For the period 2012-2016 the relative seabed 


mobility is illustrated in Figure 7.4. This relative mobility represents the ratio between the 


actual exerted bed shear stress by currents and waves divided by the critical bed shear stress 


of the seabed sediment. For values larger than 1 (indicated by a red line in Figure 7.4) the 


seabed sediment is mobile in so-called ‘undisturbed’ situations, so outside the zone of 


influence of a structure. Closer to a structure, seabed sediment becomes mobile for lower 


values for the relative mobility (e.g. ~0.5 for monopiles).  


 


 
Figure 7.4 Relative seabed mobility over the period 2012-2016. Top: current-induced mobility; middle: wave-


induced mobility and bottom: total mobility. These figures clearly show that the relative mobility exceeds 


unity for a wide range of conditions (both during normal tidal currents and during storms). 


 


From the figure it can be concluded that seabed sediments become mobile during every tidal 


cycle, with higher mobilities during wave-dominated conditions such as storms. This means 


that scour will start to develop as soon as an offshore structure is installed regardless of the 


season or the weather predictions. As will be explained next, the rate of scour development is 


dependent on the severity of the hydrodynamic conditions.  
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Based on the fact that also the undisturbed values are well above unity, any foundation type 


in HKN will form an obstruction to the flow and will experience scour, no matter how 


streamlined its shape (with the only exception when the structure itself contains its own scour 


protection). 


7.5 Scour at monopiles 


7.5.1 Introduction Scour Prediction Model 


For monopiles both the theoretical understanding and the laboratory and field data are most 


extensive. As a consequence the predictive capabilities have developed farthest. Several 


models were published in the past capable of predicting scour development and backfilling for 


time-varying hydrodynamic conditions (Nielsen and Hansen, 2007; Raaijmakers and Rudolph, 


2008; Harris et al, 2011). The main differences between the models are the implemented 


formulae for equilibrium scour depth and characteristic time scale. 


 


The dynamic Scour Prediction Model, used in this study, is a modified version of the model 


developed by Raaijmakers and Rudolph (2008) and T. Raaijmakers et al. (2013) and is 


illustrated in the box chart in Figure 7.5. The inputs consist of static soil, water and structure 


parameters (such as sediment size d50, soil density ρs, water density ρw, pile diameter Dpile) 


and time-varying metocean conditions, obtained from the CoastDat-model (Weisse & 


Günther, 2007; Weisse & Plüβ, 2006). Currently, the model is based on the assumption of a 


uniform, non-cohesive soil, which seems to be valid for HKNWFZ. In case of the presence of 


cohesive layers at limited depth, the model will over-predict the scour depth. The initial scour 


depth S0 describes the scour condition in the beginning of the simulation, which in this study 


was always set at zero.  


 


Next for every time step, the relative sediment mobility is calculated by dividing the bed shear 


stresses exerted by the combination of current and waves (following the method of Soulsby 


(1997) described in Whitehouse (1998)) by the critical bed shear stresses according to 


Shields (1936). Assuming a hydraulic load amplification factor of 2 for a monopile (due to 


additional turbulence and vortices around the structure), the sediment will become mobile for 


relative mobility values larger than 0.5. 


 


When the sediment is mobile, the relative current velocity determines whether the hydraulic 


climate is current-dominated or wave-dominated, and consequently which formula for the 


equilibrium scour depth (i.e. the depth the scour hole would approach over an infinite time 


should the forcing conditions persist) is used. For current-dominated conditions the formula 


by Sheppard and Miller Jr (2006) is used and for wave-dominated conditions the formula by 


Raaijmakers and Rudolph (2008) is implemented. Next, scouring occurs if the equilibrium 


depth for the current condition is deeper than the current scour depth, and backfilling if the 


equilibrium scour depth is shallower then the current scour depth. According to this model 


scouring occurs mostly due to intense tidal currents; backfilling behaviour is often observed 


during wave-dominated conditions. As will be shown in Section 7.5.2 this exact behaviour is 


also observed during a field measurement campaign in the nearby located wind farm 


Luchterduinen. 


 


The time development of scour and backfilling are described by the commonly adopted 


exponential relation (discretized for time step dt in the lower box of Figure 7.5) and a 


characteristic timescale Tchar. The characteristic timescales for scouring are calculated with 


the conceptual formulae described in Raaijmakers and Rudolph (2008). These timescales are 


a function of structural dimensions, forcing conditions (either current velocity or wave velocity) 
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and sediment mobility. It is noted, that even though the timescale formulae are conceptual 


and fitted with a limited amount of data at that time, they performed well against field 


measurements. 


 


 
Figure 7.5 Box diagram of the Scour Prediction Model (Raaijmakers et al, 2013a). 


7.5.2 Validation Scour Prediction Model 


The Scour Prediction Model described in the previous section was validated in three steps. 


First, the model predictions were compared to multibeam measurements of the scour holes 


that developed around the monopiles of Princess Amalia Wind Farm (inside the larger HKN 


zone, just north of the navigation channel towards the port of IJmuiden) within the first year 


after pile installation, when the scour protection was not yet installed (Strategy C was adopted 


here). The model performed well, although only a few measurements in time were available 


for each pile (Rudolph et al., 2008). 


 


The next step was to check the performance for a spatially much wider area: the entire 


southern North Sea. Some field measurements were available in-house; others were reported 


by Whitehouse et al. (2011). Although in offshore guidelines and in industry practice often the 


simple formulation S = 1.3Dpile is used to estimate the scour depth, it was shown by the model 


output as well as in the field measurements that this factor of 1.3 is actually not constant, but 


varying between 0 and 2.2. This is demonstrated in Figure 7.6 The scour contours are 


obtained from numerous model simulations with a fine grid resolution and many different 


starting dates for hind-casted hydrodynamic time series. As such they form a conservative 
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upper boundary. The coloured round markers represent field measurements. In most cases 


they show nicely slightly smaller values, which is expected, because the probability that a 


multibeam measurement is taken when the scour hole is at its deepest is rather small. In 


some cases (e.g. Kentish Flats) the model is over-predicting scour depth; in this case this is 


caused by the model assumption of non-cohesive soil, which is not valid for Kentish Flats. 


 
Figure 7.6 Scour map for the southern North Sea, showing the conservative scour depth (95% uncertainty band) 


as a factor times the pile diameter; the coloured circles represent measured scour depths in the field at 


several locations throughout the southern North Sea (Raaijmakers et al, 2013a).The resulting S/D95% is 


calculated using a 5 m monopile. 


 


The final validation check was 


performed in Luchterduinen 


Wind Farm, just south of 


HKNWFZ. In this wind farm two 


wind turbines were not 


protected, but equipped with 


measurement instrumentation 


instead (Figure 7.7; T. 


Raaijmakers et al. (2013)). A 


full year of measurements 


provided an excellent 


opportunity to validate the 


timescales of the Scour 


Prediction Model, which are 


usually the most difficult to 


predict. The research was 


performed under the framework 


of the FLOW-SCOUR-project 


(http://flow-


offshore.nl/page/project-in-


support-structures). 


Figure 7.7 Measurement setup with 3 Nortek Scour Monitors, each 


measuring the scour depth along 4 beams, plotted on top of a 


multibeam survey taken ~9 months after pile installation. 



http://flow-offshore.nl/page/project-in-support-structures

http://flow-offshore.nl/page/project-in-support-structures

http://flow-offshore.nl/page/project-in-support-structures
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Figure 7.8 shows the input and output of the simulations with the Scour Prediction Model. The 


first four graphs represent the required hydrodynamic time series of, respectively, the 


significant wave height, peak wave period, water height and depth-averaged current velocity 


covering the full measurement period of ~1 year.  


 


Figure 7.8 (from top to bottom): time series of significant wave height, peak wave period, water height, depth-


averaged current velocity and scour depth for the duration of the Luchterduinen measurement 


campaign; hydrodynamic time series were obtained from a combination of measurements offshore and 


numerical model output; the scour values in the bottom graph represent the measurements at both 


unprotected piles (red and yellow line) and the calculated scour depth by the Scour Prediction Model 


(blue line). 
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The hydrodynamics were re-constructed combining buoy measurements and numerical 


model hindcasts in order to obtain continuous time series. Note that the used wave buoys 


were buoys deployed at the time of construction of Luchterduinen wind farm and not the 


buoys that were later deployed in the HKN area commissioned by RVO.nl. The bottom graph 


compares the field measurements of the scour depth with the model simulations. This figure 


shows that the model is capable of: 


• Predicting both the absolute values of the scour depth and the timescales of scour 


development; 


• Distinguishing between current- and wave-dominated scour development, where in calm 


wave conditions even the spring-neap tidal current patterns can be observed in both 


measurements and model output; 


• Predicting values for backfilling during storm conditions similar to the measured values 


by the scour sensors; 
 


Note that the apparent scour depth of ~3m at the beginning of the measurements is related to 


a dredged trench for the electricity cables to avoid cable free spans due to scour development 


around the monopile; this dredged trench was only local and temporal and is not expected to 


affect natural scour development. Some other important findings during this Luchterduinen 


measurement campaign were (Raaijmakers et al, 2014): 


• Scour development until dynamic equilibrium takes about 1-1.5yr;   


• The scour pit reached a depth of about 5-5.5 m after one year (= 1.0-1.1*Dpile); 


• The final dynamic equilibrium depth is expected to stabilize around 6m = 1.2*Dpile (which 


is according to design); 


• The diameter of the scour pit is about 5*Dpile and the side slopes are about 1:2 (1 m in 


vertical direction against 2 m in horizontal direction); 


• The scour holes in Luchterduinen are very similar to the scour holes in laboratory tests 


on scale ~1:40; this is very important because the scour formulae are all based on 


laboratory test results on small scale. 


7.5.3 Hydrodynamic time series for HKNWFZ 


The hydrodynamic time series for HKNWFZ were obtained from the DHI metocean database, 


accessible via https://offshorewind.rvo.nl/windwaterzh. For the prediction map fields, a single 


output point was used, visible in Figure 7.9. This reasoning for selecting this point is 


pragmatic: it is located centrally in the HKNWFZ, the conditions are more or less  


representative for the entire site (on average) and the water depth in the model is equal to the 


2017 MBES survey. This point is also located close to the location of the HKN high voltage 


station (to be developed by the grid operator).  


 


For the selected location the relevant hydrodynamic parameters at every hour in the time 


period of 1 January 1979 till 31 December 2015 were obtained. The parameters used for the 


scour prediction were: 


- Surface elevation in meters; 


- Current velocity, Uc, in meters; 


- Significant wave height, Hs, in meters; 


- Associated peak wave period, Tp, in seconds. 


 


For the scour predictions, furthermore the local water depth is required. There is however a 


difference between the DHI model bathymetry and the latest MBES survey (2017); resulting 


in a mismatch between model and reality (both in water depths and associated current 


velocity). Figure 7.9 shows a comparison of the DHI model bathymetry and the 2017 MBES 


survey. Based on the differences between the two surveys, a spatial correction was applied to 



https://offshorewind.rvo.nl/windwaterzh
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the current velocities obtained from the DHI model. The current velocity correction field is 


shown in Figure 7.10. 


 
Figure 7.9 DHI model bathymetry inside the HKNWFZ (left) and the 2017 MBES survey (right). The red + sign 


indicates the output location for which the metocean parameters were obtained.  


 
 


Figure 7.10 Difference between the DHI model bathymetry and the 2017 MBES survey (left) and the resulting Uc 


correction factor calculated as Fcorrection = hw;DHI / hw;2017 (right). The red + sign indicates the output location for 


which the metocean parameters were obtained. 
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7.5.4 Scour predictions for HKNWFZ using Scour Prediction Model 


In order to provide quantitative scour predictions for HKNWFZ the Scour Prediction Model, as 


described in Section 7.5.1, is used to simulate scour development around monopiles by 


comparing different model input parameters such as monopile locations, pile diameters or 


start dates of hydrodynamic time series. In Section 7.5.2 it was shown that this model is 


validated for the entire southern North Sea, but that the most extensive validation was 


performed for the area near HKN. 


 


The Scour Prediction Model uses metocean input from the DHI metocean database, but with 


a correction applied on the current velocity (discussed in Section 7.5.3). Using this input, map 


fields are generated of the predicted 95% dynamic equilibrium scour depth for the following 


combinations of monopile diameter and median sediment size: 


- Monopile diameters, Dpile: 6 m, 8 m and 10 m; 


- Median sediment diameter, d50: 100 μm, 300 μm, 500 μm. 


 


The map fields are provided on a 25x25 meter grid. All nine available map fields are provided 


as GIS map fields separate to this report. As an example Figure 7.11 shows the S/D map field 


for the combination of Dpile = 8 m and d50 = 300 μm. Table 7.1 shows an overview of the 


range in S95 scour depths observed in HKNWFZ for the various combinations of Dpile and d50. 


 


 d50 = 100 μm d50 = 300 μm d50 = 500 μm 


Dpile = 6 m 
3.5 m – 5.7 m 


(S/D = 0.6 – 1.0) 


3.5 m – 6.0 m 


(S/D = 0.6 – 1.0) 


3.1 m – 6.0 m 


(S/D = 0.5 – 1.0) 


Dpile = 8 m 
4.4 m – 7.0 m 


(S/D = 0.6 – 0.9) 


4.3 m – 7.4 m 


(S/D = 0.5 – 0.9) 


3.7 m – 7.3 m 


(S/D = 0.5 – 0.9) 


Dpile = 10 m 
4.0 m – 8.2 m 


(S/D = 0.4 – 0.8) 


3.7 m – 8.5 m 


(S/D = 0.4 – 0.9) 


3.0 m – 8.2 m 


(S/D = 0.3 – 0.8) 


Table 7.1  Overview of computed scour depth in HKNWFZ, for different combination of pile diameter (Dpile) and 


sediment size (d50). Note that the lower values in the range are only valid for scour development inside 


the sand mining pit and not for the rest of HKNWFZ. 


 


The general trends that are observed in the map fields are: 


- The absolute scour depth increases with increasing pile diameter; however the scour 


depth normalized with the pile diameter (S/Dpile) is larger for smaller pile diameters. 


- The scour depth varies with the sediment diameter: slightly decreasing for the smallest 


and largest considered diameters (i.e. 100 μm and 500 μm respectively) and slightly 


increasing for the median diameter of 300 μm. 


 


The map fields also show the expected spatial variation in scour depth throughout the 


windfarm: the influence of sand waves can clearly be recognized and there is also a 


pronounced effect of the sand mining pit (with a lower depth-averaged current velocity) on the 


expected scour depth. As an example of the variation, two individual scour predictions are 


plotted in Figure 7.12 comparing the scour development inside the sand mining pit (top) with 


the development at a more central located output point (bottom). It is clearly visible that the 


scour development in the sand mining pit is slower than in the central area (with slightly 


higher current velocities). Also the maximum scour depth is predicted to be smaller inside the 


sand mining pit than outside it (which was also clearly visible in Figure 7.11). 
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Figure 7.11 S/DMap field for the 95%-non-exceedance value for the dynamic equilibrium scour depth in the 


HKNWFZ, for one simulation with Dpile = 8 m, d50 = 300 μm and spatially varying hydrodynamics. Note 


that the presented S/D values are valid for piles with a diameter of 7 – 9 m. 
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Figure 7.12 Example of scour development during a single simulation, inside the mining area (top) and on a more 


central representative location (bottom). The red “+”-symbol in the right plot indicates the location of 


each particular prediction. 


 


It should be noted that the map fields are based on a single run with the Scour Prediction 


Model. No statistical variation was taken into account when generating these maps. In reality, 


there will be a spread of several parameters. To show the potential variations in scour 


development paths, also a Monte Carlo simulation was run. Table 7.2 shows the parameters 


that were varied in the MC simulation. Note: the metocean conditions (i.e. water depth, wave 


height and period and current velocity) are varied by selecting different starting dates in the 


available 35 year metocean hindcast. 


 


The 5-95%-bandwidth resulting from 10000 scour simulations for a pile diameter of 8 m is 


presented in Figure 7.13. If the foundations will be designed for free scour development, it is 


recommended to use this band width for potential scour development. The red line in the plot 


indicates the 95% non-exceedance value at each time step for all performed simulations. This 


line is indicative for a relatively strong and fast scour development, without wave-dominated 


backfilling events. The blue line indicates the 50% non-exceedance values, which is more or 


less the best-estimate for the scour development in the HKNWFZ. The grey lines show 


examples of individual scour paths, with scour under tidal conditions and the occasional 


backfilling during storm conditions.  
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Input parameter Unit Description Variation range 


Water depth, hw [m] Water depths 


Different starting times 


were selected at random 


Wave height, Hm0 [m] Significant wave height 


Wave period, Tp [s] Associated peak wave period 


Current velocity, 


Uc 
[m/s] 


Depth-averaged current 


velocity 


Sediment 


diameter, d50 
[mm] Median sediment diameter 100 μm – 500 μm 


Hydraulic 


roughness, Ks 
[mm] 


Roughness height related to 


sediment size (typically 6∙d50) 
2 – 10 (default 6) 


Transition of flow 


regime, Urel;bound 
[-] 


Relative velocity (Urel) where 


transition between wave- and 


current-dominated scour 


occurs 


0.4 – 0.6 (default 0.5) 


Mobility threshold, 


MOBthresh 
[-] 


Threshold value of MOB for 


initiation of motion 
0.4 – 0.6 (default 0.5) 


Scour time scale 


factor, Tfactor 
[-] 


Time scale factor related to 


current- and wave-dominated 


scour 


1 – 20 (no default value: 


site specific) 


Backfilling time 


scale factor, Bfactor 
[-] 


Time scale factor related to 


current- and wave-dominated 


backfilling 


1 – 10 (no default value: 


site specific) 


Table 7.2 Input parameters of the Scour Prediction Model, varied in a Monte-Carlo simulations for HKNWFZ.  


 
Figure 7.13 Monte Carlo simulation of scour development in HKNWFZ, for Dpile = 8m. The bandwidth representing 


the 5-95% scour depth is based on 10000 individual scour simulations, with different starting times and 


slightly different input parameters. 
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A different way of presenting the results of the Monte Carlo simulation is shown in Figure 


7.14. This plot shows the non-exceedance distribution of all 10000 simulations, providing 


insight in to the typical bandwidth around the S95 values presented in the map fields. From the 


figure it can be learned that there is a larger variation expected in the smaller scour depths 


than towards the larger scour depths. 


 


 
Figure 7.14 Non-exceedance distribution of the 10000 Monte Carlo simulations of scour development in HKNWFZ.  


 


Based on the map fields and the Monte Carlo simulations with the Scour Prediction Model it 


can be concluded that the pile location (and consequently the local water depth and 


hydrodynamic conditions) has a large influence on the scour development. The pile diameter 


also has a significant influence on the scour depth. The median sediment size (d50) does have 


an influence on the scour depth, but not as pronounced as the effect of location and pile 


diameter. When interpreting the map fields, the prediction uncertainty should not be forgotten; 


the non-exceedance curves plotted in Figure 7.14 can be used for this. 


7.6 Scour at piled jacket structures 


Piled jacket structures are foundation types that are suitable for deeper water and/or larger 


turbine sizes. Due to the large embedded depth of the foundation piles, these jackets can be 


designed for Strategy A (free scour development), as long as proper care is taken for the 


electricity cables. Free-spanning of cables is a risk when scour develops. 


 


For piled jackets both local scour around the foundation piles and global scour in and around 


the entire footprint will develop. Because jacket designs are often very site-specific, no design 


formulae exist to accurately predict the scour depth around a jacket. Instead, scour 


assessments are based on predicting scour for the combination of structural elements that is 


present in the near vicinity of the seabed, such as cylindrical piles and angular shapes (e.g. 


mud mats and stiffener plates at the pile-leg-connection). In general: the larger the 


obstruction to the flow and the more turbulence is generated, the deeper the scour hole will 


get. In later design stages, these rather coarse predictions are often verified by means of 


physical model testing. An example of such a test is presented in Figure 7.15 in which two 


piled-jackets with different orientations to the flow are being tested. The right image shows a 


typical scour pattern with the global scour hole indicated in green and the local scour holes 


around the foundation piles in red.  


 


Although scour depths will be very structure-specific, some rough estimates can be provided 


based on in-house data from scale model tests and field measurements at nearby platforms 
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and from limited published data (e.g. Bolle et al, 2012). Local scour depths around the 


foundation piles are estimated at 2-4 m, whereas global scour depths can range between 1 


and 3 m. Total scour depths could thus add up to 3-7 m. Please also note the difference in 


time scales: whereas local scour is expected to develop within a year, global scour 


development is a much longer process that can take many years, dependent on the 


occurrence of large storms, which typically enhance global scour development. 


 


 
Figure 7.15 (Left) Example of scale model test in Atlantic Basin investigating scour development around jacket 


foundations with two different orientations; (right) 3D-bathymetry after a scour test showing the global 


scour hole in green and the local scour holes in red.  


7.7 Scour at Suction Bucket Jackets 


A Suction-Bucket-Jacket (SBJ) is an upcoming foundation type, very suitable for deeper 


water and/or larger turbine sizes. An example of a SBJ-design is presented in the left image 


of Figure 7.16. This jacket-type foundation is based on three inverted buckets that are 


anchored into the seabed using suction. Full penetration can generally not be achieved, 


because the soil level inside the suction cans will rise slightly during the suction process, 


leaving an obstruction to the flow that is susceptible to scour. The severity of the scour 


development is dependent on the following characteristics: 


 


• The vertical stick-up height of the cans after installation; 


• The additional piping and anodes attached to the roof of the suction cans; 


• The transparency and the smoothness to the flow of the connection between the cans 


and the jacket legs; 


• The jacket tubes (diameter, proximity to the seabed) at limited distance from the 


seabed; 


• The orientation of the platform with respect to the main flow direction: contracted flow or 


shed vortices from the upstream leg(s) can increase the scour potential at the 


downstream leg(s), resulting in asymmetric scour patterns.  


 


The right image of Figure 7.16 shows an anonymized and non-dimensional scour pattern 


around a three-legged SBJ. Depending on the SBJ-characteristics, expressed in the list 


above, local scour depths can range anywhere between a few up to ~5 m. 
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Figure 7.16 (Left) Example of a Suction Bucket Jacket (SBJ), of which the brown parts of the suction cans will 


completely penetrate into the soil [Photo: Ørsted]; (right) example of local scour patterns around a 


different SBJ-design.  


 


Since a SBJ is a multi-legged structure both local and global scour should be addressed. 


Similar to piled-jackets, local scour is expected to develop in shorter time scales. For 


HKNWFZ it is expected that dynamic equilibrium local scour depths will develop within 2 


years, whereas global scour development can span over more than 5 years, very much 


dependent on the occurrence of large storms. 


 


When Strategy AS or AR is adopted, scour development can be mitigated by extending the 


skirt length of the suction cans, if the soil properties allow. Strategy AL is not very suitable for 


SBJ, because due to the lowering seabed the obstruction of the cans to the flow will 


significantly increase resulting in even deeper scour development (on top of the already 


lowered seabed).  


 


For HKNWFZ SBJ are therefore recommended to be located either in the sand wave troughs 


such that they will only experience a rising seabed (AR) or to be equipped with a scour 


protection. A scour protection is also recommended if extending the skirt length is not cost-


efficient. Commonly used scour protections consisting of loose rock are difficult to apply 


within the footprint of a SBJ, leaving gaps between protection and suction can that are prone 


to scour development. And installation of rocks before installation of the SBJ can harm the 


suction process. Therefore, within the framework of JIP HaSPro, self-installable scour 


protection systems are being developed that are attached to the SBJ and deployed as soon 


as full penetration depth is achieved. 


  


Since SBJ-designs are still continuously being improved, it is further recommended to 


perform scale model testing in the detailed design phase. 


7.8 Scour at Gravity Based Structures 


Scour development (and scour protection design) for Gravity Based Structures (GBS) 


intended for offshore wind turbines was investigated in a research project within the FLOW 


consortium (http://flow-offshore.nl/page/concrete-gravity-base-substructure). Another recent 


work on scour around different GBS-designs (for clear-water scour only) was performed by 


Tavouktsoglou et al. (2017).  



http://flow-offshore.nl/page/concrete-gravity-base-substructure
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Scour depth around GBS is among others dependent on the base diameter, the stick-up 


height of the vertical part of the concrete base, the angle of the conical shape and the overall 


blockage of the flow. Since GBS are sit-on-bottom-type structures they have very limited 


tolerance for scour development. Rather fast undermining of the base slab will occur, 


resulting in further scouring and eventually tilting of the foundation. An example of a scale 


model test in Deltares’ Atlantic Basin is depicted Figure 7.17; excessive scour can be 


observed showing the need for a scour protection. 


 


 
Figure 7.17 (Left) example of scour pattern around a GBS after a tidal current test in Deltares’ Atlantic Basin; (right) 


3D-bathymetry of scour pattern with clear contraction scour at the sides and undermining at the 


upstream side and both transverse sides.  


 


The scour depth can be reduced by optimizing the GBS-design, for instance by decreasing 


the height of the concrete base or extending the base slab so that it will act as a scour-


reducing collar (see e.g. De Sonneville et al. (2010)) for the effects of collars on scour depth). 


However, in a scour-sensitive area such as HKNWFZ no GBS-design is expected to be able 


to do without a scour protection. For this foundation type both Strategy A and Strategy C are 


therefore not recommended and a scour protection should be applied. 


7.9 Scour at jack-up platforms with spud can footings 


7.9.1 Introduction to jack-up scour 


Besides the offshore foundations, jack-up platforms are also being considered in this study for 


installation activities within HKNWFZ. When performing installation activities such as pile 


installation or placement of the wind turbine on top of the tower, the jack-up will be typically 


relatively short on site (less than 24-48 hours). In some cases, however, jack-ups may be on 


site for several weeks or months, for instance when they are being used as accommodation 


platform or support platform to install Offshore High Voltage Stations (OHVS). The duration of 


the period on site will appear to be quite important when considering scour risks. In this 


section we will perform a few example computations for the scour development around some 


typical jack-up platforms with truss-type legs equipped with spud can footings. This aims to 


demonstrate how scour should be dealt with, although other jack-up platform designs do 


exist, which may have different scour characteristics. 


 


The scour that will occur at the spud cans depends on: 


• shape of the spud cans; 


• penetration depth of the spud cans (to be determined in a Site Assessment); 


• site conditions (soil conditions, metocean conditions, water depth); 
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Figure 7.18 Definition of scour depth in case of unprotected spud cans (T. C. Raaijmakers et al., 2013). 


 


Scour development around spud cans is largely determined by the shapes and dimensions of 


the parts that are protruding above the surrounding seabed level; see Figure 7.18. The most 


important parameter representing the size of the spud can is the characteristic diameter Dchar. 


This parameter is the equivalent diameter of a circular spud can with bearing area Ab. Since 


the bearing area is the most influential parameter affecting the spud can penetration, Dchar 


and Ab are good parameters to directly compare different spud can designs. 


  


When a spud can with spud can height Hspudcan penetrates into the seabed up to a penetration 


depth P, the obstruction height Hobst is defined relative to the initial seabed level. This is the 


obstruction that the surrounding flow experiences upon encountering the spud can. The scour 


depth S is also calculated relative to this initial seabed level and will vary both in space and in 


time. As soon as the scour hole reaches under the vertical section of the spud can, the 


bearing area of the spud can Ab starts to decrease rapidly; this is called undermining of the 


spud can, which is a frequent cause of geotechnical failure. Note, however, that geotechnical 


failure can also occur before undermining takes place. 


 


Finally, scour development is dependent on the local soil conditions. The consequences of 


the above dependencies are that the workability of different type of jack-ups can vary 


between sites and seasons. In each site assessment, the type of jack-up, the local soil 


conditions, the (seasonal) hydrodynamic climate and the expected penetration depth should 


be carefully taken into account (De Sonneville et al., 2010). 


7.9.2 OSCAR software 


In order to derive local scour components due to the presence of the spud cans on the 


seabed in HKNWFZ, the Deltares OSCAR software can be used in combination with local 


hydrodynamic conditions observed at HKNWFZ.  


 


The OSCAR-software is developed within the framework of JIP OSCAR, a Joint Industry 


Project together with the offshore drilling industry on the topic of “Offshore SCour And 


Remedial measures” (T. C. Raaijmakers et al., 2013). For the development of this software 


first an extensive laboratory test program was performed with various spud can shapes, 


hydrodynamic conditions, structure orientations and penetration depths. These test results 


were used to develop scour prediction formulas which are implemented in the OSCAR 


software. A screenshot of this software is shown in Figure 7.19.  
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Figure 7.19 Screenshot of OSCAR-software for scour predictions and design of mitigating measures. 


 


The three typical spud can types that are used for the example computations are described 


below: 


 


 OSCAR structure type I:  


o Round; diameter of 16.5m with notches for chord connection 


o Top part: conical with stiffeners connecting chord and spud cans 


o  Bottom part: conical with angle of 10° 


 OSCAR structure type II: 


o Hexagonal; with notches for chord connection 


o Top part: plate angle 25° 


o Bottom part: plate angle of 10° 


 OSCAR structure type III: 


o Round; diameter of 16 m and without cut-outs for chord connections 


o Skirt with a length of 3.0 m 


7.9.3 Example computations for scour depth around spud cans 


In order to determine the scour potential around spud cans for a location in HKNWFZ, the 


OSCAR-software is used to simulate scour development around three example spud can 


types, with standard dimensions, for a period of one year starting August 1
st
, 2006 (a year 


that included a heavy storm). For this analysis the same location as used for the monopile 


scour predictions (Section 7.5) is selected. 


 


In the OSCAR software scour depths are calculated for multiple locations around the spud 


can. Since wave directions can vary and storms can originate from different directions it is 


chosen to present only the most severe scour depth calculated with the OSCAR software. In 


addition, the influence of penetration depth and, related to that, obstruction height, is 


assessed by choosing two initial spud can penetration depths for each structure type.  
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Figure 7.20 Three Spud can types available in the OSCAR-software; counter clockwise starting from the top, the 


following types are identified: OSCAR Structure I, OSCAR Structure II and OSCAR Structure III. 


 


The first penetration depth is representative for the situation where full-base contact cannot 


be achieved; this is often the case in stiff, sandy soils. Geotechnical site assessments should 


reveal whether such limited penetrations depths would be possible for HKNWFZ. For the 


spud can, this limited penetration depth will mean that some undermining of the spud is 


already present at the start of operations. Note that for spud can type III (with skirts), 


undermining indicates failure and therefore a penetration depth is chosen just above the 


skirts. 


 


The second penetration depth is chosen such that the spud can makes full base contact with 


the seabed and undermining will only be present if some scour has occurred.  


 


Calculation results of scour depths for the various spud can types are depicted in Figure 7.21. 


The figure shows that for spud can Type III deeper scour holes are to be expected at smaller 


penetration depths. Two factors are of importance in relation to the increase in scour depth. 


Firstly, a smaller penetration depth will mean an increased obstruction height of the spud can, 


causing larger scour depths. Secondly, a smaller penetration depth provides a small 


tolerance to scour before undermining occurs, while the predicted scour is actually larger. 


A too shallow penetration depth is best illustrated with the solid blue and red line in Figure 


7.21, representing OSCAR Type I. Here a penetration depth of only 0.5 m is assumed while 


the predicted scour around the structure approaches a similar value within the observed 


period. In this case the spud can is completely undermined and will resettle in the formed 


scour hole or even failure due to tilting of the jack-up platform may occur. Note that for Types 


I and II a deeper penetration depth causes some turbulence-inducing elements, such as the 


stiffener plates (Type I) and the nodges (Type II), to be closer to the seabed, resulting in 


deeper, but also more locally pronounced, scour holes. 


 


If the timescales of scour development are assessed for the considered spud can designs, 


then it can be concluded that for most installation activities with jack-up platforms (with a 


duration not exceeding a few days) scour will not be problematic. For longer stays on site (in 


the order of months), it is strongly recommended to consider scour and apply scour protection 


I 


II 


III 
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when deemed necessary. Note that during storm conditions, time scales of scour 


development may be significantly faster. In case of jack-up operations without scour 


protection, it is therefore recommended to be cautious when storms are predicted. 


 


 
Figure 7.21 Calculated example scour depths for three spud can types with two different penetration depths using 


the OSCAR software. 


7.10 Edge scour around scour protections 


In Chapter 8 several scour protection methods are presented to mitigate against scour 


development that was the topic of this chapter. However, even when a scour protection is 


applied to keep the sediment around the foundation in place, still erosion of the seabed 


surrounding the scour protection can occur. This is referred to as edge scour (see also right 


picture Figure 7.22) and it is caused by a pair of “contra-rotative vortices” (Petersen et al., 


2015). Deepest edge scour holes will develop downstream of the scour protection with 


respect to the dominant flow condition. In HKNWFZ the flood velocities are dominant over the 


ebb velocities, causing edge scour to occur north-northeast of the scour protection. This tidal 


asymmetry is also responsible for the migration direction of the sand waves in NNE-direction. 
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Figure 7.22 (Left) Flow patterns around a monopile with a scour protection [after Petersen et al. (2015)]; (right) 


example of an edge scour hole that developed around a monopile with scour protection in Egmond aan 


Zee Offshore Wind Farm. 


 


Edge scour is dependent on the following parameters: 


 


The height of the scour protection relative to ambient seabed level 


For higher scour protections the edge scour holes will become deeper. For static scour 


protections applied following Scour Mitigation Strategy BS edge scour holes may exceed 


depths of 3 m. For dynamic scour protections (BS) the edge scour depth in HKN is expected 


to reach depths between 2 and 3 m, whereas single grading scour protections installed into a 


scour hole (CS) will only cause edge scour depths in the order of 1 m. Although higher scour 


protections provide more tolerance for deformation of the protection, they will have a negative 


impact on edge scour depth. 


 


The extent of the scour protection 


The strength of the hydrodynamic loads on the seabed will reduce with increasing distance 


from the monopile. A relatively simple solution to reduce the edge scour depth is therefore to 


extend the scour protection in the direction of the expected edge scour. 


 


The roughness and permeability of the scour protection 


Larger rocks will generate more turbulence and hence a larger sediment pick-up capacity. 


When larger rocks are applied, it is always recommended to have a filter layer underneath 


with a much larger extent: this will both keep the edge scour hole away from the foundation 


and reduces the edge scour depth. Permeable scour protections such as artificial frond mats 


are expected to generate smaller gradients in transverse direction.  


 


Seabed morphodynamics 


Since edge scour is very sensitive to the protection height, lowering seabeds are also very 


important to consider. After all, when the ambient seabed lowers, the apparent protection 


height increases and edge scour will also increase. Especially in lowering seabeds it is 


important to avoid the edge scour sectors with the electricity cables because of large free-


spanning risks. 
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Tidal current velocity 


Similar to local scour, edge scour is sensitive to the current velocity. For similar foundation 


and scour protection designs edge scour depths will be much larger in UK waters than in the 


German Bight: HKN can be characterized as a moderate edge scour climate. 


 


Tidal asymmetry 


In a perfectly symmetrical tide two relatively small edge scour holes will develop on both sides 


along the tidal axis. In asymmetrical tides, much deeper edge scour holes will develop at the 


downstream side of the dominant tide. In HKN, the largest edge scour holes are therefore 


expected in the north, where the larger tidal asymmetry is present. This asymmetry is also the 


main reason for the faster migration of sand waves in the north.  


 


Edge scour typically develops slower than local scour. A nice dataset of edge scour 


development in time was collected in a research project for Egmond Offshore Wind Farm. It 


shows the edge scour development (yellow-orange-red-colours just outside the protected 


areas) for the period 2006-2013. Based on these plots it can be concluded that equilibrium is 


reached within 8-10 years after installation. The shape of the edge scour hole clearly 


resembles the hydrodynamic load pattern of the contra-rotative vortices depicted in Figure 


7.23. In this wind farm, the falling apron behaviour of the filter layer is capable of preventing 


the edge scour hole from migrating into armour layer. Growth of the edge scour hole only 


occurs away from the pile. 


 


Knowing that the edge scour holes will mainly develop at the NNE-side in HKNWFZ and that 


the edge scour depth will typically exceed the cable burial depth, it is recommended to avoid 


cable connections in the sector between 320 and 80°N (clockwise) or additional measures 


are recommended to be taken. 


 
Figure 7.23 (Left) Flow patterns around a monopile with a scour protection [after Petersen et al. (2015)]; (right) 


example of edge scour holes that developed around a monopile with scour protection in Egmond aan 


Zee Offshore Wind Farm. 
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In conclusion:  


The smallest edge scour depths can be expected for foundations in the southern part of HKN, 


in sand wave troughs, with Strategy BR or CR and scour protection methods with limited 


height and/or roughness (such as mattresses, gabions, artificial seaweed or dynamic scour 


protection with elongated filter layers in NNE-direction). Largest edge scour depths are to be 


expected for foundations in the northern part of HKNWFZ, situated on sand wave crests, with 


Strategy BL and scour protection methods with a large height and/or roughness (large armour 


rocks or a large layer thickness of a single grading).  


 


Edge scour holes are expected to take about 5-10 years to reach their dynamic equilibrium 


depths. 
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8 Scour protection methods  


8.1 Introduction 


When Scour Mitigation Strategy B or C is selected, then several scour protection methods 


can be applied to prevent scour around offshore foundations. This chapter presents first the 


design requirements for a proper scour protection (Section 8.2) and then provides a list of 


(other) criteria that can be used to weigh one method against the other (Section 8.3). Without 


knowing the scour mitigation strategy, the exact foundation locations, building schedules (e.g. 


in relation to required weather windows for the equipment used), preferred budget allocation 


in time (CAPEX vs OPEX: spending more during the construction phase or accepting higher 


maintenance costs), available construction equipment within the developing consortium etc., 


the optimum scour protection method cannot be selected. A detailed design will always be 


required in later design stages. An optimized scour protection design is often achieved by 


means of physical model testing. 


 


In the remaining sections of this chapter the most common protection methods, going from 


the most often applied scour protections consisting of loose rock (Sections 8.4) to alternative 


methods (Sections 8.5), are presented. Since it is very likely that eco-friendly (or nature-


inclusive) scour protection measures will be prescribed for a certain part of the scour 


protections in the Site Decision for HKNWFZ (“Kavelbesluit” in Dutch), a separate section 


discusses the state-of-the-art of applying such measures in scour or cable protections 


(Section 8.6). Please note that this field of research is still in its infancy; more research will be 


executed in the coming years before HKNWFZ will actually be developed. 


 


For each scour protection method some advantages and points of attention are addressed 


without trying to be exhaustive. In Section 8.8 a design approach for scour protections 


consisting of loose rock will be demonstrated for monopiles, taking into account spatially 


varying rock stability, deformation and seabed morphodynamics. The result will consist of 


maps illustrating suitable rock gradings and recommended scour protection volumes for the 


entire HKNWFZ. 


 


All presented values in this study should be considered as best estimate values without any 


safety factors included (except for some safety when considering falling apron behaviour); 


they should be verified in a later design stage. The choice for best estimate values is based 


on the idea that the developers are most interested in realistic numbers at this stage without 


being overly conservative. No rights can be derived from the presented values in this study, 


although utmost care was taken in compiling this study.  


 


Please note that on many of the presented scour methods extensive research including a 


large scale model test campaign is performed at present within the framework of Joint-


Industry-Project HaSPro (JIP HaSPro). Scale model tests are being performed on three 


different model scales. New design formulae and guidelines are being developed in this 


project by a large consortium of ~20 companies representing the entire value chain of the 


offshore wind industry. This project also contains a separate work package on eco-friendly 


scour protections. 
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8.2 Design requirements for a scour protection 


Once it is decided that a scour protection is required, the designer has to choose between 


different scour protection methods. The most commonly applied scour protection method is a 


protection consisting of a number of  layers of rock. The knowledge level and field experience 


is most extensive for this method. However, many alternatives exist of which a selection is 


presented in this study. Regardless of the selected method, it should fulfil three technical 


requirements (see also Figure 8.1): 


 


1 External stability 


2 Internal stability 


3 Flexibility 


 


 
Figure 8.1 Illustrations of the three technical requirements of a scour protection: 1) external stability, 2) internal 


stability and 3) flexibility. 


 


The first requirement of “external stability” refers to the stability of the top layer against the 


hydraulic loads. In the case of a scour protection consisting of loose rock, the rocks need to 


be sufficiently heavy to resist the wave- and current-induced flows that are amplified by the 


presence of the structure. These rocks have an armouring function and are therefore referred 


to as “armour layer”. For this armour layer two different external stability approaches can be 


followed, as shown in Figure 8.2. In the left picture a statically stable scour protection is 


depicted, which means that the armour rocks will remain stable under hydraulic conditions up 


to the design condition (for a wind turbine foundation typically a storm with a return period of 


50 years); see Section 8.4.1.  


 


In the right picture a dynamically stable scour protection is presented. According to this 


design concept, armour rocks are allowed to move under the larger waves and even 


deformation is allowed as long as the underlying filter layer does not become exposed; see 


also Section 8.4.2. The current design practice aims at further optimizing this dynamic design 


concept, which allows for smaller and hence cheaper rock gradings in the armour layer, but 


also implies that rocks close to the pile can move quite heavily. One could also consider to 


combine the armour and filter functionality in one single layer (Section 8.4.3). 


 


The stability of different rock gradings will be demonstrated for both dynamically stable 


concepts in Section 8.8. 
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Figure 8.2 (Left) A statically stable scour protection; (right) a dynamically stable scour protection that is allowed to 


deform to some extent. 


 


The second requirement refers to the ability of the scour protection to prevent material 


escaping from within the protection itself or from the layer underneath. In the case of a rock 


protection, this would result in the need of at least one filter layer consisting of smaller rocks 


to prevent the escaping of the underlying seabed sediment (“winnowing” or “suction removal” 


of sediment) that has to be placed underneath the armour layer. The requirement of internal 


stability also refers to each individual layer itself. The smaller particles in a rock grading 


should not be able to escape from the rock layer. A practical rule-of-thumb tells that the 


grading width (D85/D15) should not become larger than 10-12. This rule-of-thumb should be 


obeyed by all rock layers. 


 


The third requirement refers to flexibility. Erosion of the seabed surrounding the scour 


protection can still occur even when the seabed close to the structure is protected. This is 


referred to as edge scour (see also right picture in Figure 8.2) and it is caused by a pair of 


“contra-rotating vortices” that will develop downstream of the scour protection with respect to 


the dominant flow condition, as was explained in Section 7.10.  


 


Besides edge scour, seabed lowering may also be related to autonomous large-scale 


morphological processes (i.e. for HKN due to migrating sand waves). The difference between 


both lowering processes is that whereas large-scale morphological processes cause a 


lowering all around the scour protection, edge scour is often focused in certain sectors. For 


both cases, the scour protection should be able to follow this seabed lowering at the edges by 


deforming without completely failing. For a rock protection this would result in filter rocks 


rolling down and protecting the side slope at the edges of the scour protection. This is 


referred to as “falling apron behaviour” (right image in Figure 8.2). The commonly applied 


solution for rock protections to obey the flexibility-criterion is to increase the extent of the filter 


layer to allow for some sacrifice of filter rocks to a falling apron. For single-graded scour 


protections (discussed in Section 8.3), this additional extent applies to the entire layer 


thickness, but since this layer thickness is generally larger compared to a filter layer, the 


additional extent will be smaller (illustrated with an example in Section 8.8.4). Note that the 


increase in extent to counteract edge scour may be limited to certain sectors, resulting in 


elliptical shapes of the filter layer or single-graded layer. 


8.3 Evaluation criteria for selection of scour protection method 


Without knowledge on selected foundation type, exact location, contractor’s offshore 


equipment and utilities preferences with respect to balancing CAPEX vs. OPEX, the optimum 


scour protection method cannot be determined in this study. Instead a (non-exhaustive) list of 


criteria that can be used by the developer when selecting a scour protection method is 


presented. In this study the scour protection methods are not scored quantitatively on these 


criteria, because these scores will depend on many unknown variables at this stage. Some 


remarks, however, will be made at each individual scour protection method. 
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The following (non-exhaustive) list of criteria can be used to evaluate protection methods: 


 


1. Hydraulic stability (external and internal) 


The most obvious criterion, because the scour protection should at least be able to 


survive the hydrodynamic loads. We refer both to design storm loads (wave-dominated 


conditions) as well as milder normal conditions (often current-dominated) that might 


gradually change the shape of the surrounding seabed, leading to different hydrodynamic 


load patterns on the protection. 


2. Robustness / Durability (lifetime in marine environment) 


How robust and durable is the mitigating measure for the design lifetime? 


3. Installability 


Is the mitigating measure easily installable or is dedicated equipment required? Can the 


protection be installed after installation of the foundation? Even after cable installation? Or 


after scour has developed (in case of Strategy C)? Or does the method also allow for pre-


installation and piling through the scour protection, without compromising its performance. 


4. Survivability of events that are more severe than the design event 


Scour protections for wind turbine foundations are in most cases designed for a storm 


event with a return period of 50 years; scour protections for an Offshore High Voltage 


Station for a storm event with a return period of 100 years. But what will happen in case 


of a more extreme event: will there be any resilience in the system? If not, should a safety 


factor be considered? 


5. Cost (qualitative) 


How cost-efficient is this method relative to the other mitigating measures? Will the costs 


mainly be made in the construction phase (CAPEX) or is regular maintenance expected 


(OPEX)? 


6. Interaction with seabed morphology (flexibility) 


Is this method effective in preventing a further decrease of the bed level in case of a 


lowering seabed (Strategy BL and CL)? 


7. Interaction with cable protection 


Does the scour protection method have to provide safety to the electricity cable against 


dropped and dragged objects or is the cable equipped with its own protection system? 


8. Tailor-made solutions (customizability / adaptability) 


Does this mitigating method allow for tailor-made layouts, adapting to difficult structural 


shapes, steep seabed slopes and/or complex areas where a lot of cables are connected?  


9. Environmental impact 


Are the used materials environmentally friendly? Or will the mitigating measures even 


increase the biodiversity in the wind parks as a positive side effect? 


10. Side effects (unwanted) 


The presence of mitigating measures can cause flow disturbance in itself, resulting in 


edge scour development as an unwanted side effect. In general, the smoother and flatter 


a mitigating measure is, the smaller the side effects. Mitigating measures that create 


smoother gradients in sediment transport to the surrounding seabed also are effective in 


reducing edge scour. 


11. Monitoring 


Is it possible to properly monitor the scour protection? Could something happen to the 


seabed below the scour protection without being able to observe this? In general smaller 


elements (loose rock, bags) will always have a connection with the underlying seafloor. 


Larger elements like mattresses, geotubes and rock-filled mesh bags can have gaps 


underneath and in between that are difficult to monitor. 
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12. Effects on decommissioning 


Is it possible to remove the mitigating measures when the wind park has to be 


decommissioned? Is there a risk that un-natural elements will remain at the seafloor? Or 


are the expected ecological effects so beneficial that it would be unrecommended to 


remove the scour protection at the end of the lifetime of the wind farm? 


13. Proven method 


Is there a lot of experience with the mitigating measure and application in an offshore 


environment, preferably under similar conditions?  


8.4 Scour protections consisting of loose rock 


8.4.1 Statically stable scour protection 


In a fully static scour protection, the armour rocks are designed such that they remain stable 


for hydraulic conditions up to the design condition. For the application around offshore wind 


foundations, such a static design requirement typically results in a very conservative and safe 


design with armour rock gradings in the order of 60-300 kg or larger.  


 


The use of large armour rock has several drawbacks. Due to the use of a large armour rock 


grading, it is well possible that more than two rock layers are required to fulfil the internal 


stability requirement. It also requires a larger total protection height resulting in an increased 


potential for edge scour and larger rock volumes. The rocks are also located higher in the 


water column and have a larger roughness compared to a design with a smaller armour 


grading. These two factors will increase the hydraulic load on the armour layer (see also 


Section 4.10). In case of large armour rocks it is typically not possible to drive a monopile 


through the protection, meaning that the largest rock gradings cannot be installed before pile 


installation.  


  


Of the different rock protection methods, a static scour protection is least feasible for a 


lowering seabed. The larger stickup height of the protection together with a lowering seabed 


increases the exposure to waves and currents. This method is also least suitable for the 


monitor and react strategy (Strategy C). Installation of multiple (separated) rock layers in an 


already developed scour hole is very difficult. 


 


A static design can generally be replaced by a dynamic protection when it is correctly 


validated using model tests. The suitability of a static scour protection design for the different 


scour protection strategies is shown in Table 8.1. 


 


Bs Br Bl Cs Cr Cl 


+ + - -- -- -- 


Table 8.1 Suitability of a static scour protection design for the different scour protection strategies (B and C) in 


case of a stable (S), rising (R) and lowering (L) seabed. 


8.4.2 Dynamically stable scour protection with two gradings of loose rock 


A dynamic stability-based approach implies that stone movement is allowed under 


intermediate to severe conditions, as long as a minimum layer thickness is maintained. In this 


section the classical two layer rock protection applied as a dynamic scour protection will be 


discussed. It usually has a smaller armour grading compared to a fully static protection. This 


results in a smaller protection height (resulting in less hydrodynamic loading) and smaller rock 


volumes. In some cases it is possible to pre-install the scour protection before installing the 


monopile through both the filter and armour layer. This typically depends on the used grading 


size and the available equipment.  
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For a dynamic scour protection, some deformation is expected under the design conditions. 


Therefore it is advised to verify and optimise the design by means of physical model testing. 


A typical two layer scour protection with filter rock (grey) and armour rock (red) is visualised in 


in the left picture of Figure 8.3. The right picture of Figure 8.3 shows a deformation pattern as 


observed in a physical model tests after occurrence of the design condition: deformation in 


the wake of the pile and at two upstream areas at the sides of the pile. After such a storm it is 


generally required that some armour rock layers should still be present on top of the filter 


layer. For the entire HKNWFZ the storm-induced deformation will be assessed for a range of 


typical rock gradings used as dynamically stable protection in Section 8.8.3. 


 


 
Figure 8.3 (Left) An example of a scale model test for scour protection consisting of loose rock: a top layer of red 


rock (armour layer) and a bottom layer of black rock (filter layer); (right) a 3D-bathymetry map after test 


execution. 


 


In case of seabed lowering related to autonomous large-scale morphological processes, the 


filter layer of such a protection should form a falling apron, covering the downward slopes 


around the scour protection. This falling apron behaviour is visualised in Figure 8.4. To allow 


for falling apron behaviour, the extent and/or layer thickness of the filter layer is increased. 


Note that to counteract autonomous seabed lowering the extent/thickness of the filter layer 


needs to be increased along the entire perimeter, whereas to counteract edge scour the 


extent/thickness only needs to be increased in the sectors where edge scour is expected. 


 


 
Figure 8.4 Falling apron of the filter layer, covering the slopes around the protection after a lowering of the 


surrounding seabed. 


 


The suitability of a dynamic two layer scour protection design for the different scour protection 


strategies is shown in Table 8.2. 
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Bs Br Bl Cs Cr Cl 


++ ++ + - - - 


Table 8.2 Suitability of a dynamic two layer scour protection design for the different scour protection strategies (B 


and C) in case of a stable (S), rising (R) and lowering (L) seabed. 


8.4.3 Dynamically stable scour protection with a single grading of loose rock 


This type of bed protection consists of smaller stones placed as just one wide grading on the 


seabed. Therefore, the construction method is relatively easy but the required volume can be 


larger. One also needs to account for more deformation, survey inspections and, potentially, 


maintenance activities, especially after occurrence of the more severe storm events. 


 


The requirements on the dimensions of the single rock grading are generally very tight and 


provide not much room for modifications. This is mainly due to the fact that a single wide 


grading needs to fulfil all three main requirements within one rock grading, which are in 


essence contradictory: external stability asks for larger rocks, while internal stability puts limits 


on the maximum rock size and the grading width. To overcome this contradiction often a 


higher rock density is chosen (e.g. eclogite with a solid rock density of >3000kg/m
3
 instead of 


the more common granite with a rock density of ~2650 kg/m
3
). A commonly used single 


grading is a 3-9” High Density grading. The sand tightness is one of the critical issues for a 


single grading scour protection. Often the filter rules cannot be strictly followed creating the 


risk that sand might escape through the scour protection. This issue is often mitigated by 


increasing the layer thickness. 


 


Compared to the other rock protection methods, a single graded scour protection is generally 


the most suitable method to be applied in the monitor and react strategy (Strategy C). In this 


strategy, first some scour development is allowed. At the right time a single wide rock grading 


is then installed inside the scour hole. Due to the sheltering of the rock, the stability is 


improved and the winnowing potential of the system is reduced. This scour protection method 


can also account for a large seabed level lowering by forming a falling apron at the side 


slopes of the protection. Figure 8.5 shows an example of a physical model test result for a 


scour protection installed according to Strategy C in a highly morphodynamic area. A 


summary for the suitability for the different scour mitigation strategies is included in Table 8.3.  


 


Note that it needs to be verified whether a single grading can actually be applied at the 


chosen foundation type and foundation locations in HKN. Some winnowing close to the pile 


may have to be accepted. Indicative computations for a 3-9” Normal Density and High 


Density grading are provided in Section 8.8.3.  


 


Bs Br Bl Cs Cr Cl 


+ + + + + + 


Table 8.3 Suitability of a dynamic single layer scour protection design for the different scour protection strategies 


(B and C) in case of a stable (S), rising (R) and lowering (L) seabed. 
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Figure 8.5  Scale model test of a single-graded scour protection installed in a pre-developed scour hole (Strategy 


C) that experiences a lowering of the surrounding seabed to simulate monopiles that are installed in a 


morphodynamic area. 


8.5 Alternative scour protection methods 


8.5.1 Artificial vegetation 


Artificial vegetation or frond mats consist of two 


components: self-buoyant fronds (flexible thin 


polypropylene strips with a density of about 900 kg/m
3
) 


and an anchoring system. The anchoring system can 


be made in several forms such as a concrete block 


mattress, ballasted tubes around the mats edges or a 


series of holding anchors. Figure 8.6 shows an 


illustration of a rectangular frond mat. 


 


The buoyant fronds dissipate wave and current energy 


close to the seabed. This reduces the velocities near 


the seabed and, consequently, also the local sediment 


transport capacity. The seabed material transported 


from the surrounding seabed towards the frond mat 


becomes trapped and deposits. 


 


Recently physical model tests have been performed for the frond mat concept around a 


Suction Bucket Jacket and a monopile (see Figure 8.7 for a monopile test). The left picture in 


this figure shows the frond mats after installation and the right picture after a storm condition. 


Sedimentation within the frond field can be observed. Note that in the situation with a drained 


basin, the fronds are lying down (as is the case in Figure 8.7); when the basin is submerged 


they will have a more upright position and move along with the flow.   


 


 


 


Figure 8.6 Illustration of a frond mat 


[source: www.sscsystems.com] 
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Figure 8.7 Example of a scale model test for scour protection consisting of frond mats (artificial seaweed). 


 


There is currently limited practical experience with frond mats around offshore wind 


foundations; more experience is available as protection of line infrastructure. It is therefore 


currently under investigation (in JIP HaSPro) under which conditions fronds are able to 


prevent scour and trap sediment in the areas close to a structure. Frond mats are typically not 


considered as a pre-installed scour protection (i.e. installation on the seabed before the pile is 


driven), because the mats might disintegrate when a pile is driven through. And pre-installing 


mats, while leaving an unprotected centre area for the foundation to be installed, typically 


leaves gaps between mats and foundation, which are vulnerable to scour. For a post-installed 


scour protection it is recommended to ensure a tight fit between the frond mats and the 


monopile, e.g. by deploying dedicated frond mat shapes or partially overlapping frond mats to 


close off remaining gaps. 


 


Frond mats are mainly suitable for areas with a stable seabed; they are generally not suitable 


to protect in cases of large seabed level lowering. Installing mattresses in a pre-developed 


scour hole is also complicated due to sliding of the mattress into the scour hole.  


 


Fronds can be a suitable solution for Strategy B, when the proper frond mat design is 


selected. Precise placement in a pre-developed scour hole is more difficult and in a situation 


of a lowering seabed, gaps might develop in between the mattresses. A summary of the 


suitability for the different protection strategies is included in Table 8.4. 


 


Bs Br Bl Cs Cr Cl 


+ + 0 - - - 


Table 8.4 Suitability of frond mats for the different scour protection strategies (B and C) in case of a stable (S), 


rising (R) and lowering (L) seabed. 


8.5.2 Concrete block mattresses 


A block mattress consists of a matrix of concrete blocks connected to each other (usually with 


a polypropylene rope or a geotextile). Block mattresses are very common in protection of 


hydraulic boundaries, such as river beds, embankments, flow outlets, etc. An example of a 


full scale mattress is given in Figure 8.8. Block mattresses are characterised by their flexibility 


(ability to follow some edge scour), permeability (open to water flow and wave pressures) and 


relatively small obstruction height which results in only limited edge scour.  The concrete 


block mattress is kept in place by its relatively large own weight. The individual block height 


can be altered based on the hydrodynamic design condition. Eco-friendly variations are being 


developed to this concept to enhance the ecological value (Section 8.6). 
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Figure 8.8 Example of a full scale block mattress [source: www.maccaferri.com]. 


 


Concrete block mattress cover – apart from the gaps between neighbouring blocks – the 


seabed and therefore prevent scour. However, seabed sediment can easily be washed out 


through the gaps of the mattress. Therefore, one should consider to use a geotextile or a filter 


layer underneath to guarantee the sand tightness of the scour protection.  


 


Concrete block mattresses are typically not considered as a pre-installed scour protection, 


because the mattresses might disintegrate when a pile is driven through. For a post-installed 


scour protection it is recommended to ensure a tight fit between the concrete block 


mattresses and the monopile, e.g. by deploying dedicated mattress shapes. One of the 


critical points for block mattress is the small installation tolerance. When small gaps are 


present in between the mattresses, sand can escape resulting in progressive scour around 


the structure. Especially around complex or circular structures, these small gaps are hard to 


prevent due to the rectangular shapes of the blocks.  


 


Figure 8.9 shows this scour development around the pile with some block mattresses hanging 


down inside a scour hole. Note that this amount of scour is far less compared to an 


unprotected situation. Because of the small installation tolerances, these mattresses are also 


less suitable to protect against seabed lowering and to be installed inside a pre-developed 


scour hole (Strategy C). For cable crossings, however, concrete block mattresses are among 


the most widely used solutions. 


 


  
Figure 8.9 Example of a physical model test result of block mattresses around a monopile foundation before a test 


(left) and after. The small gaps between the mattresses close to the pile have led to some scour 


development. 


 


A summary for the suitability for the different protection strategies is included in Table 8.5. 
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Bs Br Bl Cs Cr Cl 


0 0 - -- -- -- 


Table 8.5 Suitability of concrete block mattresses for the different scour protection strategies (B and C) in case of 


a stable (S), rising (R) and lowering (L) seabed. 


 


To overcome the challenges related to the rectangular shape of a block mattress, currently 


new variations to this concept are being developed that ensure a tighter with a circular 


foundation such as a monopile; see Figure 8.10. Such concepts can be very promising for 


locations with severe hydrodynamic loads, but they still need to be validated for their 


interaction with mobile and morphodynamic seabeds. 


 


 
Figure 8.10 Scour protection concept consisting of concrete block mattresses with a dedicated shape to ensure a 


tight fit to a monopile foundation that is currently being developed [source: www.subcon.com] 


8.5.3 Gabions 


A gabion mattress is a series of steel wire mesh cells filled with rocks. Gabion mattresses are 


very common in protection of hydraulic boundaries, especially in high flow velocity conditions 


or under wave attack. Main (hydraulic) applications are river banks, channel linings and flow 


outlets. Gabion mattresses are relatively permeable (very open to water).  


 


Currently gabion mattresses are seldomly applied in the offshore environment. Nevertheless 


it could be a promising solution to prevent scour around offshore structures or cable 


crossings, as they are also applied as erosion mitigating system in many non-offshore 


protections. They resemble filter units (mesh bags filled with rocks, see Section 8.5.5), which 


are more frequently applied for protecting/stabilizing cables and pipelines. Compared to a 


typically applied rock protection layer, a gabion mattress as a scour protection method has 


the advantage of being a relatively thin protection resulting in less edge scour. Furthermore, 


enclosing rocks by a wire mesh is advantageous for the stability while still remaining 


permeable. One of the challenges is the need for precise installation to prevent unprotected 


areas and the washout of sediment. Also one should ensure the sand tightness through the 


gabions itself (winnowing) by for example applying a geotextile underneath the gabions. An 


illustration of gabions placed around a monopile in a scale model is shown in Figure 8.11. 


The lower two photos show design optimizations to reduce the loss of sediment close to the 


pile by either tailor-made shapes or double-layered, staggered patterns. 
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Figure 8.11 Example of gabions applied around a monopile in physical model tests: (top left) the situation as 


installed in a single layer; (top right) resulting erosion close to the monopile caused by an intentional 


small installation tolerance; (lower left) optimized design by tailored shapes to ensure a closer fit to the 


monopile; (lower right) gabions installed in a double layer close to the monopile in a staggered pattern. 


 


Gabions are typically not considered as a pre-installed scour protection, because gabions 


might disintegrate when a pile is driven through. For a post-installed scour protection it is 


recommended to ensure a tight fit between the gabions and the monopile, e.g. by deploying 


dedicated gabion shapes. Due to the limited experience with gabions in the offshore market, it 


is still uncertain how they will function as a scour protection on a flat and stable seabed. It will 


be even more complicated to apply this method in situations with a lowering seabed or a pre-


developed scour hole (Strategy C). A summary for the suitability for the different protection 


strategies is included in Table 8.6. 


 


Bs Br Bl Cs Cr Cl 


0 0 - -- -- -- 


Table 8.6 Suitability of block mattresses for the different scour protection strategies (B and C) in case of a stable (S), 


rising (R) and lowering (L) seabed. 


8.5.4 Geotubes and Geocontainers  


GeoTubes are large fabric cells that are filled when installed on-site with dredged soil. 


GeoContainers are large fabric cells containing large quantities of dredged soil and dropped 


into the open water to form underwater berms, dikes or other earthen structures. They are 


manufactured from high-strength geotextiles and assembled by means of a special seaming 


technique. They can be installed offshore with split barges. The filling material of these tubes 


is cheap and usually widely available. The fabric provides filter capacity to prevent washout of 


seabed sediment. Installation of these tubes does require dedicated dredging equipment. Due 


to the rather large elements, the development of edge scour may be more severe. It is still 
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unknown whether these elements may slide or roll when the surrounding seabed is lowering. 


An example of the installation of a Geotubes is shown in Figure 8.12. 


 


Geocontainers have already been applied as scour protection for the monopile foundations in 


Amrumbank West, Germany in 2013. For the original rock protection design of this wind farm, 


it was not possible to drive a monopile through. Therefore geotextile containers filled with 1m
3
 


of sand were installed in two layers (Müller and Saathoff, 2015). 


 


  
Figure 8.12 Illustration of installation of a GeoTube with a split barge [source: 


www.mpsmaine.com/pdf/geotube_marine.pdf]. 


 


Geotubes can be a suitable solution for both Strategy B and C. It is uncertain how these units 


will function in case of a seabed lowering. A summary for the suitability for the different 


protection strategies is included in Table 8.7. 


 


Bs Br Bl Cs Cr Cl 


+ + 0 + + 0 


Table 8.7 Suitability of geotubes/geocontainers for the different scour protection strategies (B and C) in case of a 


stable (S), rising (R) and lowering (L) seabed. 


8.5.5 Rock-filled mesh bags 


Somewhat similar to gravel bags (see the next section), but generally applied as larger units 


and with more open bag material, are the so-called mesh bags filled with rock. Such bags 


consist of a mesh structure, made of synthetic fibre material, which is filled with crushed rock, 


see Figure 8.13. Mesh material that is suitable for marine applications is made of nylon, which 


is reported to be flexible, weather-resistant, rot proof and has a durability under UV exposure 


of 1 to 30 years. 


 


The mesh bags can already be prepared onshore. The mesh material is placed in a 


production frame and then filled with loose rock. Then a lifting rope, which is woven into the 


mesh, is connected to a ring and the bag is closed off. The production frame is lifted up. The 


final step is to transport the units to the offshore site. Standard rock bags are available with 


weights ranging between 2 to 8 tons. The filling often consists of rocks between 50 and 200 


mm and the diameter of one mesh bag is about 2 to 3 m. 


 


The bags have a large stability compared to normal rock. Even if some damage occurs, this 


generally does not result in immediate failure of the protection, since the filling material will 


still provide protection against moderate to severe storms (depending on the water depth, 


wave conditions and location of the protection). 
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Figure 8.13: (left) Example of filter unit (right) illustration of rock bags around a monopile [source: 


www.subseaprotectionsystems.co.uk/images/downloads/Rock%20Filter%20Units%20-%20Offshore.pdf]. 


 


Rock-filled mesh bags can be a suitable solution for both strategy B and C. It is uncertain how 


these bags will function in case of a seabed level lowering. A summary for the suitability for 


the different protection strategies is included in Table 8.8. 


 


Bs Br Bl Cs Cr Cl 


+ + 0 + + 0 


Table 8.8 Suitability of rock-filled mesh bags for the different scour protection strategies (B and C) in case of a 


stable (S), rising (R) and lowering (L) seabed. 


8.5.6 Gravel bags 


Gravel bags are frequently used as temporary scour protection because of degradation in 


time of the bag material, especially for offshore jack-up units. They usually consist of a jute 


bag filled with gravel of 1 to 3 inch, as shown in Figure 8.14. The mass per bag is typically 


between 20 kg and 25 kg because of manual handling. Gravel bags can be handled easily, 


no dedicated vessels are required for installation and their flexibility allows the bags to follow 


almost any shape or path.  


 


Gravel bags combine three essential requirements for scour protection: 


1 Due to the weight and the density of the filling, the gravel bags act as scour protection. 


2 The bag material (jute) has a filter function. In contrast to commonly applied fully 


granular scour protections, an additional filter layer is not needed between sand and 


armour. 


3 If the bags get partially damaged during installation or due to deterioration of the jute 


with time, the filling (loose gravel) becomes exposed to waves and currents. Loose 


gravel is generally less stable than intact gravel bags, but often sufficient as dynamically 


stable (sacrificial) scour protection for a limited period of time and for moderate wave 


conditions.  
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Figure 8.14 (Left) Example of prototype gravel bag with schematised rock filling; (right) example of a test setup 


where the stability of gravel bags was validated against the well-known stability of rocks. 


 


Although frequently used, the stability of gravel bags had not been investigated before 2008. 


Offshore companies have many years of field experience and the impression is that gravel 


bags mostly provide suitable protection, but there is no profound knowledge on design 


aspects such as required volumes, stability criteria for these bags and their applicability as 


protection against anchors and fishnets. In 2008 a limited test program was executed by 


Deltares to determine stability parameters for gravel bags (unpublished research). Since 


gravel bags are typically only applied as temporary scour protection, the suitability for the 


different scour protection strategies is not shown. 


 


Sand bags are a variation to gravel bags, which can be cheaper because of lower cost of the 


filling material (sand instead of gravel). There is one important difference: once the bags are 


damaged the filling material provides no residual strength, because the sand is easily washed 


away. Damage to the bags can be caused by rupture (e.g. anchors or fishnets) or by 


degradation of the bag material in time. Because the drawbacks of sand bags are larger than 


the benefits over gravel bags, gravel bags are always preferred over sand bags. 


8.5.7 Ground Consolidators or Geohooks 


Another scour protection method aimed at trapping seabed sediment is based on so-called 


Ground Consolidators, developed and produced by Geohooks (www.geohooks.nl). This 


method which has not often been applied in offshore conditions consists of open cubes that 


interlock when they are put into place, forming a mattress (see Figure 8.15). Because the 


cubes are open, they can gradually fill up with sand. The resulting layer protects the bed or 


bank below it. Deltares has tested the GCs to see whether they can also be used to protect 


the bed near under- water pipelines and around offshore wind turbines. The tests showed that 


GCs could be a useful remedy in ‘freespan’ conditions.  


 


An advantage of this system is the build-up of a sediment bank, which creates a sort of 


‘natural’ protection. Furthermore the geohooks are very light-weight and the design is flexible: 


almost any shape can be followed. A disadvantage is the fact that the geohooks need to be 


neatly stacked to prevent hooking before installation. They furthermore have limited 


resistance against dragging anchors and fishnets. Another disadvantage is the fact that the 


system might not be sand tight, causing some winnowing when applied around a foundation.   


 


 


wave
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Figure 8.15 (Left) One Geohook; (right) a mattress constructed from Geohooks that was capable of trapping 


sediment in a test with an exposed pipeline performed in Deltares’ Atlantic Basin. 


 


Geohooks are most suitable for Strategy C because the winnowing potential is reduced when 


the protection is installed in a more sheltered scour hole. For a flat seabed and in case of a 


potential lowering, the winnowing issue is considered to be larger making this method less 


applicable. A summary for the suitability for the different protection strategies is included in 


Table 8.9. 


 


Bs Br Bl Cs Cr Cl 


0 0 0 + + 0 


Table 8.9 Suitability of Geohooks for the different scour protection strategies (B and C) in case of a stable (S), 


rising (R) and lowering (L) seabed; note that the application as cable crossing is much more 


straightforward. 


8.5.8 Mattresses of rubber tyres 


Another scour protection method consists of (recycled) rubber tyres tied together in a 


mattress or combined in a net, see Figure 8.16. The theoretical background is still limited, but 


some good experiences have been reported from Scroby Sands (a wind park that is known 


for its long struggle against scour). The shape of the tyres is claimed by the manufacturer to 


be very effective in trapping sediment; for current-dominated conditions around foundations it 


still needs to be investigated whether sediment under the open tyres can be picked up by the 


horseshoe vortex. A disadvantage is the use of rubber in a marine environment.  


 


Rubber tyres are most suitable for Strategy C and less applicable on a flat seabed (because 


of winnowing potential) and in case of a potential lowering (for the same reasons as the 


geohooks). A summary for the suitability for the different protection strategies is included in 


Table 8.10. 


 


Bs Br Bl Cs Cr Cl 


0 0 0 + + 0 


Table 8.10 Suitability of rubber tyres for the different scour protection strategies (B and C) in case of a stable (S), 


rising (R) and lowering (L) seabed. 
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 Figure 8.16 (Left) A mattress of rubber tyres used as a cable protection; (right) a mattress being installed with a 


lifting frame at an offshore wind park (www.scourprevention.com). 


8.6 Eco-friendly scour protections 


8.6.1 The effects of offshore wind developments on ecology 


Offshore wind projects are almost always accompanied by extensive environmental impact 


assessments. Such assessments are mainly focused on potential negative environmental 


impacts, among which are, for example, noise impacts on mammals and fish, collision threat 


to seabirds and potential cumulative effects from changing habitats (Hiscock et al., 2002; 


OSPAR Commission, 2008). In recent years, however, more and more attention is given to 


possible positive environmental impact of the wind farms. Especially the view on scour 


protections is changing, because they act as artificial reefs through providing artificial hard 


substrate habitat and by acting as a marine protected area due to limitation to pressure 


activities such as bottom trawling in the wind park area (Ashley et al., 2014; Langhamer, 


2012).  


 


For practical reasons wind farms are commonly built at locations with a sandy seabed, which 


is also the case for HKN. When the steel structures of offshore wind foundations and scour 


protections consisting of loose rock are added in such environment, their hard substrate 


provide a different habitat, which can affect the composition of marine species occupying the 


area (Hammar et al., 2010). The growth of organisms on the offshore wind structures leads to 


development of hard substrate communities and can be a source of food for many mobile 


species (Andersson & Öhman, 2010). In addition, (artificial) reefs in a sandy environment are 


known to result in an increase in local biodiversity (Coolen et al., 2015). Human activities in 


the North Sea such as bottom trawling have removed hard substrate habitats in the North 


Sea; for example oyster grounds and rocky substrate habitats have largely disappeared (Van 


Duren et al., 2016). The removal of the hard substrates from the sea floor has altered the 


seabed composition which is currently almost exclusively consisting of sand. Thus there is a 


potential for partial restoration of lost habitats by developing new hard substrates in the North 


Sea. When artificial structures are supposed to be colonized by species similar to the species 


that were originally present, it is important that the new structure closely resembles the 


original natural reef structure (Coolen, 2017).   


 


Monitoring of nearby offshore windfarms Offshore Windpark Egmond aan Zee (OWEZ) and 


Prinses Amaliawindpark (PAWP) has proven the presence of many species and a large 


biodiversity, as is summarized in Table 8.11. 
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Wind 
farm 


Species found + ecological observations  References 


OWEZ  
(2006)  
 


- Dominant species: anemones (Sargartia spp.,  Metridium senile) , starfish 
(Asterias rubens and Ophiothrix spp) , sea mat (Conopeum reticulum, small 
crustaceans,  (tubes of) the crustacean Jassa spp. and the ringed tubularia 
Tubularia larynx. Less abundant: Japanese oyster, slipper limpet, barnacles, the 
hydroid and orange crust. No green algae on scour protection 
 
- Biodiversity, density, biomass: 35 species recorded in total on scour protection 
(55 total), 8 new species in 2011, 14 species from 2008 not detected. High 
densities of anemones and starfish. Local biodiversity increased due to increase 
in hard substrate species.  
 
- Fish: pouting, Northsea cod, longspined bullhead. Also, herring, mackerel, 
sprat and sandeel (pelagic), plaice, dab, solenette (demersal). Inside the farm 
increased sole, whiting, striped mullet. 
 
- Alien species: several species including barnacles (Megabalanus coccopoma, 
and Balanus perforates, Elminius modestus), slipper limpet (Crepidula fornicata), 
the Pacific oyster (Crassostrea gigas), skeleton shrimp (Caprella mutica), small 
crustacean (Jassa marmorata), hairy crab (Pilumnus hirtellus) and marine splash 
midge (Telmatogeton japonicus) 
- Other: increased porpoises around the wind farm compared to reference. No 
differences in community between turbines.  


(Bouma & 
Lengkeek, 
2009, 2012; 
Lindeboom et 
al., 2011; 
Smaal et al., 
2017) 


PAWP 
(2008) 
 


- Dominant species: coverage by bryozoa,mainly encrusting bryozoan in both 
years (Conopeum reticulum). Anamone (Metridium senile), mussel (Mytilus 
edulis), tube building worm (Sabellaria spinulosa), small Crustaceans (Balanus 
crenatus, Jassa spp. and  Monocorophium) 
 
- Mobile species:  Starfish (Asterias rubens), sea urchin (Psammechinus 
miliaris),crabs species (Cancer pagurus and  Necora puber, Pagurus 
bernhardus)error 
 
- Fish: butterfish (Pholis gunnellus)after 6 years 
 
- Biodiversity, density, biomass: a total of 41 and average of 18 species was 
found. Species densities were much (factor 100) lower at the scour protection 
than on the monopiles.  Biomass was much lower (factor 20) on scour protection 
than on monopiles. Higher number of species than OWEZ found.  
 
- Other: high densities of empty mussel in both years. Rare nudibranch 
(Onchidoris muricata) identified after 6 years in 1 sample. Amount of sediment 
between rocks increased after 6 years relative to 5 years. 


(Smaal et al., 
2017; Vanagt 
et al., 2014; 
Vanagt et al., 
2013) 


Table 8.11 Overview of observed species in neighbouring wind farms PAWP and OWEZ, illustrating the increased 


biodiversity in offshore windfarms, due to introduction of hard substrate in previously sandy seabeds. 


 


In offshore wind farms two types of hard substrates can be distinguished: vertical steel 


substrates (e.g. monopiles) and rocky substrates of complex shapes (scour protection). The 


growth of organisms on the monopiles or other support structures is often referred to as 


“biofouling”, and many studies exist on this topic based on the experience of both oil and gas 


and offshore wind industries (Forteath et al., 1982; Kerckhof et al., 2010; Krone et al., 2013; 


Venugopalan & Wagh, 1990). The steel structures, however, are very different from the 


natural rocky habitats and cannot replace a natural rocky habitat (Krone et al., 2013).  The 


rocks of scour protections, however, are much more structurally similar to the natural rocky 


habitats and are a more suitable substrate for the ecological restoration and ecological 


development purposes; in fact communities on scour protections around offshore platforms 


have been recorded to overlap strongly with natural rock communities (Coolen, 2017). 
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8.6.2 Nature-inclusive or eco-friendly scour protections 


Scour protections have shown to get colonised by marine organisms and have a potential to 


enhance biodiversity (Bouma & Lengkeek, 2012; Leonhard et al., 2005). They can 


subsequently serve as feeding grounds and their crevices can provide shelter for fish as was 


observed in Horns Rev I (Leonhard et al., 2005). However, potential negative effects on the 


original local often sandy habitat species are also possible. Furthermore, invasive  species 


can potentially use the new artificial habitat as well. Therefore an informed decision is 


important when constructing scour protections with ecological improvements in mind . The 


extent of colonisation of the scour protection by various species depends on the protection 


design and on the environmental factors (Langhamer, 2012). Offshore structures such as 


scour protection can be optimised for ecological purposes through the “nature-inclusive 


design” approach, aiming to increase biodiversity by closely resembling a natural situation in 


terms of substrate and creating structural complexity in the habitat (Lengkeek et al., 2017; 


Van Duren et al., 2016). A wider spectrum of niche sizes is thought to suit a larger number of 


different organisms at various stages of development (Langhamer, 2012).  


 


A recent study on the eco-friendly design of scour protection for the Dutch part of North Sea 


by (Lengkeek et al., 2017) has formulated suggestions for improved scour protection design 


to improve its ecological function. An overview of potential measures is shown in Figure 8.17. 


These suggestions are based on the habitat preferences of two focal species: European flat 


oyster and Atlantic cod. The study suggests that the ecological functioning of rock scour 


protections can be improved by adding larger structures that would serve as shelter for large 


mobile species as well as smaller structures that can serve as shelter for mobile species at 


juvenile stage or for small species at adult stage. Additionally, using materials that have 


favourable chemical properties for species settlement (e.g. chalk-rich substrates for flat 


oysters) would facilitate the growth of these species. In locations with scarce naturally 


occurring species of interest it would also be possible to introduce small populations of living 


organisms as part of the scour protection, e.g. living oyster material. 


 


Figure 8.17 Overview of potential measures to enhance the ecological value of scour protections; picture taken from 


(Lengkeek et al., 2017) 
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8.6.3 First proof of eco-friendly scour protection concepts through scale model testing 


Based on the outcome of the study Lengkeek et al. (2017) Joint-Industry-Project HaSPro 


proceeded with investigating the hydraulic and morphological effects of eco-friendly scour 


protection designs. Following the recommendations by Lengkeek et al. (2017) the focus is on: 


 


1. Adding larger structures to the scour protection to serve as shelter for large fish, with the 


Atlantic cod as the focal (or umbrella) species; 


2. Develop concepts to introduce calcareous substrates into the scour protection to provide 


settlement opportunities for the European flat oyster; 


 


Both are in line with the current plans described in the draft version of the Site Decision in 


Hollandse Kust Noord
1
.  


 


For topic 1, several concrete elements were integrated in the scour protection. In Figure 8.18 


a scour protection concept that was tested in the Delta Flume is shown.  


 


 
Figure 8.18 Combined photographs, illustrating the test setup of a large-scale model test in the Delta Flume, 


performed within the framework of Joint-Industry-Project HaSPro. This test contained two different setups 


along the symmetry axis. 


                                                   
1 https://www.rvo.nl/sites/default/files/2018/06/DOMUS-18100375-v1-Ontwerpkavelbesluit_V_Hollandse_Kust_noord.pdf 
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On the left side of the symmetry axis concrete hollow domes with several circular holes of 
varying diameter (type reef ball


2
) were placed on top of the filter layer, partially embedded in 


the armour layer (see left photo in Figure 8.19). In this way, undermining of the element due 
to (edge) scour was prevented by the filter layer as well as the risk on sedimentation inside 
the element was reduced. Next, the partial embedment in the armour layer provided lateral 
support and a reduced hydraulic load onto the element. The location at the edge of the 
armour layer, somewhat farther away from the pile, also guaranteed lower turbulence levels 
caused by the horseshoe and lee wake vortices, which was assessed to be beneficial for the 
fish that were supposed to be dwelling in and around the element. These elements would 
typically have an inner diameter of 1 to 2m with several holes with diameter ranges between 
15 and 60 cm. 
 


 
Figure 8.19 (Left) concrete perforated dome element (type Reef Ball, http://www.reefball.org) placed at the outer 


edge of the armour layer on top of a filter layer; (right) perforated tube element partially embedded in the 


armour layer on top of the filter layer. 


 


On the right side of the symmetry axis tube elements were tested with an inner diameter of ~1 


m (see right photo in Figure 8.19). Irregularly placed holes with diameters of 15 to 30cm were 


placed on the top side of the tube. Note that in the test the tube elements were extended all 


the way to the monopile; this setup was related to the test setup: the monopile model was 


equipped with 6 windows, internal lighting and a 360°-camera system, which allowed for 


camera vision into the tube elements. For application in the field, tube elements with lengths 


between 1 and 2 m, placed at the outer zone of the armour layer would be considered. 
 
The tests demonstrated that when the weight and placement of the elements are chosen 
correctly, the elements can be stable under similar design conditions for which the 
foundations and scour protections are also designed (typically a storm with a return period of 
50 year). Obviously, this is a first prerequisite! Moving, heavy elements around delicate and 
critical infrastructure such as foundations and electricity cables cannot be tolerated. 
Moreover, it was found that the presence of the elements did not significantly increase the 
deformation of the surrounding “normal” scour protection; this is probably related to their 
sheltered position at some distance from the monopile. Note that the optimum number of 
elements per scour protection from an ecological point of view is still not known; different 
layouts and number of elements per scour protection may have different effects on the storm-
induced deformation of the scour protection. 
 


                                                   
2 http://www.reefball.org/ 



http://www.reefball.org/
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For the second goal, related to restoration of the European flat oyster population, it is 
considered important to bring calcareous material to the seabed; oysters do not easily settle 
on different materials. The easiest method would obviously be to install loose oysters, e.g. in 
the form of oyster spat (i.e. oyster larvae attached to other oyster shells). However, because 
of their low weight, they are expected to easily become mobile during storms. To investigate 
the stability of oysters, a typical cable protection was constructed in the Delta Flume; see left 
pictures in Figure 8.20. Besides the European flat oysters also Japanese oysters were 
installed. This species has a different shape of oyster shell and is generally considered as an 
invasive species. However, due to their abundant availability it would be an interesting 
alternative to be able to install large amounts of oyster shells.  
 
In the tests it was demonstrated that loose oysters are easily mobilized during storm 
conditions. Installing loose oysters will thus not be a suitable method for many offshore 
locations. Therefore, also oysters packed in gabions were considered. In the right picture of 
Figure 8.20, the top layer of rocks was replaced by flat oysters. Due to the lower weight, this 
slightly reduces the stability of the gabions. Test results have shown that gabions can provide 
a feasible alternative to bring oysters to the seabed. 
 


 
Figure 8.20 (top left) a test setup with a typical protection for a cable crossing containing three different sections: a 


section with European flat oysters, Japanese oysters and a reference rock berm, for which the stability is 


known very well; (bottom left) photo showing the deformation of the oyster berms after a storm; (right) 


alternative concept in which the oysters are packed in gabions; as a reference normal rock-filled gabions 


were applied. 


8.6.4 Alternative eco-friendly scour protections concepts 


Besides the already discussed concepts, several other concepts are being developed for 


application as a scour and/or a cable protection. Most concepts are either based on providing 


structures with different texture or roughness to provide a more suitable settlement surface for 


various type of species. Or they work with variations on concrete that are enriched with 
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(sometimes confidential) chalk-rich mixtures in various compositions. Some concepts are 


presented in Figure 8.21 and Figure 8.22. Several field trials are ongoing to measure the 


performance in attracting certain, pre-defined target species. It is expected that through 


monitoring and iterations in the design significant advancements will be made in the near 


future, such that for many different target species the optimum material composition and 


texture of a scour protection will be known. 


 


 
Figure 8.21 Concrete block mattress with more complex shaped, textured blocks [ECOncrete, econcretetech.com] 


 


 
Figure 8.22 Concrete block mattress with habitat enhancement patches [Subcon, www.subcon.com] 


 


8.7 Summary of evaluation of scour protection methods 


In this section all considered scour protection methods are summarized, roughly in the order 


from most to least proven concepts (see Table 8.12). The eco-friendly scour protection 


systems are not separately included in this table, because these systems are variations to 


existing concepts (e.g. eco-friendly concrete mattresses) or add-ons to existing concepts (e.g. 


sprinkling oyster shells in a rock protection). Until the moment that an eco-friendly reef will 


start to develop, the functionality of an eco-friendly scour protection will be similar to the 


original scour protection concept. Almost all scour protection concepts can be up-graded to 


improve their ecological impact. 
  



http://www.subcon.com/
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Scour protection system Bs Br Bl Cs Cr Cl 


Statically stable multiple gradings + + - -- -- -- 


Dynamically stable double grading ++ ++ + - - - 


Dynamically stable single grading + + + + + + 


Artificial vegetation 0 0 - -- -- -- 


Concrete block mattresses 0 0 - -- -- -- 


Gabions 0 0 - -- -- -- 


Geotubes and Geocontainers + + 0 + + 0 


Rock-filled mesh bags + + 0 + + 0 


Gravel bags 1)  N/A N/A 1)  N/A N/A 


Ground Consolidators or Geohooks 0 0 0 + + 0 


Mattresses of rubber tyres 0 0 0 + + 0 


Table 8.12 Suitability of all considered scour protection methods for the different scour protection strategies (B and 


C) in case of a stable (S), rising (R) and lowering (L) seabed.1) only for temporary operations, such as 


jack-up operations, either to prevent scour (Bs) or to mitigate developed scour holes (Cs). Because only 


temporary operations are considered for gravel bags the other scenarios are not applicable. 


8.8 Indicative scour protection layouts based on dynamically stable rock protections 


8.8.1 Input parameters and boundary conditions 


In this section indicative scour protection layouts will be provided for the entire area of HKN. 


Since the foundation dimensions as well as the acceptable deformation of the scour 


protection during the lifetime of the wind farm are not known at this moment, a design 


approach is demonstrated that can be adopted and fine-tuned in the final design stage. The 


main goal of this section is therefore not to provide exact numbers, but to provide indicative 


estimates that are sufficiently accurate to determine draft wind farm layouts and wind turbine 


locations, a proper scour mitigation strategy, suitable O&M strategies and an estimate for 


CAPEX and OPEX related to scour mitigation that can be used in a tender phase or 


preliminary design. In the final design phase, the scour protection layouts need to be updated 


for the exact numbers. For further optimization or validation, in case challenging foundation 


locations are chosen, it is recommended to perform scale model tests. 


 


Since dynamically stable rock gradings are the only concepts that are at present sufficiently 


validated for situations with a lowering seabed (see Strategy Bl in Table 8.12), which is 


relevant for HKN, these concepts are selected for the indicative scour protection layouts. 


Besides, all scour protections of surrounding wind parks consist of loose rock, which allows 


for validation of the computed rock gradings. This should, however, not be interpreted that 


other concepts will not be feasible. 


 


Similarly, all foundations of neighbouring wind parks consist of monopile foundations. Hence, 


this example is only assuming monopile foundations. Computations were performed for 


monopile diameters of 6, 8 and 10 m, similar to the scour predictions in Section 7.5.4. The 


output for the entire HKNWFZ is presented for monopiles with a diameter of 8 m. Scour 


protection volumes obviously scale with the pile diameter, since the required scour protection 


extent is often linearly related to the pile diameter. Feasible rock gradings are less sensitive to 


the pile diameter, but they will change as well, for instance due to changes in wave-induced 


vortex regimes due to fluid-structure-interaction (see also Section 8.8.3). The output of this 


section consists of indicative rock gradings, protection thickness and extent, which together 


define the rock volumes. The predicted global seabed changes and the predicted edge scour 


depth together define the boundary conditions for the computation of the scour protection 


extent. 
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Figure 8.23 (Top left) Map of significant wave height with a return period of 50 years; (top right) associated peak 


period (upper bound); (bottom left) associated depth-averaged current velocity (upper bound); 


metocean data is originating from DHI (2017). 
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The metocean data from DHI (2017) is used as input data for the hydrodynamic design 


conditions. A return period of 50 years is considered, as this is common practice for the 


design of wind turbine foundations (DNV GL (2016)). The spatially varying significant wave 


height with a return period of 50 years and the 95%-upper bounds of the associated peak 


period and depth-averaged current velocity are depicted in Figure 8.23. 


 


Besides the metocean design conditions the current water depth and the maximum seabed 


level lowering are used (Figure 8.24). After installation of a scour protection, the maximum 


bed level lowering (including uncertainty) is assumed to take place. Consequently the rocks 


will be located on a “sill” higher up in the water column, which increases the hydrodynamic 


load on the protection. The protection level will be based on the current seabed level, while 


the “sill” height will be based on the maximum seabed lowering. The left graph in Figure 8.24 


shows the water depth after the seabed lowering has materialized. Note that this bathymetry 


will govern the wave propagation towards the monopiles. Edge scour effects are not included 


here, because edge scour is very local and is not expected to affect wave propagation 


towards the monopiles. The depth is here presented relative to MSL, since this water depth is 


used for design of the scour protections. The right graph in Figure 8.24 shows the height of 


the initial seabed relative to the lowered seabed. Locations with high values will experience a 


higher hydrodynamic load on top of the scour protections. 


 


 


 
Figure 8.24 (Left) water depth relative to MSL after the maximum seabed lowering has materialized (this depth is 


applied as design water depth for scour protection computations); (right) height of the top level of the 


scour protection relative to the lowered seabed level. Note that the area just north of the sand mining pit 


can experience significant seabed lowering. 
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Several rock gradings are considered in this assessment, see Table 8.13. These gradings 


span the gradings applied in neighbouring wind farms and/or are typical gradings currently 


being applied as an armour grading or single grading. All gradings are specified with a range 


in which the median rock diameter D50 should fall; here always the minimum value of that 


range is taken in order to be conservative.  


 


Only the 3-9” grading can be considered as a single-grading. Therefore, also a high density 


grading (typically made of eclogite) is considered for this smallest grading. Obviously, all 


gradings will be more stable when applied as high density rocks. However, in this assessment 


only the 3-9” grading is considered in both normal and high rock density, in order to make this 


grading applicable in a larger part of the HKNWFZ. Single-gradings can be installed with fall 


pipe vessels, which allows for high production rates and accurate placement of rocks. This 


(partly) explains the industry’s strong interest in single-graded scour protections. 


 


Rock 


grading 


Minimum median rock 


diameter D50 [mm] 


Particle density 


of rocks [kg/m
3
]  


Protection type 


60-300 kg ND 469 2650 Armour grading in double-


graded protection 


40-200 kg ND 402 2650 Armour grading in double-


graded protection 


10-200 kg ND 355 2650 Armour grading in double-


graded protection 


10-60 kg ND 258 2650 Armour grading in double-


graded protection 


3-9 inch HD 125 3100 Single-graded protection 


3-9 inch ND 125 2650 Single-graded protection 


Table 8.13 Considered rock gradings in this indicative assessment; ND refers to normal density rock, whereas HD 


refers to high density rock. For the median rock diameter, the minimum diameter that qualifies for this 


grading is taken. Note that these rock gradings span typical adopted rock gradings in neighbouring wind 


farms. Most considered rock gradings are standard rock gradings as described in the New European 


Rock Manual (CIRIA / CUR / CETMEF, 2007); the 10-200 kg and 3-9 inch gradings are non-standard 


gradings, but often applied in offshore applications. 


 


Some other assumed parameters used in the indicative scour protection calculations are 


presented in Table 8.14. 


 


Parameter Symbol [unit] Value  


Water density ρs [kg/m
3
] 1030 


Kinematic viscosity ν [ m
2
/s] 1.312*10


-6
 


Roughness Ks [m] 2*D50 


Table 8.14 Additional parameters used in the stability calculations for rock protections 


8.8.2 Layer thickness of scour protection 


For this indicative analysis we prepare scour protection layouts for two design concepts, 


based on: 


 
• Dynamically stable, double-graded scour protection (discussed in Section 8.4.2) 
• Dynamically stable, single-graded scour protection (discussed in Section 8.4.3) 


 


With these two layouts it can be illustrated where in the HKNWFZ single-graded scour 


protections may be feasible and where a double-graded solution is a more probable solution. 
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Note that for the first concept the filter layer will act as a falling apron and the armour layer on 


top should remain untouched (illustrated in the left part of Figure 8.25), whereas for the 


second concept the falling apron material will originate from the entire scour protection layer 


(illustrated in the right part of Figure 8.25).  


 
Figure 8.25 Schematization of falling apron behaviour due to a lowering seabed for (left) a double-graded scour 


protection where the filter layer supplies the rocks for the falling apron and the armour layer should not 


be affected by morphological processes and (right) a single-graded scour protection where the entire 


protection layer provides rocks for the falling apron. 


 


Since in the double-graded protection the function of external and internal stability is served 


by two different layers, we assume in this calculation example a filter layer thickness of 0.5 m 


to be sufficient to guarantee sand tightness of the rock layer and an armour layer thickness of 


1.0 m to provide sufficient thickness to allow for 0.5 m storm-induced deformation. This 


results in a total initial layer thickness of the double-graded scour protection of 1.5 m of which 


1.0 m should remain after occurrence of the design storm. 


 


The reasoning behind this choice for using the same, absolute layer thickness of 0.5 m after 


storm-induced deformation is that for smaller rock gradings, individual waves may temporarily 


pick up a few rock layers simultaneously, before dropping them back at more or less the 


same location: this requires more remaining rock layers. For larger rock gradings, the largest 


waves in the spectrum will only move one rock layer back-and-forth. Therefore, we chose to 


use an absolute value of 0.5m instead of a discrete number of rock layers, which would be 


either too favourable for the smaller rock gradings or too conservative for the larger rock 


gradings. 


 


Since in the single-graded scour protection both functions have to be fulfilled by one layer, a 


larger layer thickness is required to fulfil the filter function. Due to the larger rock size 


compared to a typical filter rock size more rock layers would be required to guarantee sand 


tightness. It is assumed that, similar to the double-graded protection, a (total) layer thickness 


of 1.0 m should remain after the design storm has occurred, which allows for only 0.5 m of 


storm-induced deformation.  


 


Because the single-graded rock is smaller than a typical armour rock, larger storm-induced 


deformation is to be expected. This means that a single-graded scour protection will only be 


feasible in milder locations. Milder locations in HKNWFZ would be the deeper, more eastern 


parts of the wind farm with smaller predicted seabed lowering, e.g. in the troughs of the sand 


waves or in areas without sand waves. 
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8.8.3 Rock gradings 


Since the layer thickness and allowed storm-induced deformation are similar for both the 


single-graded and the double-graded concept, the deformation for each considered grading 


can be considered for the entire wind farm, using the described spatially varying input 


parameters (Section 8.8.1). By then defining at each grid point the smallest grading for which 


the predicted storm-induced deformation is just smaller than 0.5 m, the minimum required 


rock grading can be presented for the entire HKNWFZ. 


 


At present a new scour deformation model is being developed with JIP HaSPro, which is not 


yet available for this study. As input for this new model a large number of scale model tests 


has been performed, in which many relevant parameters were systematically varied. Besides, 


many in-house test results were re-processed and re-analysed before being added to this 


database. Presently, this database consists of over 350 storm tests on scour protections 


around monopile foundations consisting of loose rock. For each of these tests, 3D 


measurements were performed to quantify the deformation pattern during a specific offshore 


storm condition with a typical duration of 6 hours or longer (on field scale). In this study, only 


the maximum deformation values are used. 


 


It is important to note that the deformation of a scour protection around a monopile is 


dependent on many different parameters that describe the hydrodynamic load pattern on the 


scour protection. Some examples of typical deformation patterns are illustrated in Figure 8.26. 


The most influential dimensionless parameters are used to select the nearest test results from 


the database and are briefly explained below.  


 


 
Figure 8.26 Some typical deformation patterns in scour protections consisting of loose rock; these patterns are 


strongly dependent on the type of vortices that develop around the monopile and the way waves and 


current interact with the monopile, which can be expressed through parameters such as relative rock 


mobility, Keulegan-Carpenter number, relative velocity, relative pile width, relative protection height, etc. 


 


The following three dimensionless parameters are used in this analysis: the relative rock 


mobility, the Keulegan-Carpenter number and the relative velocity. 


 


Relative mobility of rock 


The rock mobility is an important dimensionless parameter which is highly related to the 


expected deformation of a scour protection. It is defined by the hydrodynamic loads 


expressed in the Shields parameter divided by the critical Shields parameter indicating the 


initiation of movement of a rock. Rocks on a flat undisturbed seabed typically start to move if 


the mobility becomes larger than 1. In the vicinity of a monopile foundation, the hydrodynamic 


load is amplified which results in the rocks to move at smaller mobility values.  
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To account for the effect of seabed lowering, the relative mobility is calculated according to a 


modification described in (Riezebos et al., 2016). This method uses the ambient water depth 


to compute the wave characteristics, while computing the relative mobility at sill height. As a 


consequence, the relative mobility will be increased. 


 


Keulegan-Carpenter number 


The Keulegan-Carpenter-number at the seabed (KC) is a measure for the relative size of the 


wave orbital motion under waves compared to the diameter of a monopile, and as such is a 


good predictor for the wave-induced vortex structures around the monopile. For small KC 


numbers no flow separation or vortex shedding occurs around the pile. At larger KC-numbers 


the wave orbital motion is relatively long compared to the monopile diameter resulting in more 


dominant vortex shedding. Larger KC-numbers therefore typically result in more severe 


deformation of the scour protection. Besides, the scour patterns will change and often a 


second set of deformation holes starts to exist in the wake of the pile. 


 


The Keulegan-Carpenter (KC-) number at the bed depends on the orbital flow velocity at the 


bed uw,a, the wave period Tp and the monopile diameter D:  
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Relative velocity 


Whereas the KC-number is a good predictor for the wave-dominated vortices, the relative 


velocity is a good predictor for the influence of the current on the vortex patterns. The relative 


flow velocity at the bed (Urel) is determined by the depth-averaged current velocity (uc) divided 


by the total current caused by the current (uc) and the wave orbital flow velocity at the bed 


(uw,a): 
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Naturally, the relative flow velocity ranges between 0 (wave-only) and 1 (current-only).  


 


For the assessment in this study, this database was consulted in the following way. First, the 


three selected dimensionless input parameters were computed at every grid point and for 


each considered rock grading. Subsequently, at every grid point and for each rock grading 


the 10 nearest test results were extracted from the database. In order to find the nearest data 


points, first all three considered dimensionless parameters were Z-scaled (Z  = (X-µ)/σ) in 


order to obtain similar dimensions along each parameter axis. This allows for a better 


calculation of the distance between the target point (each individual grid point) and the test 


database. 


 


The procedure is demonstrated for two rock gradings: 3-9” HD grading in Figure 8.27 and the 


10-200 kg ND grading in Figure 8.28. The left graph shows the relative mobility parameter 


(taking into account the “sill” height that will develop when the seabed lowers). It can clearly 


be seen that the mobility values are larger for the smaller rock grading. The differences would 


of course have been larger if the 3-9” grading was also a normal density grading. 


 


In the middle graphs the weighted deformation of the ten nearest test results is plotted. The 


weights in this weighting process are derived from the squared distances to the target points. 


This ensures that test results which are close to the target point for all three considered 
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dimensionless parameters will get the largest weight and thus impact on the resulting 


deformation. Because of this weighing process these maps show a smooth pattern. These 


maps can be considered as best-estimate values for the deformation. It can be clearly seen 


that shallower locations (e.g. at the sand wave crests) will experience slightly larger 


deformation. 


 


The right graphs show the maximum deformation that was observed in the ten nearest test 


results. Because this process is more discrete (many neighbouring grids points will select the 


same “nearest test”), the deformation maps look less smooth. These maps should be 


considered as a more conservative estimate, since the selected result can be farther off the 


target point and only this point with maximum deformation is considered. 


 


 
Figure 8.27 Spatial distribution of several stability parameters during the design storm with a return period of 50 


years for a 3-9” HD grading; (left) relative rock mobility; (middle) weighted deformation computed from the 


10 nearest test results in the database; (right) maximum deformation obtained from the most severe test 


result. 


 


 
 


Figure 8.28 Spatial distribution of several stability parameters during the design storm with a return period of 50 


years for a 10-200kg ND grading; (left) relative rock mobility; (middle) weighted deformation computed from 


the 10 nearest test results in the database; (right) maximum deformation obtained from the most severe test 


result. 
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After calculation of the deformation maps for all considered rock gradings, the smallest 


grading was determined that shows less than 0.5 m deformation during the design storm with 


a return period of 50 years. For this process the weighted deformation maps were used. In 


Figure 8.29 these rock gradings are presented. 


 


 
Figure 8.29 Spatial distribution of rock gradings that are expected to show less deformation than 0.5 m during the 


design storm with a return period of 50 years. 
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Obviously, for the construction of a wind farm it is not practical to apply 4-6 different rock 


gradings. Typically not more than 2 different armour gradings are used. In practice, one or 


two gradings that can cover the entire wind farm are selected and then the layer thickness is 


optimized for the less severely attacked wind farm locations. Or the most severely attacked 


locations are avoided by micro-siting the turbine locations. Or a larger layer thickness is 


applied where more deformation is expected. 


8.8.4 Extent and volume of scour protection 


The requirements that determine the extent of the scour protection are twofold. First of all the 


minimum extent of the scour protection should be sufficiently large to completely cover that 


part of the seabed, where the hydrodynamic disturbance caused by fluid-structure-interaction 


is largest, with scour protection. Flow measurements have shown that the area within one pile 


diameter from the pile face experiences strongest vortices. Secondly, the extent of the scour 


protection is governed by the minimum additional volume that is needed to provide rocks for 


the falling apron that will develop should the maximum seabed lowering occur. This falling 


apron process in which rocks are redistributed over the sloping seabed was already illustrated 


in Figure 8.25 for both a single- and a double-graded scour protection. The initially installed 


scour protection indicated in yellow will develop towards the falling apron indicated in blue. 


 


The required extents and volumes of the initial scour protection can be computed with a 


volume balance. The complete formulae are presented in Appendix A. In this section only 


simplified relations will be presented that more clearly visualise the dependency on the 


predicted seabed lowering.  For both a double-graded and a single-graded protection, the 


minimum required scour protection volumes were calculated for the following set of assumed 


parameters, listed in Table 8.15. Note that the external slope angle after storm occurrence is 


milder than often found for falling aprons developing in current-only situations. This angle of 


15° is based on observed slope angles in model tests for comparable design storms.  


 


Parameter 
symbol 


[unit] 


value 


double-graded single-graded 


Pile diameter Dpile [m] 8 


Minimum required extent after launching rmin;prot 8 


As-built protection thickness of armour 


layer 
tarmour 1.0 0 


As-built protection thickness of “launching 


layer” 
tprot 0.5 1.5 


Slope angle of as-built protection α [°]; cot α [-] 21.8;  2.5 


External slope angle (after storm 


occurrence) 
β [°]; cot β [-] 15;  3.73 


Layer thickness of falling apron at top tapron;top 0.5 


Layer thickness of falling apron at toe tapron;toe 0.25 


Safety Factor to account for loss of rocks 


during the launching process 
SF [-] 1.1 


Table 8.15 Assumed parameters for the indicative computations for the scour protection volumes taking into 


account seabed lowering 


 


If the values listed in Table 8.15 for a double grading protection are substituted in the 


formulae in Appendix A, simplified expressions are obtained for the dimensions of the filter 


layer. The minimum required extent for the filter layer, measured from the heart of the 


monopile and at the top of the protection becomes: 
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2


1; 0.625 238.34 99.535 10.574a doublegrading tot totr h h          (3) 


 


If the minimum required extent for the situation without seabed lowering is extracted, then we 


obtain a simple expression for the additional extent of the filter layer. This relation can be 


further simplified by a linear relation with reasonable accuracy: 


 


215.125 238.34 99.535 10.574 3.24 0.3add;doublegrading tot prot totr h h h        (4) 


 


The above relation shows that the additional extent is directly related to the seabed lowering. 


The small constant value of 0.3 is related to the fact that slope angle α will under storms and 


falling apron behaviour develop towards the milder slope angle β; this requires a small 


increase in extent. 


 


For a single grading a similar approach can be adopted. The minimum required extent for the 


single grading layer, measured from the heart of the monopile and at the top of the protection 


becomes: 


 


2


1 1.875 220.44 35.8 3.525a ;singlegrading tot protr h h         (5) 


 


The simple expression for the additional extent of the single grading layer and the linear 


approximation become: 


 


213.875 220.44 35.8 3.525 1.58 0.48add;singlegrading tot prot totr h h h         (6) 


 


In this report the results of the presented equations are only demonstrated for a single-graded 


scour protection; in the GIS-database (see Appendix B) also the values for a double-graded 


protection are included. In Figure 8.30 the relative increase of the scour protection extent is 


plotted against the total seabed lowering, for three different assumptions on percentage of 


rocks that is lost during the launching process (0-10-20%). This figure shows that for a total 


seabed lowering of 4 m, the extent has to be increased with approximately 6.8 m (depending 


on the safety factor and only valid for this specific case); note that for a double-graded scour 


protection this increase in extent is significantly larger due to the smaller layer thickness of 


the filter layer.  


 


The right plot in Figure 8.30 shows the relative increase in protection diameter, measured at 


initial seabed level. So for the same total seabed lowering of 4 m the protection diameter will 


increase to ~5.6Dpile, while the diameter at toe level of the launched apron will be about 


~8.1Dpile. Note that for very small seabed lowering in this example still a small additional 


extent is required, because the gentler slope of the slope of the falling apron compared to the 


as-built protection. 
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Figure 8.30 (Left) Additionally required scour protection extent normalized with the total seabed lowering against the 


total seabed lowering for three different safety factors to account for losses during the launching process, 


computed for the single-graded scour protection, described in Table 8.15; (right) relative diameter of the 


scour protection measured at initial seabed level normalized by the pile diameter plotted against the total 


seabed lowering. The diameter of the fully launched scour protection, measured at the toe level of the 


launched protection, is presented as a dashed line. 


 


The consequences for the total scour protection volume are depicted in Figure 8.31. The left 


plot shows the total volume increase relative to the situation without seabed lowering. With a 


(relatively large) seabed lowering of 4 m, the required scour protection volume will increase 


with ~130% compared to the situation without seabed lowering. The right plot shows that in 


that case the volume of the falling apron makes up about 45% of the total scour protection 


volume. 


 
Figure 8.31 (Left) Total required scour protection volume relative to the initial scour protection volume in which 


seabed changes are excluded (for three different safety factors); (right) the relative contribution of the falling 


apron volume to the total scour protection volume, plotted against the total seabed lowering. 


 


The above theoretical computations assume a seabed lowering that is constant around the 


protection perimeter. This assumption is valid for large-scale seabed lowering (e.g. due to 


sand wave migration), but edge scour has a clear correlation to the dominant flow and 


sediment transport direction. Therefore, now the edge scour depth will be included as a 


radially varying depth around the scour protection. Based on the laboratory experiments by 


Petersen et al (2015) and the field measurements in OWEZ (see Section 7.10) we derived 


radially varying factors to compute the edge scour depth as a function of the orientation 
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around the scour protection: Sedge(θ). These factors are presented in Table 8.16 and illustrate 


that the edge scour depth in HKNWFZ will be most pronounced in the sector between 330°N 


and 60°N (clockwise) and only about 25% of that value in the sector between 90°N and 


300°N. In the final design of the wind farm, the edge scour depths need to be re-computed. 


 


Parameter radial bin [°N] 


Centre of radial bin 15 45 75 105 135 165 195 225 255 285 315 345 


Factor FSedge 1 1 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.5 1 


Table 8.16 Factor FSedge to be multiplied with the sum of the total global seabed lowering and the protection 


thickness to obtain the edge scour depth as a function of the orientation around the pile. 


 


The edge scour depth as a function of the orientation around the scour protection can then be 


computed by multiplying the factor with the initial scour protection height above the initial 


seabed level, as described in the following expression: 


 


( )
edgeedge S protS F t        (7) 


 


With the above expression the additional radial extents were computed that are required for 


the scour protection to take care of the seabed lowering. Note that very limited knowledge is 


available on edge scour depths around scour protections with developed falling aprons. Since 


the developed falling aprons have significantly milder slopes compared to the initial scour 


protection and since the edge scour holes will shift farther away from the monopile, we 


assume here that these two effects counterbalance the increased (apparent) protection height 


and that the above formula is also valid for the situation after seabed lowering. It is 


recommended to check this assumption in the detailed design for the selected rock gradings 


and layouts. 


 


The maximum additional extents (for the sectors with maximum edge scour depth) are plotted 


for a single-graded scour protection and a safety factor of 1.1 in Figure 8.32. The upper plots 


show the entire HKNWFZ area, whereas the lower plots show a smaller area zoomed in on 


the northern part of the HKNWFZ around the sand mining pit. And the left plots show the 


absolute values, whereas the right plots show the dimensionless values normalized by the 


seabed lowering. 


 


In these plots the correlation between required extents and the locations of sand wave crests 


is clearly illustrated. It can be observed that on top of the sand wave crests the extent has to 


be increased with 5-8 m in the sectors where deepest edge scour is expected. The area just 


northeast of the sand mining pit is of particular interest. Here the combination of seabed 


lowering due to sand pit migration and due to sand wave migration yield the largest increase 


in scour protection extent: up to ~10 m. 
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Figure 8.32 Additional maximum radial extent to account for seabed lowering for a single-graded scour protection 


with a safety factor 1.1; (upper left) absolute values for the entire HKNWFZ; (upper right) relative extent 


normalized by the total seabed lowering; (lower left) absolute values zoomed into the northern part  of 


HKNWFZ; (lower right) relative extent zoomed into the northern part of HKNWFZ. 


 


The total volume of the scour protection is illustrated in Figure 8.33 for a single-graded 


protection around a pile with a diameter of 8 m. Again, the upper plots show the entire 


HKNWFZ area, whereas the lower plots show a smaller area zoomed in on the northern part 


of the HKNWFZ. The left plots show the total volume to be expected, whereas the right plots 


show the scour protection volume increase. On top of the sand wave crests the scour 


protection volume will be in the order of 1300-1500 m
3
, which is an approximate volume 


increase of 50-70%. Note that the scour protections situated in the troughs still show a 


volume increase, which is related to the combination of edge scour development and some 


limited potential seabed lowering. 
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Figure 8.33 (Left) Total required scour protection volume for a single-graded protection around a pile with a 


diameter of 8 m; (right)the increase in scour protection volume relative to the initial scour protection 


volume in which seabed changes are excluded. 


 


With the provided maps for water depth, maximum seabed lowering, predicted scour depth, 


dynamically stable rock gradings and required scour protection volumes for each location in 


HKNWFZ it can be computed which pile length is required, both for the situation that the pile 


will be protected and the situation that the pile will be left unprotected. In case of protection, 


the map plots provide an indication which scour protection is required. In the end, this boils 


down to comparing costs of primary steel versus costs of scour protection. With the provided 


information the wind farm designer can determine the optimum locations for the wind turbine 


foundations and select a cost-efficient and safe scour mitigation strategy for each foundation. 


Please note that these indicative values can never replace a detailed scour protection design.  
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9 Cable routing in morphodynamic environments  


9.1 Introduction 


Within the offshore wind industry currently a large share of the total budget of insurance 


claims is related to failures of cables. Cable insurance companies report values in the order of 


70-80% of the total costs of insurance claims in offshore wind (e.g. Allianz Global Corporate & 


Speciality, 2016; GCube Underwriting Ltd., 2016). On average in Europe one export cable 


and about 10 inter-array cables fail every year. Cable failures pose one of the highest risks as 


it can blackout an entire wind farm. In addition, cable monitoring and repair require expensive 


marine operations. One of the causes of cable failures is morphodynamic activity such as 


sand wave migration causing exposed or even free-spanning cables. Since sand waves 


typically have low migration speeds and most wind farms are still in the beginning of their 


lifetime, many more cable failures related to morphodynamics are expected in the (near) 


future. Therefore, it is considered important to consider cable routing in relation to 


morphodynamics for future wind farms already in the design phase. Typical cable failure 


mechanisms related to morphodynamic seabeds are: 


 


• Insufficient cable burial depth  


• Overheating  


• Internal stresses 


• Free spanning  


• Dragging anchors or fishnets, dropped objects 


9.2 Sand wave migration 


As sand waves migrate, a cable located near the sand wave crest may experience significant 


seabed lowering, which may make the cable vulnerable to anchors or other external threats. 


On the other hand, if a sand wave crest passes the cable that was formerly in a sand wave 


trough it may experience a significant increase in the burial depth, which locally may cause 


temperature increases in the cable. Depending of the specifications of the cable and 


environmental requirements, this may or may not be a problem (‘thermal fatigue’).  


 


Cables crossing a sand wave field, which spatially migrate with different speeds, may 


experience a local stress build-up due to an uneven strain. When combined with e.g. thermal 


stresses this may become critical. It is well known that cables exposed on the seafloor may 


experience local scour, which in some cases may be sufficient to undermine the cable, 


causing a free span. When combined with sand wave migration, the risk on free spanning 


increases. A free span of a cable may, besides a local stress build up, also experience vortex 


induced vibrations (VIV). An example of sand waves influencing the burial depth is shown in 


Figure 9.1, depicting the interaction between pipelines and sand waves, which shows much 


similarity to cables. 


 


Because the cables still need to connect the wind turbines, the problem is also valid in the 


horizontal plane. A certain cable connection between two wind turbines may cross a sand 


wave field. The increased risk of failure can be overcome by diverting the cables around the 


most morphodynamically active areas of the sand wave field. However, the increased cable 


length implies extra costs. Therefore, in addition to the cable bending radius and the burial 


depth, the diversion is only accepted within a certain range (Németh, 2003). 
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Figure 9.1  Effect of migrating sand waves on the burial depth of pipelines that shows that pipelines can become 


exposed both due to migration of sand waves and due to changing sand wave shapes (Morelissen et 


al., 2003); this figure is also valid for interaction between cables and sand waves. 


 


As discussed in the previous section, sand wave migration poses a great threat to cable 


failure. In sand wave fields with relatively slowly migrating sand waves (such as HKNWFZ) 


the net bed level change over the design life of the wind farm will typically be either positive 


(bed level rise) or negative (bed level drop); this depends on the location of cable sections 


underneath the sand waves, 


 


Cable sections right below or near the crest of a sand wave or below the stoss side of a sand 


wave will typically experience a net lowering seabed over the design life of the wind farm (see 


Figure 9.2). Alternatively, cable sections near a sand wave trough will most typically 


experience a rising seabed throughout the duration of their design life.  Cable sections initially 


constructed on the lee side of a crest or the stoss side of a trough point however, may 


experience both rising and falling bed levels. The net seabed level change at such sites will 


typically be much lower than those buried directly under a crest or trough point. These 


possible modes of seabed level change are summarized in Figure 9.2. However, it must be 


stressed that if sand waves do not migrate very fast, e.g. a quarter wavelength over the cable 


design lifetime, the maximum seabed drop and rise occur at the steeper parts of the stoss 


and lee side, respectively. This is the case for the HKNWFZ with migration speeds not 


exceeding ~9 m/year. 


 
Figure 9.2: Schematization of general sand wave dynamics above a buried cable relative to its horizontal position. 
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In order to quantify the morphological evolution of the seabed over the lifetime of a wind farm, 


the minimum seabed level observed during a certain period has to be determined. An 


extensive elaboration of methods used to determine future seabeds is presented in Chapter 4 


and 5. The results will be used in the example of cable routing optimization for a part of the 


HKNWFZ. 


9.3 Cable routing 


In order to better understand the interaction between cable routing and a morphodynamic 


environment, this section will address both the large scale (which turbine needs to connect to 


which turbine) and the small scale (optimising a specific cable connection) cable routing. 


Presented methods and outcomes are further elaborated in Roetert et al. (2017). 


9.3.1 Overall wind farm cable layout 


In a wind farm located far offshore, the turbines are often connected to one or more offshore 


high voltage stations (OHVS) via cable strings. Aim of the “overall” cable routing is to connect 


all these turbines to the OHVS, taking into account several routing constraints: 


 


• Power cable capacity, translated to a maximum number of turbines connected via one 


string; 


• Cable material costs should be minimized; 


• Minimizing crossings of navigational channels, pipelines, cables and other existing 


infrastructure in or on the seabed; 


• Wind farm site boundaries; 


• Unexploded ordnances (UXO’s); 


• Locations with unfavourable geological characteristics; 


 


However, in most presently available cable routing methods, morphodynamic behaviour of 


the seabed is not taken into account for the overall wind farm cable routing. In such cases the 


cable routing is conducted based only on present materials (cable and turbine capacities) and 


obstructions (UXO’s, complicated soil layers and site boundaries). By addressing the 


morphodynamic behaviour of the seabed, further elaborated in Roetert et al. (2017), highly 


dynamic areas can be highlighted as additional time-varying constraints to the overall wind 


farm cable routing, reducing risks of cable failure due to sand wave migration. Risks of cable 


failure are calculated from internal risks, such as overheating, and external risks caused by 


either dragged or dropped objects. Examples are anchor drop, fishing net drag and spudcan 


positioning errors. Each risk is quantified as a probability of cable failure per year for a certain 


penetration depth.  


 


In order to demonstrate the results of such cable routing assessment an example simulation 


was performed with fictive turbine locations as illustrated in Figure 9.3. This figure shows 61 


randomly placed turbines in HKN taking into account present constraining areas such as 


cables and pipelines. Note that this layout in reality will be determined in a wind resource and 


energy yield assessment taking wake effects into account. With an assumed maximum 


number of 7 turbines per cable string, the turbines were connected via nine strings to the 


OHVS (TenneT Platform) while minimizing total cable costs. 


9.3.2 Cable routing of individual inter-array cables 


Following the determination of the overall cable routing, risk of cable failure due to sand wave 


migration can be further reduced by optimising each inter-array cable connection separately. 


In order to properly analyse effects of inter array cable routing, each connection is optimised 


in the vertical (into the bed) and in the horizontal (pathways between the turbines) plane. The 
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effectiveness of both methods largely depends on the bedforms present between two 


turbines. In case multiple sand waves need to be crossed, optimisation in the vertical plane is 


the most effective manner since routing cables around these sand waves costs significant 


additional cable length. In contrary when a power cable is more or less parallel to sand wave 


crests, risks of cable failure can be reduced greatly by routing cables trough sand wave 


troughs via a horizontal optimisation. 


 


Figure 9.3 depicts two connections that were chosen for further optimisation taking into 


account the morphodynamic environment. Figure 9.3 furthermore depicts the constraining 


areas as a result of the presence of cables and pipelines by means of red hatched areas. 


 


 
Figure 9.3: Fictive wind farm layout for random turbine locations in the HKNWFZ. The arrows denote example inter-


array cables optimised in the vertical and horizontal plane. Constraining areas are denoted by red 


hatched areas. 


 


The individual inter-array cable routing is started with finding an optimal initial burial depth for 


the power cable in the vertical plane, while assuming a fixed position in the horizontal plane, 


e.g. two turbines are connected via a straight line. For a chosen connection (black arrow with 


“Vertical optimization” in Figure 9.3), the vertical optimized cable position is depicted in Figure 


9.4. This specific connection is chosen to illustrate the effect of migrating sand waves on 


cable burial depth if the cable route is almost perpendicular to the sand wave crests. Since 


Vertical 
optimization 


Horizontal 
optimization 
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this connection has to cross multiple sand waves, routing cables around the sand waves is far 


from cost-efficient; instead the initial burial depth is varied. 


 


Figure 9.4 clearly shows the seabed lowering (difference between blue and black line in top 


plot) due to sand wave migration and the added uncertainty band. When not taking seabed 


morphodynamics into account, it is assumed that power cables are buried with a certain 


constant burial depth (dashed red line); here 1.5 m. Indicated by black arrows in Figure 9.4 it 


is observed that the power cable can become exposed on the seabed and can become prone 


to cable failure. Optimizing the initial burial depth (green line in the bottom plot) assures that 


minimum cable coverage (straight blue line in the bottom plot) is guaranteed over the wind 


farm life time. This minimum cable coverage is based on permit requirements and cable 


characteristics. 


  


 
Figure 9.4: Optimized cable position in the vertical plane between two turbines. The top plot depicts the present 


bathymetry (blue line), lowest seabed level over time including uncertainty (black line), the cable 


position assuming a constant burial depth (dashed red line) and the optimized cable position (red line). 


The bottom plot depicts the original fixed cable burial depth (dashed black line), the optimized cable 


burial depth (green line) and the minimum guaranteed cable coverage over the period considered, 


which is here assumed at 0.5 m (fixed blue line). The red arrows indicate locations where the cable can 


become exposed, when buried at a constant burial depth of 1.5 m. 


 


It can be argued that the complex initial burial depth influences cable installation efficiency 


negatively, i.e. constant adjustments and checks have to be made to see if the excavation 


equipment reaches the correct depth. Sand wave dynamics can however lead to significant 


differences in bed level changes over a cable transect. In the HKNWFZ, where seabed 


dynamics are a result of sand wave migration, these differences can range up to 4 m within 


certain cable strings. When assuming a fixed initial burial depth (e.g. the average of the 


optimized initial burial depth depicted in Figure 9.4), cable segments experiencing a relatively 


small seabed lowering  (order of 0 to 1 m) or seabed rise, are always subject to a large burial 


depth, resulting in higher risks of overheating and high cable installation costs. In contrary, 


cable segments subject to a large seabed lowering have an increased risk of failure due to 


limited burial depth or even cable exposure. By introducing a varying initial burial depth, risks 
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are minimized per segment instead of averaged over the total cable length. Also cable burial 


can be performed faster in segments where smaller burial depths need to be achieved.  


 


The vertical optimization is further visualised as a spatial overview in Figure 9.5. The figure 


visualises each connection between two turbines by means of the required initial burial depth. 


The more red cable stretches indicate parts which need to be buried deeper. The spatial 


overview indicates that for most of HKN the benefit of vertical optimization is limited. In sand 


wave areas however much can be gained by taking into account seabed morphodynamics. 


 
 


Figure 9.5 Spatial overview of vertical cable route optimization. Each string connecting two turbines is visualised 


by means of the required initial burial depth. Red parts indicate cable stretches which need to be buried 


deeper. The colour bar for the required cable burial depth is displayed in the left top of the figure. 


 


The second part in the inter-array cable routing is to find the most optimal route in the 


horizontal plane by diverting the cable around areas that require large burial depths, taking 


into account cable bending radii, material costs and equipment costs. In addition the following 


constraints are assessed and taken into account as additional risks when assessing the 


optimal route: 
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• Avoiding existing infrastructure such as navigation channels, pipelines and cables; 


• Wind farm site boundaries; 


• Locations with unfavourable geological characteristics; 


• Known edge scour locations, for the HKN WFZ moist severe edge scour is expected at 


the NE-side. 


  


Note that for power cables both insufficient burial depths (risk of exposure on the seabed) as 


well as too high burial depths (risk of overheating) are of importance. 


 


In case a power cable is more or less parallel to sand wave crests, risks of cable failure can 


be reduced greatly by routing cables trough sand wave troughs or areas with little 


morphodynamic activity, without increasing costs significantly. For the chosen connection 


(black arrow with “Horizontal optimization” in Figure 9.3), the horizontally optimized cable 


position is depicted in Figure 9.6. This cost graph is calculated by applying a cost function to 


all grid cells. This cost function comprises of the optimal ratio between CAPEX (initial cable 


construction costs) and OPEX (risk of cable failure multiplied by the cost of failure) for that 


particular cell by varying the initial burial depth. By cumulating all costs along a cable stretch, 


the optimum path can be found. The found route is based on certain assumptions made 


regarding material and trenching costs combined with the costs of possible cable failure 


(Roetert et al., 2017). Note that a change in these assumptions will lead to a different cable 


routing.   
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Figure 9.6: Optimized cable position in the horizontal plane between two turbines. The red line indicates the most 


optimal route. Yellow locations indicate areas with significant seabed lowering and higher costs, 


whereas the dark blue areas represent the cheaper areas subject to little seabed lowering. 


 


Clearly visible is the cable routing around a high risk area. By comparing the costs in Figure 


9.6 with the predicted seabed lowering, it is concluded that the high costs areas (yellow 


areas) are located in places where seabed lowering is most severe. As discussed in Section 


9.2, these areas correspond to the stoss sides (SW) close to the sand wave crests. The 


cheaper parts (dark blue) are located in the sand wave troughs and subject to little or no 


seabed lowering. 
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10 Conclusions and considerations 


10.1 Conclusions 


10.1.1 Morphodynamics 


The bathymetry in the Hollandse Kust (noord) Wind Farm Zone (HKNWFZ) has a non-uniform 


morphology including a number of prominent sand banks and a partial cover of sand waves, 


which are migrating towards the north-northeast. The top sediment layer is mobile and 


covered with sand waves migrating towards the north-northeast with megaripples on top. 


Considering the entire HKNWFZ, the sand waves have wavelengths in the range of 190 to 


500 m, heights of 0.8 to 2.8 m and migration speeds up to 5.4 m/year. An analysis of the 


large-scale seabed variations shows that the underlying seabed may be considered static 


over the lifetime of the wind farm. Table 10.1 summarizes the sand wave characteristics for 


the entire HKNWFZ.  


 


 


Sand wave height 


non-exceedance 


(2017) [m] 


Sand wave length 


non-exceedance (2017) 


[m] 


Migration speed [m/yr] in 


most frequently 


observed direction 𝟏𝟓𝑵 


50% 95% 50% 95% 50% 95% 


HKNWFZ 1.6 2.8 250 500 3.2 5.4 


Table 10.1 Selected non-exceedance values for the sand wave dimensions and migration rates for the combined 


HKNWFZ; values are based on the 2017 survey for the height and length and on the 2010 and 2016 


surveys for the migration rates.  


 


A review of available geological and geophysical data indicated that non-erodible layers exist, 


but that they are located too deep to influence the sand wave migration. Numerical analyses 


of the hydrodynamics and sediment transport in the area indicate that net sediment transport 


is aligned with the residual tidal flow towards the north-northeast and that the net sediment 


transport increases from south to north largely influenced by the large-scale bathymetry. 


Numerical flow modelling hence confirmed the findings of the data-driven methods. 


 


The sand mining pit present in the HKNWFZ is subject to an infill process with a relatively 


slow time scale of backfilling.  A data analysis on the sand mining pit in the HKNWFZ and on 


a nearby sand mining pit indicated no significant infill or migration; it must however be 


stressed that the timespan between different available surveys is rather short. Based on 


longer term simulations using the SEDTUBE model for a hydrodynamic time series and 


varying soil conditions a significant northward migration of the sand mining pit is observed 


extending over 2 km downstream from the present location of the pit. 


 


For the development of wind turbine support structures, electricity cables and high voltage 


stations, a Best Estimate Bathymetry (BEB), a Lowest SeaBed Level (LSBL) and a Highest 


SeaBed Level (HSBL) are estimated. The BEB represents the predicted bathymetry for a 


certain year with the smallest expected average error. The LSBL and HSBL indicate the 


lowest and highest seabed levels, respectively, for the period 2018-2058, including 


uncertainty bands. The resulting LSBL shows a bathymetric shape similar to the existing 


static part of the bathymetry, but typically a few meters lower. Comparison of the LSBL with 


the most recent bathymetry from 2017 shows a predicted maximum local seabed level 


lowering of approximately 5.7 m (with -2.6 m as the 99%-non exceedance value. As 
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expected, the largest lowering is found at the location of the existing sand wave crests and 


north of the sand mining pit, while minimal lowering is found at the location of the sand wave 


troughs. 


 


The HSBL shows a bathymetric shape similar to the existing static part of the bathymetry, but 


typically several meters higher and locally, in the sand mining pit, as much as 7.0 m (with 


+3.2 m as the 99%-non exceedance value). Opposite to the seabed lowering, the largest 


potential rise of the seabed level is found at the current locations of the troughs just in front of 


the steep sand wave lee sides, with minimal rising at locations of the present sand wave 


crests.  


 


Furthermore a hindcast of seabed levels is made to assess the possible levels at which 


Unexploded Ordnances (UXO’s) are located. An important assumption in this method is that 


an UXO will never travel upwards and a typical UXO will self-bury to about half its height. To 


take into account the full range of possible object levels, the Lowest Object Level, the Highest 


Object Level and the Best-Estimate Object Level over the period 2021-1945 are calculated.  


 
The predicted seabed level changes, scour predictions and assessment of scour mitigation 
measures presented in this study follow from the applied morphological analysis techniques, 
describing the (uncertainty of the) physics and the natural variability of the analysed 
morphological system. No additional safety margins for design purposes have been applied. 


10.1.2 Scour mitigation 


The predicted seabed level changes presented in this study follow from the applied 


morphological analysis techniques, describing the (uncertainty of the) physics and the natural 


variability of the analysed morphological system. Apart from the safety bands following from 


survey and method uncertainties, no additional safety margins for design purposes have been 


applied. 


 


Offshore structures can either be protected against scour or be designed such that scour 


development can be allowed. In this study three main groups of scour mitigation strategies 


were presented:  


A. free scour development 


B. immediate scour protection 


C. monitor and react 


 


Next, distinction was made between the (autonomous) morphodynamic activity of the seabed: 


S. stable seabed 


L. lowering seabed 


R. rising seabed 


 


To decide which strategy can best be adopted for a certain foundation type and specific 


location, information was presented on how to predict the scour depth (when not protected: 


relevant for Strategy A and C) and how to protect against scour (Strategy B), both taking into 


account the morphodynamic scenarios of stable, lowering and rising seabeds. 


  


It can be concluded that for monopiles an easy-applicable, well-proven solution is to place the 


monopiles 1) in areas with limited seabed dynamics or 2) just north-east of the sand wave 


crests or 3) even on top of the sand wave crests and to apply a scour protection to maintain a 


more or less fixed seabed level around the foundation. In the second case a slightly longer 


pile is needed, while in the third case a longer or thicker scour protection is recommended to 


cater for the lowering seabed. Other solutions are also possible, though, such as leaving out 
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the scour protection completely at locations with a rising seabed, when scour protection costs 


outweigh the costs for additional steel consumption.  


 


Gravity-Based-Structures will typically need a scour protection due to too severe scour 


development in the mobile seabeds in HKN and the low tolerance for scour due to 


undermining risks. Locations with a significantly lowering seabed are best to be avoided.  


 


Jacket structures are expected to experience significant scour development as well, but as 


long as they are not located in areas with lowering seabeds and cable free spanning risks are 


mitigated by proper cable protection measures (such as application of cable stiffeners) they 


can be designed for free scour development.  


 


This does not hold for Suction Bucket Jackets: due to the limited penetration depth of the 


suction cans and the large scour potential in HKN, scour protection is always recommended 


in HKN. Self-installable systems look promising here. 


 


To illustrate the choice for a proper scour mitigation strategy, for monopiles dynamic 


equilibrium scour depths, stable rock gradings and required scour protection volumes were 


computed for the entire HKNWFZ. With the provided maps for water depth, maximum seabed 


lowering, predicted scour depth, stable rock gradings and required scour protection volumes 


for each location it can be computed which pile length is required, both for the situation that 


the pile will be protected and for the situation that the pile will be left unprotected. In case of 


protection, the map plots provide an indication which scour protection is required. In the end, 


this boils down to comparing costs of primary steel versus costs of scour protection. With the 


provided information the wind farm designer can determine the optimum locations for the 


wind turbine foundations and select a cost-efficient and safe scour mitigation strategy for 


each foundation.   


 


All presented values for (edge) scour depths, rock gradings, scour protection materials, burial 


depths etc. are best-estimate values without any safety factors included. The reason for 


providing best-estimate and not conservative values is to support designers and developers 


in an early phase with most probable values. However, it is strongly recommended to perform 


more detailed, site- and structure-specific computations at a later stage.  


 


Further optimization for scour predictions and/or scour protection designs can be achieved by 


means of physical model testing. Improvement of cable routing can be achieved by smart 


cable routing with actual foundation locations and additional constraints added to the routing 


routines. In a morphodynamic area such as HKN, it is strongly recommended to always take 


predicted seabed changes into account right from the beginning. 


10.2 Considerations for cables and foundations in HKNWFZ 


Morphodynamic activity such as sand wave migration may pose a threat to foundations and 


cables if not considered in the design and general wind farm planning. It is beyond the scope 


of this report to give specific design recommendations, but in the following a few general 


points of attention are highlighted.  


 


When defining the initial conditions for the design basis the Best Estimate Bathymetry (BEB) 


at the time of foundation installation should be taken into consideration since the seabed in 


some areas may have changed relative to the 2017 Bathymetry. Furthermore, future 


morphodynamic variations should be considered when estimating the variations which may 


be observed during the life time of the wind farm. 
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10.2.1 Cables 


Within the offshore wind industry currently 70-80% of insurance claims are related to failures 


of cables. On average in Europe one export cable and about 10 inter-array cables fail every 


year. Cable failures pose one of the highest risks as it can blackout an entire wind farm. In 


addition, cable monitoring and repair require expensive marine operations. One of the causes 


of cable failures is morphodynamic activity such as sand wave migration. Typical failure 


mechanisms are: 


 Insufficient cable burial depth 


 Overheating 


 Internal stresses 


 Free spanning 


 Dragging anchors or fishnets, dropped objects 


 


As the sand waves migrate, a cable located near the sand wave crest may experience 


significant seabed lowering, which may make the cable vulnerable to anchors or other 


threats. On the other hand, if a sand wave crest passes the cable that was formerly in a sand 


wave trough it may experience a significant increase in the burial depth, which locally may 


cause temperature increases around the cable. Depending of the specifications of the cable 


and environmental requirements, this may be a problem.  


 


Cables crossing a sand wave field, which spatially migrate with different speeds, may 


experience a local stress build-up due to an uneven strain. When combined with e.g. thermal 


stresses this may become critical. It is well known that cables exposed on the seafloor may 


experience local scour, which in some cases may be sufficient to undermine the cable, 


causing a free span. When combined with sand wave migration the risk of free spanning 


increases. A free span of a cable may, besides a local stress build up, also experience vortex 


induced vibrations. 


10.2.2 Foundations 


Seabed level changes may also pose a problem to the foundations of the wind turbines or 


sub-stations. Large seabed changes may cause problems with respect to: 


 Geotechnical stability due to reduced support 


 Stability of scour protection 


 Change in eigen-frequencies  


 


If a foundation is installed on a sand wave crest it may experience a significant lowering, 


which combined with e.g. scour may cause insufficient geotechnical bearing capacity due to 


reduced support from the surrounding soil. One way to prevent this is installation of scour 


protection systems, however, if the scour protection is not sufficiently flexible and able to 


adjust to the seabed variations it may become unstable and in worst case fail to protect the 


foundation. Therefore locations with large predicted seabed lowering are best avoided.   


 


As the fixation level of the pile changes due to morphodynamic activity, the dynamics of the 


combined system including foundation and tower may change. In the worst case the natural 


frequency of the system changes which may lead to an undesired amplification of harmonic 


loading.  
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10.2.3 Identification of potential risks related to morphodynamic and mobile seabeds 


Similar to Fugro (2016) potential risks are addressed for several structure types. The same 


classification of structure types is used as in Fugro (2016). Here, only risks related to 


morphodynamic and mobile seabeds are summarized in Table 10.2; other potential risks are 


not addressed. This section is indicative only and not intended to be complete or 


comprehensive. 


 


Morphodynamic risks are related to large-scale seabed variations (due to natural processes, 


unrelated to the presence of man-made structures); risks related to a mobile seabed here 


refer to local interaction between the hydrodynamics, the structure and the mobile seabed.  


As can be seen from this table, potential risks for all structure types can be mitigated by either 


a careful selection of the location with respect to expected seabed lowering or by taking 


appropriate mitigation measures or by a combination of both. 


 


Structure 


type 


Potential risks related to 


morphodynamics of the seabed 


Potential risks related to mobile seabed 


(sediments) 


Pile 


Foundation 


(PL) 


Significant risk for change in eigen-


frequency if piles are installed at 


unfavourable locations and 


morphodynamics are not taken into 


account in the structure and/or scour 


protection design. When installed at 


carefully selected locations the risks can 


be low to negligible. 


Scour around the foundation might change 


the eigen-frequency of the pile. Pile 


foundations can potentially be designed for 


the expected scour depth in HKNWFZ, but a 


scour protection might be more cost-efficient, 


especially for larger turbines and larger pile 


diameters. 


Jackup 


Platform 


(JU) 


Negligible risk due to limited duration of 


jack-up operations (relative to the 


timescale of morphodynamic processes) 


Low risk for short-term operations (of a few 


days), significant risk for longer operations 


(weeks to months) depending on the leg and 


spud can type and penetration depth. Scour 


protection might be required also for 


temporary operations. 


Gravity 


Base 


Foundation 


(GB) 


Low risk if installed in sand wave troughs; 


for other locations seabed preparation 


(e.g. dredging until LSBL) is 


recommended. Note that wide foundations 


such as GB may interfere with the 


morphodynamic processes responsible for 


sand wave growth and migration, causing 


a faster morphodynamic response of the 


seabed. This should be considered when 


placing GB in areas other than the sand 


wave troughs. 


Significant risk if the GB is not protected 


against scour. This risk can be managed by 


installing a scour protection, possibly in 


combination with seabed preparation.  


Suction 


Caisson 


Foundation 


(SC) 


Low risk if installed in sand wave troughs; 


for other locations extension of the suction 


cans or seabed preparation (e.g. dredging) 


is recommended. 


Scour can pose a significant risk to SC, but 


they can be designed with more streamlined 


shapes to reduce scour. Also the length of the 


suction cans can be increased. Otherwise a 


scour protection is recommended that does 


not interfere with the suction process during 


installation of the suction cans.  
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Cable (CB)  


Negligible risk in areas with a stable 


seabed; low risk in areas with a (slightly) 


rising seabed if thermal characteristics of 


the cable are taken into account in cable 


design; significant risk on cable exposure 


in areas with a lowering seabed and a 


small initial cable burial depth.  


As long as the cable is buried sufficiently 


deep (for other potential threats such as 


anchor dragging, dropped objects etc.) the 


risks are low to negligible. Special attention 


should be given to the areas just around the 


scour protections of the wind turbine 


foundations, where due to edge scour (mainly 


NE of the scour protection) the cables may 


become exposed after some years. Also 


cable crossings require special attention. 


Table 10.2 Overview of potential risks related to morphodynamic and mobile seabeds for similar structure types as 


described in Fugro (2016); this table is indicative only and not intended to be complete or 


comprehensive. 
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A  Formulae for flexibility criterion of a scour protection 


The requirements that determine the extent of the scour protection are twofold. First of all the 


minimum extent of the scour protection should be sufficiently large to completely cover that 


part of the seabed, where the hydrodynamic disturbance caused by fluid-structure-interaction 


is largest, with scour protection. Flow measurements have shown that the area within one pile 


diameter from the pile face experiences strongest vortices and flow acceleration. Secondly, 


the extent of the scour protection is governed by the minimum additional volume that is 


needed to provide rocks for the falling apron that will develop should the maximum seabed 


lowering occur. Based on these two requirements related to the extent of the scour protection, 


it is common practice to use a minimum diameter of the scour protection of 3Dpile extended 


with additional scour protection depending on the predicted seabed lowering. This process, 


the required volumes and some typical dimensions are illustrated in Figure A.1. 


 


 


Figure A.1 Schematisation of different radii describing the falling apron process; “ra” refer to as-built radii, where 


“rb” refer to radii in the launched state 
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in which: 


rmin;prot =  the minimum required extent of the scour protection after launching of the         


apron measured at the top of  the protection from the pile face [m] 


Dpile = pile diameter [m] 


tprot =  as-built thickness of scour protection [m] 


β =  external slope angle of launched protection [°]  


htot = total bed level lowering due to global maximum seabed lowering (Section 5.5)   


   and edge scour (Sedge, Section 7.10) 
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tapron;top =  layer thickness of launched scour protection, measured at the top of the slope,   


perpendicular to the external launched slope [m] 


tapron;toe =  layer thickness of launched scour protection, measured at the toe of the slope,   


perpendicular to the external launched slope [m] 


 


The total required scour protection volume can be computed by adding the volume of the 


unlaunched part of the scour protection and the launched volume in the falling apron (see 


Figure A.1). Because the launching process can be spatially and temporarily varying (e.g. due 


to variable directions of hydrodynamic loads and variability in the sediment composition), not 


the entire volume will effectively be launched and some rocks will be lost in the process. 


Therefore, we add a safety factor: 


 


 *tot unlaunched apronV V SF V    (2) 


 


Vtot =  total required scour protection volume [m
3
] 


Vunlaunched =  part of the scour protection volume that will be not be affected by the 


launching process caused by seabed lowering [m
3
] 


SF = safety factor to account for loss of rocks during the launching process [-] 


Vapron =  part of the scour protection volume that will be launched to form the falling  


apron [m
3
] 


 


The volume that is not affected by the launching process (Vunlaunched) and remains at its 


original as-built position can be computed by: 
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The loss percentage during the falling apron process is dependent on many parameters and 


can even vary throughout the HKNWZ. Since the seabed composition is quite homogeneous 


and sandy and the morphodynamic processes that cause the majority of the seabed lowering 


(sand wave migration) are relatively slow and gradual, the loss percentage is estimated at 


(only) 10%, meaning that the volume of the scour protection should be increased with 10% of 


the (net) falling apron volume. This results in a safety factor (SF) of 1.1. 


 


The required (net) falling apron volume can be computed with the following expression: 
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The initially installed scour protection (indicated by the yellow shading) should be equal to 


Vtot. This results in the following radius measured at the top of the scour protection (ra1): 
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If all above equations are combined, the following extensive but complete equation is found 


for radius ra1: 
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And the radius measured at initial seabed level ra2: 
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These formulae show that the required additional extent becomes larger for: 


• Smaller as-built protection thickness tprot 
• Larger required thickness of the apron slope tapron 
• Smaller external slope angle β (i.e. a milder slope of the falling apron) 
• Larger loss of rocks during launching (SF) 
• Larger total seabed lowering due to the combination of  large-scale morphodynamic 


processes and edge scour    
 


Note that for some limit situations (e.g. when slope angles α and β are different) some small 


adjustments are necessary to the above equations for small values of the seabed lowering. 


 


The layer thickness of the launched apron will be determined by the combination of 


winnowing criteria (that defines a minimum layer thickness of the apron) and the stability of 


the rocks on the slope and the side slope itself under wave loading during storm conditions. It 


is obvious that both processes depend on the rock grading and the layer thickness and are 


even linked to each other. Such a design procedure goes far beyond the scope of this study 


and should be dealt with in the detailed design of the scour mitigation measures.  


 


Therefore, in this study, a simple approach is adopted and for all gradings a constant 


absolute layer thickness and a constant side slope of the launched apron for all rock gradings 


are assumed. The values that are used in this study are presented in Table 8.15.  In the 


detailed design, when more precise winnowing and stability calculations can be made for the 


selected rock grading, both the layer thickness and the side slopes can be calculated more 


accurately. 
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B  Description of additional data 


The following data are provided in GIS maps along with this report: 


 


 Lowest SeaBed Level (LSBL) for time spans of 5 year 


 Highest SeaBed Level (HSBL) for time spans of 5 year 


 Best Estimate Bathymetry (BEB) for time spans of 5 year 


 Classification zones for wind farm design based on seabed lowering, rising and combined 


lowering and rising (for the period 2018 – 2058 only) 


 Lowest Object Level (LOL) for the period 2017-1945 


 Best Estimate Object Level (BEOL) for the period 2017-1945 


 Highest Object Level (HOL) for the period 2017-1945 


 S/D Map field for the 95%-non-exceedance value for the dynamic equilibrium scour depth 


(NESD) for pile diameters of 6, 8 and 10 m. 


 Spatial distribution of rock gradings (SPRG) that are expected to show less deformation 


than 0.5 m during the design storm with a return period of 50 years. 


 Total required scour protection volume for a single and double-graded protection around 


a pile with a diameter of 8 m (SPV_single and SPV_double); 


 


As explained in Chapter 5, the LSBL and HSBL provide the upper and lower envelope of 


predicted morphological seabed level changes. But instead of a single LSBL and HSBL for 


the time period between 2018 and 2058, now intermediate LSBLs and HSBLs are provided. 


The LSBL2023 for example provides the lower envelope to be expected in the time period 


between 2018 and 2023. Each subsequent LSBL provides the envelope between 2018 and a 


given year (e.g. the LSBL2038 provides the lower envelope to be expected in the time period 


between 2018 and 2038). This is similar for the upper limit, which is provided by the HSBL. 


 


The BEB is obtained by estimating the most probable migration speed and migration direction 


found in the various datasets. Based on these values the future bathymetry is predicted. The 


resulting bathymetry is expected to have on average the smallest overall error. In other 


words: when compared to the actual 2033 bathymetry the BEB2033 is expected to have the 


smallest area-averaged total difference. However, at specific locations it can differ 


significantly (but it is not expected to exceed the limits provided by the LSBL and HSBL).  


 


Furthermore, the classification zones as shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 are obtained 


by translating the LSBL and HSBL into possible classification zones for foundations and 


electricity cables. The classification of these zones is based on the predicted seabed lowering 


and rising.  


 


The maps for scour depths, rock gradings and scour protection volumes are produced with a 


25 m resolution. For the double graded scour protection volumes a distinction is made 


between the flexible layer volume, the armour layer volume and the total layer volume. 


 


The data files are delivered in ASCII format for the predicted seabed levels and GIS files for 


both the predicted seabed levels and the scour (protection) maps. The ASCII files contain 


three columns, respectively Easting, Northing and a z-level.  
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All map data is provided in a geodatabase 


(11202796_Deltares_Morphodynamics_Scour_Data.gdb) and visualised in the mxd file 


(11202796_Deltares_Morphodynamics_Scour_Data.mxd). Both are combined into the map 


package (11202796_Deltares_Morphodynamics_Scour_Data).  


 


All data points are provided in the coordinate system ETRS89 / UTM Zone 31N. The z-levels 


for the seabed predictions are always given in metres relative to Lowest Astronomical Tide 


(LAT) for each of the defined z-levels (i.e. minimum expected seabed for the LSBL-files, 


maximum expected seabed for the HSBL-files and most probable seabed for the BEB-files). 


The classifications for the classification zones are addressed as 1, 2, 3 or 4 corresponding to 


the specific classifications (Preferred, Possible, Better avoided or Un-recommended).  


 


The scour depth maps are addressed in scour depth divided by pile diameter. The rock 


volume grading map is addressed as 0 to 6 corresponding to the 6 gradings (large to small) 


plus the larger gradings. Scour protection volumes are presented in m
3
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